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Summary/Thesis

Introduction

This thesis is made of the papers I wrote together with my Ph.D. colleague

Mattia Coloma and our advisor Prof. Domenico Fiorenza.

In this introduction I will briefly summarise the contents and the main results

and techniques of each of the papers. After that, the main body of the thesis

will be comprised of the latest version of each paper (i.e., the in-press version

for the accepted articles and the latest arχiv version for the one still under the

refereeing process), each followed by appendices to expand on some points that

could not find enough space in the articles or to present alternative points of

view on some aspects.

The first paper, “An exposition of the topological half of the Grothendieck–

Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch theorem in the fancy language of spectra”, uploaded

to the arχiv on 27/11/2019 and accepted for publication in Expositiones

Mathematicæ on 17/11/2021, explains at a fundamental level the reasons for

the presence of the Todd class in the GHRR theorem, highlighting how natural

and inevitable it is.

In the second paper, “A very short note on the (rational) graded Hori

map”, uploaded to the arχiv on 29/03/2020 and accepted for publication in

Communications in Algebra on 08/11/2021, we show how the so-called graded

Hori map of [HM20] emerges at the rational level from the canonical equivalence

between left and right gerbes associated with a T -duality configuration and, in

particular, how it can be recovered as a pull-iso-push transform.

In the third paper, “The (anti-)holomorphic sector in C{Λ-equivariant

cohomology, and the Witten class”, uploaded to the arχiv on 28/06/2021 and

currently under review by the Journal of Geometry and Physics in its revised

version after a first positive report, we investigate the Witten genus from the

point of view of equivariant localization. We show how the a priori unjustified

statement that two formal degree 2 independent variables u and v have ratio
u
v
“ τ P H can be made rigorous via a generalization of the Atiyah and Bott

localization theorem in equivariant cohomology, involving a suitably defined

(anti-)holomorphic sector in the equivariant cohomology for the action of an

elliptic curve C{Λ.

1. The fancy language of spectra and the topological

Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch theorem

In the the paper “An exposition of the topological half of the Grothendieck–

Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch theorem in the fancy language of spectra” we
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give an informal exposition of the theory of pushforwards and orientations in

cohomology with emphasis on categorical features of the category of spectra

coming into play, and show how the topological content of the GHRR theorem

naturally emerges from this.

While we explicitly reference the 8-category Sp of Spectra in the article,

we just barely use its actual 8-categorical structure explicitly. For our scopes

we just need to keep in mind that Sp is topologically enriched and that its

homotopy category has hom sets the π0 of the spaces of morphisms. We

denote by SppX, Y q the space of morphisms between spectra X and Y and by

[X, Y ] :“ π0SppX, Y q the hom set in the homotopy category.

Given a space X one obtains a spectrum out of it by first adjoining a basepoint

via the functor p´q` : TopÑ Top˚ and then building the suspension spectrum

Σ8`X by applying the functor Σ8 : Top˚ Ñ Sp. It is actually convenient denote

this spectrum just by X by a slight abuse of notation. We systematically do

this in the article, the only notable exception being writing S instead of Σ8`˚ for

the sphere spectrum. The 8-category Sp of spectra is stable (in particular it is

the stabilization of the category of (nice) topological spaces). As such, it comes

with a fundamental family of self-equivalences given by the suspensions/shifts.

In view of their topological origin, the shift by 1 in positive degree is called the

suspension while in negative degree is called the looping.

Another important categorical feature of Sp we make a prominent use of is

its closed monoidality: we have a tensor product given by the smash product

of spectra and it admits a right adjoint F given by the internal hom. The

tensor product allows us to define monoids (that is, ring spectra, representing

multiplicative cohomology theories) and comonoids (and we remark that all

suspension spectra admit a comonoid structure, inherited from their base space).

As a consequence, given a space X and a ring spectrum E we have a natural

ring structure on [X,E] and a natural map π0pEq “ [S, E] Ñ [X,E] making

[X,E] a π0pEq algebra.

Given a vector bundle V Ñ X one defines its Thom spectrum XV to be the

suspension spectrum of its Thom space, the latter defined as the homotopy

cofibre of the map V zX Ñ V , with V zX given by V minus the image of the

zero section of the bundle. Since trivial bundles become suspensions under

the Thom space functor, we can extend our definition of Thom spectrum to

virtual bundles (formal differences of bundles): if V “ W ´ Z, and if Y ` Z

equals the trivial bundle of rank n, we define XV “ XW`Y r´ns. This is useful

to define the Thom spectrum of the negative tangent bundle and to look at

the Pontryagin-Thom collapse map as a map of spectra γPT : SÑ X´TX . A
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theorem of Atiyah states that, if X is a compact smooth manifold, there is an

isomorphism of spectra under S between γPT : SÑ X´TX and ϕX : SÑ DX,

where the Alexander–Spanier dual DX “ F pX, Sq of X is the internal hom

spectrum of maps from X to S and ϕX is the map induced by the terminal

morphism X Ñ S by duality.

This leads to integration as follows. Given a spectrum E one says that

a compact smooth n-dimensional manifold X is E-orientable if rX,Es and

rDXrns, Es are isomorphic as rX,Es-modules, and one calls E-orientation of

X an isomorphism between them. Given an E-oriented manifold one then has

a natural integration map given by rX,Es – rDXrns, Es
ϕ˚
ÝÑ rSrns, Es.

The definition of orientability can be immediately extended to arbitrary

vector bundles as the condition rX,Es – rXV r´ rkV s, Es. Having introduced

this notion of E-orientability for arbitrary vector bundles, we consider what

we call closed families, a family F being closed if it is closed under box sums

and pullbacks. In a thesis appendix to the article, containing extra material

with respect to the article itself, we show how closed families defined this way

correspond to families of vector bundles associated with tangential structures

and vice versa. A coherent E-orientation of a closed family is the datum of an

E-orientation for every vector bundle in the family, such that our orientation

isomorphisms behave well under pullback and products. After we define stable

families as closed families containing every trivial bundle and such that given a

short exact sequence 0 Ñ V1 Ñ V2 Ñ V3 Ñ 0 if two of them are in F so is the

third, we show how a coherent orientation of a stable family allows us to extend

the definition of E-orientation to virtual bundles that are formal differences of

bundles in the stable family.

Defining the tangent bundle to a map f : X Ñ Y as the virtual bundle

Tf :“ TX ´ f˚TY , we say that f is E-oriented if Tf is. Given an E-oriented

map f we describe how to obtain pushforwards in cohomology, by first factoring

f : X Ñ Y as an inclusion i : X Ñ P composed with a fibration p : P Ñ Y ,

and then defining the pushforwards along i and p. It should be remarked that

the pushforward along an E-oriented fibration p is quite technical, making use

of the theory of parametrized spectra of May and Sigurdsson [MS06] to build

the parametrized version ϕPT : Y Ñ P´Tp of the Pontryagin–Thom collapse

map. The pushforward along the inclusion is on the other hand more standard,

as the construction of the Pontryagin–Thom map in this case is straightforward.

Once one has the Pontryagin–Thom morphism ϕPT : Y Ñ X´Tf one can define

the pushforward f˚ : rX,Es Ñ rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es as the composition
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rX,Es – rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, Es
ϕ˚PT
ÝÝÑ rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es.

We notice that ϕPT is a morphism of comodules so the map above is a map

of rY,Es-modules. In particular, this gives the projection formula

f˚ppf
˚aqxq “ af˚pxq

for any a P rY,Es and x P rX,Es.

In the second part of the article we focus on stably complex vector bundles,

that is, on the smallest stable family containing all the vector bundles with

structure group Upnq, with n ě 0, and prove that an orientation of this family

for a cohomology theory E amounts to a map MU Ñ E, with MU the spectrum

of complex cobordism. We call this map, and the corresponding E-orientation

for stably complex vector bundles, a complex orientation of E. For an even

2-periodic ring spectrum E, i.e., for a ring spectrum such that πSp
2k`1E “ 0 for

all k P Z and satisfying E – Er2s, this definition is shown to be equivalent to

the classical one in terms of the choice of a generator of EpS2q.

We then study the case of two complex orientations A and B for an even

2-periodic spectrum E and prove a first version of the Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–

Riemann-Roch theorem stating that, given f a complex oriented map,

fA˚ paq “ fB˚ pa ¨ tdA,BpTf qq

for any a P rX,Es, with fA˚ and fB˚ the pushforwards induced by the two

orientations and tdA,BpTf q a distinguished invertible element generalizing the

classical Todd class of Tf . Equivalently, the above identity can be written as

fA˚ paq ¨ tdA,BpTY q “ fB˚ pa ¨ tdA,BpTXqq.

As a slight generalization of this first version of the theorem, we get a second

version that more directly generalizes the classical statement. We consider two

even 2-periodic spectra E,F each endowed with a fixed complex orientation,

and a map of ring spectra ψ : E Ñ F . Pushing forward the orientation on E to

F one falls back into the first version of the theorem, where the two involved

orientations are now the original orientation on F and the one pushed forward

from E via ψ. This way we obtain the following:

Proposition. Let ρE : MU Ñ E and ρF : MU Ñ F be complex orientations

for the ring spectra E and F , respectively, and let ψ : E Ñ F be a morphism of

ring spectra. Then, for any stably complex map f : X Ñ Y and any a P rX,Es,

the following Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch-like identity holds:

ψ˚pf
ρE
˚ paqq “ fρF˚ pψ˚paq ¨ tdψ˚ρE ,ρF pTf qq.
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Finally we show how taking E and F to be complex K-theory and periodic

rational cohomology, respectively, and taking ψ to be the Chern character one

recovers the classical statement of the Theorem:

Theorem. Let f : X Ñ Y be a complex oriented map, and let K and HPQ

denote the complex K-theory and the periodic singular cohomology with rational

coefficients, respectively. Let fK˚ and f
HPQ
˚ be the standard pushforwards in

along f in K-theory and in periodic rational cohomology, respectively. Finally,

let ch : K Ñ HPQ be the Chern character.

Then we have a commutative square:

with tdpfq the Todd class of the map f .

This is obtained by identifying the general Todd-type class tdψ˚ρE ,ρF appearing

in the Proposition above with the classical Todd class in the special case given

by the assumptions in the statement of the Theorem.

2. The (rational) graded Hori map in a very short note

In the article “A very short note on the (rational) graded Hori map” we

bring to light how the seemingly ad hoc construction of Han–Mathai’s graded

Hori map of [HM20] can be naturally seen as a pull-iso-push transform. This

generalizes the classical isomorphism between the twisted cohomologies of two

T -dual principal bundles known as the Hori map.

We work K-rationally over a fixed characteristic zero field K; doing this allows

us to work in the simple world of differential graded commutative algebras (DG-

CAs) letting us do everything rather explicitly leaving the geometric/topological

translation of the various constructions to the interested reader.

We begin by recalling how to extend DGCAs trivialising some cocycle as

an homotopy pushout (unsurprisingly, this is dual to the geometric operation

of forming the homotopy pullback giving the total space of a gerbe). In

particular we consider the DGCA Krx2L, x2Rs with two degree 2 generators and

extend it by trivialising the 4-cocycle given by product x2Lx2R. This extension

Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R} will be the protagonist of the paper, as it is the DGCA

(co)classifying K-rational T -duality configurations.

We then consider a map f from Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R} to some DGCA A and

out of this, by means of a rational “homotopy fibre/cyclification adjunction”,
5



we build several other extensions and K-rational gerbes, participating in

the following diagram where every square is a homotopy pushout and the

isomorphism ν comes from the automorphism of Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R} switching

the cocycles:

GL{fpx2Rq} GR{fpx2Lq}

GL ALR GR

AL AR

A

ν

ν´1

ιR iL iR ιL

ιRiL ιL iR

ιL ιR

We focus then on the upper part of this diagram and extend every DGCA B

appearing into it to the ring B̂ “ Brrξ´1, ξs of bounded above formal Laurent

series in a variable ξ of degree 2. Thanks to a fairly general result allowing us to

construct a degree-shifting map π : GR{fpx2Lq} Ñ GRr´1s, we give a projection

map π̂ : ̂GR{fpx2Lq} Ñ ĜRr´1s which lets us define the pull-iso-push transform

TLÑR :“ π̂ν̂ι̂R : ĜL Ñ ĜRr´1s. This reproduces/generalizes the graded Hori

map of Han-Mathai. Switching the roles of the left and right generators one

obtains the map TRÑL.

Once these maps have been defined in the formal setting above, we specialize

them first by considering the algebra of meromorphic functions with coefficients

in a given DGCA that are holomorphic on Cz {0}, and then by considering the

algebra of index 0 Jacobi forms (again with values in a given DGCA). Doing

this we prove that the composition TLÑR ˝ TRÑL is naturally identified with the

operator ´ 1
2πi

B

Bz
, thus reproducing Theorem 2.2 from Han-Mathai paper.

In a thesis appendix to the article, containing extra material with respect to

the article itself, we give a sketch of the above constructions in the topological

setting, emphasizing how the lack of an isomorphism between K-theory and

even singular cohomology (which only become isomorphic after rationalization)

makes everything more involved.

3. The Witten class and the (anti-)holomorphic sector in

C{Λ-equivariant cohomology

For a nice topological space X acted upon by a topological group G, the

G-equivariant (singular) cohomology of X is the (singular) cohomology of

the homotopy quotient X{{G or, equivalently, of the space pX ˆG EGq{G.
6



Such a quotient always admits a map to BG – ˚{{G and thus gives us a

map in cohomology HpBGq “ HGp˚q Ñ HGpXq “ HpX{{Gq. In other words,

given a G-space X its G-equivariant cohomology is an algebra over HGp˚q.

We will be mostly concerned with circle and torus actions, so we recall that

HS1p˚;Rq “ HpBS1;Rq “ HpCP8;Rq “ Rrus and HS1ˆS1p˚;Rq “ Rru, vs,
where u and v are variables of degree 2.

In our paper “The (anti-)holomorphic sector in C{Λ-equivariant cohomology,

and the Witten class” we recall the how to compute the equivariant cohomology

of a smooth manifold with a circle action via the Cartan (bi)complex. To be

more precise, rather than an action of the topological 1-torus, we consider the

actions of 1-dimensional Euclidean tori R{Λ, i.e., of Euclidean circles of length

λ, where λ is the positive generator of the lattice Λ Ď R. We remark that the

R{Λ-equivariant cohomologies will all be naturally isomorphic making this,

at a first sight, quite trivial and uninteresting. This is just a manifestation

of the contractibility of the moduli stack of real 1-dimensional lattices that

is isomorphic to Rą0; the case we are actually interested about, that of flat

2-dimensional tori, will yield more interesting features, again manifesting the

nontrivial topology of the moduli stack of 2-dimensional lattices.

For a given smooth manifold M with an R{Λ-action we therefore consider

the Cartan bicomplex

Ω‚pM,RqR{Λ bR Sympt_Λ r´2sq,

whose two differentials are de Rham differential and the contraction along the

infinitesimal generator of the rotations, and whose total cohomology is the

R{Λ-equivariant cohomology of M . We also provide a version of the Cartan

(bi)complex written in terms of the coordinates relative to a choice of a linear

basis for the Lie algebra tΛ of R{Λ, which is useful for explicit computations.

Next, we turn our attention to equivariant characteristic classes of equivariant

vector bundles over R{Λ-trivial bases, i.e., such that the R{Λ-action on the

base of the bundle is trivial. Since an R{Λ-equivariant complex line bundle

over a R{Λ-trivial base can be seen as the datum of a standard complex line

bundle together with a complex character, we can define, using the splitting

principle, the weight polynomial wppEeffq of (the effectively acted part of) a

complex R{Λ-equivariant vector bundle E as the product of the weights of the

characters associated with equivariant line bundles it formally splits into. Here

the weight wχ of a character χ : R{Λ Ñ Up1q is defined to be p2πiq´1 times the

Lie algebra morphism 2πiwχ induced by χ.

Once the weight polynomial has been defined, we can define the normalized

top Chern class of Eeff as the element, in the R{Λ-equivariant cohomology
7



localized at wppEeffq, as ĉtop,R{ΛpE
effq “ ctop,R{ΛpE

effq{wppEeffq. Analogously,

we define the Euler class and normalized Euler class of (the effectively acted

part of) a real R{Λ-equivariant vector bundle V and show that

êulR{ΛpV
eff
q :“

√
ĉtop,R{ΛpV eff b Cq.

After having presented the main constructions in the simplified setting of

Euclidean 1-tori, we then turn our attention to the case of 2-dimensional flat

tori equipped with a complex structure, or, equivalently, of complex Lie groups

C{Λ.

Here the analogue of the Cartan bicomplex above admits a tricomplex

structure, that is, we have that the C{Λ-equivariant cohomology of M with

coefficients in C is the total cohomology of

Ω‚pM ;CqC{Λ bC SympptΛ
1,0
q
_
r´2sq bC SympptΛ

0,1
q
_
r´2sq,

endowed with the three differentials given by the de Rham differential and by

the contractions in the complex directions B{Bz and B{Bz.

Again, we also give a version with coordinates. Restricting our attention to

tΛ
1,0 or tΛ

0,1 we get the holomorphic and antiholomorphic sector of the Cartan

complex. To be precise, we define the antiholomorphic sector of the Cartan

complex as the total complex of the bicomplex

Ω‚pM ;CqC{Λ bC SympptΛ
0,1
q
_
r´2sq

whose two differentials are the de Rham differential and the contraction in the

complex direction B{Bz. Here too one can give a convenient description using

coordinates. We remark that one has a natural restriction map from the Cartan

tricomplex to the holomorphic and antiholomorphic sectors.

Unsurprisingly, everything we did in the 1-dimensional case admits an

analogue in 2 dimensions, in particular we define weights, the weight polynomial,

Chern and Euler classes and their normalized versions. The new, interesting

feature is that we can define these in the antiholomorphic sector by simply

taking the restriction map.

A well known theorem of Atiyah and Bott (see [AB84]) states that if M is a

smooth, orientable manifold with an S1-action and X is the submanifold of

fixed points, then there is an isomorphism of localized modules

HS1pMqpuq
i˚{ eulpνq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ HS1pXqpuq

with eulpνq the Euler class of the normal bundle relative to the inclusion

i : X ãÑM . Here one is localizing at the generator u of HS1p˚;Rq “ Rrus.
8



In particular, by functoriality of the pushforwards, one obtains from this that∫
M

ω “

∫
X

i˚pωq

eulpνq

for any S1-equivariant form ω on M . By formally using the localization formula,

in the seminal paper [Ati85] on localization techniques for S1-actions on loop

spaces, Atiyah obtains the Â genus of a spin manifold X via an extremely neat

construction. Atiyah considers the (free) loop space LX of smooth unbased

maps from S1 to X; this space admits a smooth, infinite dimensional manifold

structure and an action of S1 given by rotations of loops. One may then want

to compute the (equivariant) volume of such manifold. By formally applying

the localization formula with M “ LX (and so pretending to forget that the

localization formula was given only for finite dimensional manifolds) one can

simply define integrals on LX to be given by the localization formula. In

particular one has this way that the equivariant volume of LX is given by∫
LX

vol “

∫
X

i˚vol

eulpνq
.

By using ζ-regularization techniques, Atiyah proved that, for a suitably chosen

“symplectic” volume form on LX, this actually yields the Â genus of X. It

is interesting to notice that from Atiyah’s computation one can extract a

derivation of the Â genus not involving the ill-defined infinite-dimensional

volume form: one finds

ÂpXq “

∫
X

1

êulζpνq
,

where êulζpνq is the ζ-regularized normalized Euler class of the normal bundle

to the inclusion of X in LX as the submanifold of fixed points.

In our article we prove a version of the localization formula in the antiholo-

morphic sector. More precisely, we show that if an equivariantly closed form ω

in the antiholomorphic sector is in the image of the restriction map from the

closed forms in the full Cartan complex, then∫
M

ω “

∫
FixpMq

ι˚ω

eulBC{Λpνq
.

Having proved this antiholomorphic localization theorem, we want to apply it

to the mapping space M “ MapspC{Λ, Xq. To do this we have to work formally

since again the localization formula is actually true only for finite dimensional

manifolds. In particular the normal bundle of X “ FixpMq ãÑM has infinite

rank and its Euler class is thus not well defined a priori. The trick is to proceed

with a Fourier decomposition and to notice that the (complexified) normal

bundle is isomorphic to the complexified tangent bundle of X tensored with
9



the direct sum of all nontrivial 1-dimensional representations of C{Λ. This

in turn implies that we can write our normalized Chern and Euler classes in

the antiholomorphic sector as infinite products that can be computed via a

ζ-regularization procedure.

We then obtain that, when X is a rational string manifold of even dimension

d then
1

êulB;ζC{Λpνq

“

8∑
j“0

WitR;jpXqξ
´j

λ ,

where WitR;jpXq is the degree 2j homogeneous component of the real Witten

class WitRpXq of X, i.e., of the nonhomogeneous cohomology class defined by

WitRpXq “

d{2∏
j“1

√
z

σΛp
√
zq

∣∣∣∣
z“βjpTXq

,

where the βjpTXq are the Pontryagin roots of TX and σΛ is the Weierstraß σ-

function of the lattice Λ.

In a thesis appendix to the article, containing extra material with respect

to the article itself, we provide a general framework in which to view the

construction in our paper. In particular we suggest that it may be interesting

to associate to a manifold Σ and a subgroup G of its diffeomorphism group,

the integral of the normalized (ζ-regularized) Euler class of the G-equivariant

normal bundle relative to the inclusion ι : X ãÑ MapspΣ, Xq. We give a

minimal example, with Σ “ S0 and G “ Z2 and prove that, working in singular

cohomology with coefficients in F2, the aforementioned integral is always 0.
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An exposition of the topological half of the

Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch theorem in the fancy

language of spectra

Abstract. We give an informal exposition of pushforwards and orientations

in generalized cohomology theories in the language of spectra. The whole

note can be seen as an attempt at convincing the reader that Todd classes

in Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch type formulas are not Devil’s

appearances but rather that things just go in the most natural possible way.

1. Introduction

After tensoring by Q, the Chern character induces a natural isomorphism of

rings

ch: K0
pXq bQÑ

⊕
iPZ

H2i
pX;Qq

from the complex K-theory of a (nice) topological space X to its even singular

cohomology with rational coefficients. Moreover, both complex K-theory and

singular cohomology have natural complex orientations. Simplifying a bit, this

means that if X is a compact complex manifold, one has pushforward maps

πKUX,˚ : K0
pXq bQÑ K´2 dimCXp˚q bQ “ Q

and

πHQ
X,˚ “

∫
X

:
⊕
iPZ

H2i
pX;Qq Ñ

⊕
iPZ

H2i´2 dimCXp˚;Qq “ Q

Since everything is very natural here, one would expect that in the best of

possible worlds the diagram

K0pXq bQ
⊕

iPZH
2ipX;Qq

Q
πKUX,˚

ch
„

∫
X

would commute, i.e., to have an integral formula of the form

πKUX,˚prV sq “

∫
X

chpV q

11



for any complex vector bundle V on X. Unfortunately, this formula is notoriously

not correct: it becomes so only after the introduction of a suitable multiplicative

correction factor, the Todd class of X, given by the cohomology class

tdpXq “ 1`
c1pXq

2
`
c1pXq

2 ` c2pXq

12
`
c1pXqc2pXq

24
` ¨ ¨ ¨

This rather formidable expression is obtained from the characteristic power

series
u

1´ e´u
“ 1`

u

2
`
u2

12
´

u4

720
` ¨ ¨ ¨

by applying the splitting principle to the holomorphic tangent bundle TX of

X, i.e., if TX splits as a direct sum of complex line bundles Li, then

tdpXq “

dimCX∏
i“1

u

1´ e´u

∣∣∣∣
u“c1pLiq

.

On first sight, both the presence of the factor tdpXq in the corrected formula

πKUX,˚prV sq “

∫
X

chpV q tdpXq

and its expression in terms of Chern classes may appear rather mysterious. The

main goal of this paper is to try to convince the reader that there is actually no

mystery here, and that on the contrary the specific correction factor tdpXq is

precisely what one should have expected from the very beginning. We will try

to achieve this within an informal exposition of the theory of pushforwards and

orientations in cohomology, with an emphasis on categorical features of the

category of spectra coming into play.

We make no claim of originality. Everything we write can be found elsewhere,

and plenty of references will be given throughout the text. We owe most of our

gratitude for the inspiration to Ando, Blumberg and Gepner and their paper

[ABG10], to Panin and Smirnov for their [PS02] and [Pan02], and of course to

Quillen [Qui71]. We have also taken from Lurie’s [Lur09a] and [Lur10], from

Ando, Blumberg Gepner, Hopkins and Rezk’s [ABGHR08] and [AHR10], and

from May’s classic [May06].

We wish to reassure the reader that, although at the very beginning we will

be mentioning that the category of spectra is a symmetric monoidal stable

8-category in the sense Lurie’s Higher Algebra [Lur12], no advanced knowledge

of 8-category theory is actually required to read this note as we will treat the

higher categorical aspects of spectra only very intuitively and we will be mostly

working in the homotopy category of spectra, which is an ordinary category

(i.e., a 1-category).

We thank Bertram Arnold, Nicholas Kuhn, Peter May, Denis Nardin and Dylan
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Wilson, whose answers to our random and often naive questions on MO have

actually been an invaluable encouragement at an early stage of this research;

Matthias Kreck and Peter Teichner, for influential comments on a preliminary

draft of these notes and on a talk based on them; Urs Schreiber, the Referee

and the Editor for comments, corrections and suggestions that greatly helped

us in improving the exposition from the first arXiv version to the present one;

Fosco Loregian, for countless coffees, beers and profunctors shared with us; and

Cliff Booth, for having pushed us to conclude the writing of this note. D.F.

thanks MPIM Bonn for the excellent and friendly research environment that

surrounded a revision of this note in a rainy week of November.

2. The stable 8-category of spectra

We will be working in the stable 8-category Sp of spectra. We reassure the

reader possibly unfamiliar both with spectra and/or with 8-categories (stable

or not) that a previous knowledge of these may be useful but not necessary at

all. A good motto to keep in mind is the following informal analogy: spectra

are to spaces as real numbers are to rational numbers. By this we do not only

mean that spectra are certain sequences of (nice) topological spaces just like

real numbers are (equivalence classes of) certain sequences of rational numbers,

but also –and this is the main content of the motto– that one actually works

with spectra by knowing the categorical features of the category they form

and its relations to the category of topological spaces, more than with their

actual definition entailing these features. In terms of the analogy, this is to say

that R can be defined as a suitable quotient of the set of Cauchy sequences of

rational numbers, but what one generally uses when working with real numbers

is not this definition but the properties it implies: e.g., that R is a complete

ordered field. This is actually a complete definition of R: a complete ordered

field, if it exists, is unique and contains Q. From this point of view, the whole

business of equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences can be seen as a proof of

the existence of a field with the completeness and ordering properties. Turning

back to spectra, we are saying that the only point we are asking the reader

to trust us on is that there exists a category Sp having the properties we will

attribute to it.

Actually, Sp will not be an ordinary category, but an p8, 1q-category. We

address the interested reader to [Lur09b] for a comprehensive treatment, and

here content us with saying that for two given objects X and Y in Sp, we do not

have just a set of morphisms, but a whole space of morphisms SppX, Y q between

X and Y . This allows us to say not only that two morphisms are possibly
13



equal, but that they are possibly homotopic (i.e., they lie in the same connected

component of SppX, Y q), or to talk of homotopies between homotopies between

morphisms, and so on. Also, commutative diagrams of spectra will not be

strictly commutative, but always commutative up to some given homotopy,

which is part of the data defining a commutative diagram in an 8-category.

Remark 2.1. Calling the objects of Sp “0-morphisms”, the elements in SppX, Y q

“1-morphisms, the homotopies between 1-morphisms “2-morphisms” and so on,

one sees that in Sp one has k-morphisms for every k ě 0. This motivates the

terminology 8-category. Moreover, since every homotopy is invertible up to a

homotopy between homotopies, one sees that for k ą 1 every k-morphism in Sp

is invertible up to pk ` 1q-morphisms. One indicates that 1 is the threshold for

invertibility by saying that the 8-category Sp is an p8, 1q-category.

Taking connected components of the hom-spaces one gets the homotopy

category of spectra, usually denoted by hSp. As a matter of notation, hom-sets

in the category hSp will be denoted by r´,´s rather than by hSpp´,´q, that

is one writes

rX, Y s :“ π0SppX, Y q,

for any X, Y in Sp. For a morphism f : X Ñ Y in Sp, we will write

f˚ : SppY, Zq Ñ SppX,Zq

and

f˚ : SppT,Xq Ñ SppT, Y q

for the continuous maps between hom-spaces induced by precompostion and

postcomposition with f , respectively. We will use the same symbols to denote

the induced maps between hom-sets in hSp.

Remark 2.2. Even by the few informal lines above, one should deduce that

8-categories are a nice context for doing homotopical constructions. In classical

category theory, such a context is provided by the notion of a model structure

on a category. Starting with a model structure on an ordinary category is indeed

one of the most powerful ways to produce a rigorously defined p8, 1q-category.

In these cases one says that the p8, 1q-category is presented by the model

structure. For instance, a rigorous definition of the p8, 1q-category of spectra

we are talking about is as the p8, 1q-category presented by the standard model

structure on the (ordinary) category of orthogonal spectra [MMSS01].

Other two p8, 1q-categories we will meet in this note are the 8-category

Top of (nice) topological spaces, presented by the classical (or Quillen) model

structure, and whose homotopy category hTop is the usual homotopy category
14



of (nice) topological spaces, and its pointed version Top˚. The 8-categories

Top, Top˚ and Sp are related by the functors (or, better, 8-functors)

Top Top˚
p´q`

,

and

Top˚ SpΣ8 ,

where p´q` : TopÑ Top˚ is the functor adjoining a free basepoint, i.e., X` :“

X \ ˚, and Σ8 : Top˚ Ñ Sp is the infinite suspension, mapping a pointed space

Y to the spectrum given by sequence of pointed spaces Σ8Y recursively defined

by pΣ8Y q0 “ Y and pΣ8Y qn`1 “ ΣppΣ8Y qnq for any n ą 0. The morphisms

ΣppΣ8Y qnq Ñ pΣ8Y qn`1 giving Σ8Y the structure of a (sequential) spectrum

are the identities.

We will always look at (nice) topological spaces and pointed (nice) topological

spaces as spectra via the sequence of functors

Top Top˚ Sp
p´q` Σ8 ,

that is, given a space X, we will denote by the same symbol X its stabilization,

i.e., the spectrum Σ8`X, and similarly for pointed spaces. As a notable exception

to this rule, when X is the space ˚ consisting of a single point, we will use the

classical notation S to denote the spectrum Σ8`˚.

It should be remarked that stabilization is not an embedding: by stabilising

one loses all the unstable information about a space X. Nevertheless, as we will

only be concerned with stable aspects, no confusion should arise in this note,

and we will find it an extremely convenient notation to denote by the same

symbol both a space and its stabilization.

Remark 2.3. By definition, the spectrum S has S0 “ ˚` “ ˚ \ ˚ “ S0 and so,

inductively, Sn “ Sn for any n ě 0. It is called the sphere spectrum.

Remark 2.4. In an p8, 1q-category, all universal properties are given “up to

homotopy” (with the homotopies being part of the universal property). For

instance, in an ordinary category C the property of an object H of being

initial is the fact that the hom-set CpH, Xq is a singleton for every object X in

C. In the p8, 1q-categorical setting this is translated into requiring that the

hom-space CpH, Xq is “a singleton up to homotopy”, i.e., into the requirement

that CpH, Xq is contractible. This means that there is not a unique initial

morphism, but that the initial morphism is unique up to homotopies that are

in turn unique up to higher homotopies, and so on. With this in mind, one

continues to talk of “the” initial morphism HÑ X. Similarly, the universal
15



property of the pullback, declined into an p8, 1q-categorical setting, becomes

the fact that the commutative diagram

CpT,X ˆZ Y q CpT,Xq

CpT, Y q CpT, Zq

is a homotopy pullback of topological spaces for every T in C. We refer the

reader to [Doe98] for an introduction to homotopical pullbacks and pushouts in

the category of (nice) topological spaces.

By saying that the 8-category of spectra is stable one means it satisfies two

very simple axioms (see [Lur12] for a comprehensive account):

(1) it has a zero object 0, i.e., an object that is at the same time initial and

terminal;

(2) it has pullbacks and pushouts, and every pullback is a pushout, and

vice versa.

Remark 2.5. Since pullback and pushout diagrams coincide in a stable p8, 1q-

category, one sometimes calls them “pullout” diagrams. Pullout diagrams of

the form

X Y

0 Z

f

g

are called fibre/cofibre sequences. In this case, one says that X is the fibre of g

and Z is the cofibre of g.

Remark 2.6. One uses a special notation to denote the fibre of the initial

morphism 0 Ñ X and the cofibre of the terminal morphism X Ñ 0. Namely

one denotes them by the symbols Xr´1s and Xr1s, respectively, so that one

has the following defining pullout diagrams for these:

Xr´1s 0

0 X

;

X 0

0 Xr1s

.

Comparison of the two pullout diagrams above immediately shows that in a

stable p8, 1q-category C the shifts

r1s, r´1s : CÑ C

are autoequivalences of C inverse to each other. One calls r1s the shift functor

and, for any n P Z one writes rns for r1sn.
16



Remark 2.7. The reader used to the language of triangulated categories will

have found this sketchy description of stable 8-categories echoing something

familiar. And indeed the homotopy category hC of a stable p8, 1q-category

carries a natural structure of a triangulated category, where distinguished

triangles are the image in hC of fibre/cofibre sequences in C and where the

shift functor is induced by the shift functor of C. It is a nice exercise to show

that the two simple axioms of stable p8, 1q-category imply the somehow less

transparent “octahedral axiom” of triangulated categories.

Remark 2.8. The shift functor in the p8, 1q-category of spectra is induced

by the suspension functor on pointed topological spaces. By this reason it is

commonly denoted as X ÞÑ ΣX in algebraic topology textbooks. Here we prefer

denoting it by X ÞÑ Xr1s to stress that it is the shift functor. Since r1s and

r´1s are inverse autoequivalences of C, one has a natural homotopy equivalence

SppXr1s, Y q – SppX, Y r´1sq for any X, Y in Sp. The identification of r1s with

the suspension functor then identifies the negative shift Y ÞÑ Y r´1s with the

loop space functor.

Remark 2.9. As in every stable8-category, the hom-sets rX, Y s in the homotopy

category hSp have a natural structure of abelian groups. Namely, since 0 is the

zero object, we have natural homotopy equivalences SppX,0q – ˚ and so, by

definition of the negative shift functor, the hom-space SppX, Y r´1sq is defined

by the homotopy pullback

SppX, Y r´1sq 0

0 SppX, Y q

.

This gives a natural identification of SppX, Y r´1sq with the loop space ΩSppX, Y q

based at the zero morphism X Ñ Y , i.e., at the morphism X Ñ 0 Ñ Y . Iterat-

ing this, one gets an identification SppX, Y r´nsq – ΩnSppX, Y q for every n ě 1.

In particular, by using Y – Y r2sr´2s, this gives the the natural identification

rX, Y s “ π0SppX, Y q “ π0Ω2SppX, Y r2sq “ π2SppX, Y r2sq.

Definition 2.10. Let X be a spectrum. For any n P Z, one writes

πSp
n pXq :“ rSrns, Xs

and calls the abelian group πSp
n pXq the n-th homotopy group of X.

Remark 2.11. Notice that if X is a pointed space seen as a spectrum, then for

n ě 0, the homotopy group πSp
n pXq is not the n-th homotopy group of X: it is

the n-th stable homotopy group of X.
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Another remarkable feature of the8-category of spectra is that it is symmetric

monoidal with the smash product as tensor product and the sphere spectrum S
as unit object. Following [Lur10] we will denote the smash product of spectra

with the symbol b rather than with the usual ^ to stress it is the monoidal

product. Similarly, we will use ‘ instead of _ to denote the coproduct of

spectra. Also Top and Top˚ are symmetric monoidal, with tensor product given

by the Cartesian product and by the smash product, respectively. Moreover,

both p´q` : TopÑ Top˚ and Σ8 : Top˚ Ñ Sp are monoidal functors [MMSS01].

This fact has an immediate important consequence: spaces are special objects

within spectra with respect to the monoidal structure. Namely, every object in

Top is a coassociative cocommutative comonoid via the diagonal morphism

∆: X Ñ X ˆX and the terminal morphism X Ñ ˚. Since Σ8` is symmetric

monoidal we have that a space X, seen as a spectrum, comes with natural

distinguished morphisms

∆: X Ñ X bX

ε : X Ñ S

making it a coassociative cocommutative comonoid in Sp.

Remark 2.12. Tensor product of spectra is compatible with the shift functor:

one has natural isomorphisms

X b pY r1sq – pX b Y qr1s – pXr1sq b Y.

These identify the shift functor with the tensor product with the object Sr1s.

2.1. Periodic ring spectra.

Definition 2.13. Algebra objects (or monoids) in Sp, i.e., spectra E endowed

with morphisms

m : E b E Ñ E

e : SÑ E

satisfying the usual unit and associativity conditions will be called ring spectra.

If, moreover, the multiplication is commutative (up to coherent homotopies)

they will be called commutative ring spectra or E8-ring spectra.

Remark 2.14. Since shift commutes with tensor product, if E is a ring spectrum

then Erks is an E-module for any k P Z.
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As in every monoidal category, if X is a comonoid and E is a monoid, then

rX,Es is a monoid with multiplication given by the composition

rX,Es b rX,Es rX bX,E b Es rX,Es
b p∆˚,m˚q

As this multiplication is compatible with the abelian group structure on rX,Es,

when X is a comonoid and E is a monoid the hom-set rX,Es has a canonical

ring structure, which is commutative if both E is commutative and X is

cocommutative. So, in particular, if X is a space and E is an E8-ring spectrum,

then rX,Es is a commutative ring.

Remark 2.15. Thanks to the compatibility of the shift functor with the tensor

product, if X is a space then the direct sum⊕
nPZ

rX,Ernss

has a natural structure of graded commutative ring. This is called the graded

E-cohomology ring of X.

Remark 2.16. If ψ : E Ñ F is a morphism of E8-ring spectra, then

ψ˚ : rX,Es Ñ rX,F s

is a homomorphism of rings, for any comonoid X. Dually, if ϕ : X Ñ Y is a

morphism of comonoids, then

ϕ˚ : rY,Es Ñ rX,Es

is a homomorphism of rings, for any E8-ring spectrum E. In particular, since

any continuous map of (nice) topological spaces is a comonoid map with respect

to the comultiplication given by the diagonal embedding, any continuous map

between spaces induces a pullback ring homomorphism ϕ˚ : rY,Es Ñ rX,Es.

As a special case of this, by taking the terminal morphism we see that for any

space X the ring rX,Es comes with a natural ring homomorphism

πSp
0 pEq “ rS, Es Ñ rX,Es,

making rX,Es a πSp
0 pEq-algebra. One says that πSp

0 pEq is the ring of coefficients

for the multiplicative cohomology theory defined by the E8-ring spectrum E.

Example 2.17. Let A be an abelian ring. If E “ HA, the Eilenberg–Mac Lane

E8-ring spectrum defining singular cohomology with coefficients in A, one has

πSp
0 pHAq “ A, so that the coefficients of singular cohomology are indeed the

coefficients in the sense of Remark 2.16.
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Remark 2.18. Since shift commutes with tensor product, if X is a comonoid in

Sp and Y is a comodule over X, i.e., we have a morphism

ρ : Y Ñ X b Y

making the obvious diagrams commute, then for any n P Z also Y rns is a

X-comodule. In particular, for any n the hom-set rY rns, Es is an rX,Es-module

via the rX,Es-action

rX,Es b rY rns, Es rX b Y rns, E b Es rY rns, Es.
b pρrns˚,m˚q

A particular instance of this construction is obtained by taking X “ S and

ρ : Y
„
ÝÑ Sb Y the natural isomorphism, for any spectrum Y . This way, one

sees that rY rns, Es is a rS, Es-module, i.e., a πSp
0 pEq-module, for any n P Z. In

particular, if Y is a space, this module structure coincides with the one induced

by the ring homomorphism πSp
0 pEq Ñ rY,Es described in Remark 2.16.

Remark 2.19. If X and Y are two (nice) topological spaces and E is an E8-ring

spectrum, then the commutative diagram of spaces

X ˆ Y X

Y ˚

induces the commutative diagram of commutative rings

rX b Y,Es rX,Es

rY,Es rS, Es

and so, by the universal property of the tensor product of commutative rings, a

morphism of rings

bE : rX,Es bπSp
0 pEq

rY,Es Ñ rX b Y,Es.

One sees that bE is induced by the external multiplication

rX,Es b rY,Es rX b Y,E b Es rX b Y,Es,
b m˚

by factoring the latter through rX,Es b rY,Es Ñ rX,Es bπSp
0 pEq

rY,Es.

Definition 2.20. We will say that the E8-ring spectrum E is periodic of

period k or simply k-periodic if we are given an isomorphism of E-modules

ϕ : E Ñ Er´ks. The composition

βE : SÑ E
ϕ
ÝÑ Er´ks

is called the Bott element of the k-periodic E8-ring spectrum pE,ϕq.
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Remark 2.21. At the level of homotopy classes, the Bott element βE is an

element in πSp
k pEq.

Remark 2.22. Since ϕ is an isomorphism, the Bott element is invertible: there

exists an element β´1
E : S Ñ Erks with βEβ

´1
E “ β´1

E βE “ e : S Ñ E. For

any spectrum X, the multiplication by the Bott element induces a natural

isomorphism of abelian groups rX,Es
βE ¨
ÝÝÑ rXrks, Es. In particular, the choice of

an element ξ P rXr´ks, Es is equivalent to the choice of an element βEξ P rX,Es

via the periodicity isomorphisms. If X is a space, by the universal property

of polynomial rings the latter are in bijection with ring homomorphisms

πSp
0 pEqrus Ñ rX,Es extending the canonical homomorphism ε˚ : rS, Es Ñ
rX,Es, via the association u ÞÑ βEξ.

Remark 2.23. If pE,ϕq is a k-periodic E8-ring spectrum, then the isomorphism

ϕ is the multiplication by the Bott element, i.e., ϕ is the composition

E – E b S E b Erks – pE b Eqr´ks Er´ks.
idbβ mr´ks

Therefore, one can equivalently define a k-periodic E8-ring spectrum as an E8-

ring spectrum endowed with a morphism βE : Srks Ñ E such that multiplication

by βE induces an isomorphism of E-modules E Ñ Er´ks.

Definition 2.24. An E8-ring spectrum E is called even 2-periodic if it is

2-periodic and πSp
2k`1pEq “ 0, @k P Z.

Example 2.25. The first and most natural example of an even 2-periodic coho-

mology theory is complex K-theory KU . The Bott element βKU P π
Sp
2 pKUq “

K0pS2q can be identified with (the class of the) virtual line bundle 1C ´ L
´1 in

the K-theory of S2, where L “ OP1Cp1q is the universal complex line bundle

over the complex projective line P1C – S2 and 1C is the trivial rank 1 complex

vector bundle S2 ˆ CÑ S2.

Another even 2-periodic cohomology theory we will come back to later is

even 2-periodic rational singular cohomology HPevQ :“
⊕

iPZHQr2is. Here,

as usual, HQ denotes the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum of the abelian group

pQ,`q, so that rX,HQr2iss “ H2ipX;Qq for any (nice) topological space X.

Its homotopy groups are given by

πSp
i pHQq “

Q if i “ 0

0 otherwise.

The Bott element βHPevQ of HPevQ can be identified with 1 P πSp
0 pHQq via

πSp
2 pHPevQq “

∏
iPZ

πSp
2´2ipHQqβi “ πSp

0 pHQqβ “ Qβ,
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where β is a degree ´2 formal variable used to keep track of the degree shiftings.

In other words, the Bott element βHPevQ of HPevQ is naturally identified with

the formal variable β used in forming the even 2-periodic rational singular

cohomology of a space X:

HP k
evpX;Qq “

⊕
iPZ

Hk`2i
pX;Qqβi.

Equivalently, the Bott element βHPevQ is the fundamental class of S2 via

πSp
2 pHPevQq “

∏
iPZ

πSp
2 pHQr2isq “ πSp

2 pHQr2sq “ Qβ.

Notice that at the level of πSp
2 ’s, the Chern character ch: KU Ñ HPevQ gives

πSp
2 pchq : πSp

2 pKUq Ñ πSp
2 pHPevQq mapping 1C ´L

´1 to 1´ eβc1pL
´1q “ βc1pLq.

As the first Chern class of the universal line bundle on P1C represents the

fundamental class of P1C in singular cohomology (with Z- and so also) with

Q-coefficients, we see that the Chern character maps the Bott element of KU

to the Bott element of HPevQ.

2.2. Vector bundles and Thom spectra. We will also be prominently

considering the category VectBunR of real vector bundles over (nice) topological

spaces, whose objects are vector bundles V Ñ X and whose morphisms are

commutative diagrams

V W

X Y

f̃

f

where f̃ is fibrewise linear. The category VectBunR is symmetric monoidal with

monoidal product given by pV Ñ Xq b pW Ñ Y q “ pV ‘ W Ñ pX ˆ Y qq,

where pV ‘W qpx,yq “ Vx ‘Wy, and unit object the zero vector bundle over the

point.

Notation 2.26. With K-theory in mind, in what follows we will usually denote

the direct sum of vector spaces and of vector bundles by ` instead than by ‘.

Definition 2.27. The Thom space ThpV Ñ Xq of a real vector bundle V Ñ X

is defined as the homotopy pushout

V zX V

˚ ThpV Ñ Xq
f

where V zX denotes the total space of the vector bundle V minus the copy of

X inside it given by the zero section.
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Notice that, by its very definition, ThpV Ñ Xq is a pointed space. The

basepoint of ThpV Ñ Xq is customary denoted by 8: it is the “point at infinity”

of the total space of the vector bundle V Ñ X in the “vertical directions”.

Remark 2.28. A more concrete description of the Thom space ThpV Ñ Xq is

obtained as follows. In order to compute the homotopy pushout defining it,

one replaces the inclusion V zX ãÑ V with the homotopy equivalent cofibration

V zBpV q ãÑ V , where BpV q is the open unit disk bundle of V for some chosen

Riemannian metric. By retracting on the closed unit disk bundle, this is in

turn equivalent to the cofibration SpV q ãÑ DpV q, where SpV q denotes the unit

sphere bundle and DpV q the closed unit disk bundle of V , respectively. The

Thom space of V is then realized as the quotient space DpV q{SpV q, with base

point the equivalence class SpV q. One sees from this description that when

the base space X of the vector bundle V Ñ X is compact, the Thom space

ThpV Ñ Xq reduces to the one-point compactification of the total space V ,

pointed at the point at infinity.

Remark 2.29. The Thom space construction,

Th: VectBunR Ñ Top˚

is a symmetric monoidal functor: one has a natural isomorphism

ThpV ‘ W Ñ pX ˆ Y qq – ThpV Ñ Xq ^ ThpW Ñ Y q.

The above remark immediately leads to the following

Definition 2.30. The Thom spectrum functor pV Ñ Xq ÞÑ XV is the symmet-

ric monoidal functor VectBunR Ñ Sp given by the composition

VectBunR Top˚ SpTh Σ8 .

Example 2.31. If V is the rank zero vector bundle 0 “ X ˆ R0 Ñ X, then

V zX “ H and so Thp0 Ñ Xq “ X`. This implies X0 “ X, where as usual

on the right hand side we are writing X for the suspension spectrum Σ8`X.

Another simple example is the following. As ThpR Ñ ˚q “ pS1,8q “ Σ`p˚q,

we have ˚R “ Sr1s.

Remark 2.32. In the categorical spirit of this note, the actual definition of the

Thom spectrum functor is less important than its properties. What the reader

should keep in mind is that to a real vector bundle V Ñ X is associated a

spectrum XV in such a way that pX ˆY qV ‘W – XV bY W , and that ˚R “ Sr1s.
For instance, from these two properties one derives

XV`1
“ pX ˆ {˚}qV‘1

“ XV
b Sr1s “ XV

r1s,
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where we have written 1 for the trivial rank 1 vector bundle 1 :“ X ˆ RÑ X.

More generally, writing n :“ X ˆ Rn Ñ X for the trivial rank n bundle, one

has XV`n “ XV rns for any nonnegative n.

The other categorical property of Thom spectra that we will need is that

Thom spectra are comodules over their bases: for every (nice) topological space

X and every vector bundle V Ñ X the Thom spectrum XV has a canonical

X-comodule structure

∆V : XV
Ñ X bXV .

This is simply obtained by applying the Thom spectrum functor to the morphism

in VectBunR given by the commutative diagram

V 0 ‘ V

X X ˆX

p0,idV q

∆

,

where ∆: X Ñ X ˆX is the diagonal embedding. This construction is natural:

if pf, f̃q : pV Ñ Xq Ñ pW Ñ Y q is a morphism in VectBunR,then we have a

commutative diagram

XV X bXV

Y W Y b Y W

∆V

fV fbfV

∆V

In other words, the construction of Thom spectra gives a functor

VectBunR Ñ ComodpSpq

pV Ñ Xq ÞÑ pX,XV
q,

where for any monoidal category C we denote by ComodpCq the category whose

objects are pairs pA,Mq, where A is a coalgebra object in C and M is an

A-comodule, and morphisms from pA,Mq to pB,Nq are commutative diagrams

M AbM

N B bN

∆M

f̂ fbf̂

∆N

where f : AÑ B is a morphism of coalgebras.

This gives a natural rX,Es-module structure on the E-cohomology of XV .

Remark 2.33. If f : X Ñ Y is a morphism of (nice) topological spaces and V is

a vector bundle on Y we have a naturally induced morphism

pf, fV q : pX,Xf˚V
q Ñ pY, Y V

q
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in ComodpSpq. In particular, given two vector bundles V and W over a space

X, we have a natural morphism

p∆,∆V‘W
q : pX,XV`W

q Ñ pX bX,XV
bXW

q

as a consequence of the pullback isomorphism V `W “ ∆˚pV ‘ W q, where

∆: X Ñ X ˆX is the diagonal embedding.

Remark 2.34. The category VectBunR has a positive shift given by tensoring

with the trivial rank 1 line bundle RÑ ˚. As we have seen in Remark 2.32,

the Thom spectrum functor changes the positive shift on VectBunR into the

shift functor on Sp. As a consequence, we have a well defined notion of Thom

spectrum of a virtual bundle V “ V0 ´ V1 on X, given by XV “ XV0`Ṽ1r´ns,

where Ṽ1 is a vector bundle on X such that V1 ` Ṽ1 is the trivial rank n vector

bundle, for some n. As a shifted comodule is again a comodule, we see that XV

is naturally an X-comodule for any virtual vector bundle V on X.

Example 2.35. Let X be a compact smooth manifold, and let i : X ãÑ Rn be an

embedding. If ν denotes the normal bundle to X in Rn, then TX ` ν is the

trivial rank n vector bundle over X, so that X´TX “ Xνr´ns. By considering

Rn inside its one-point compactification Sn, one can look at i as an embedding

i : X ãÑ Sn. A tubular neighborhood U of X in Sn is homeomorphic to the

open unit disk bundle Bpνq of the normal bundle ν. Mapping all points of Sn

outside U to the point at infinity in the Thom space of ν while keeping the

points of U fixed defines a map of pointed spaces Sn Ñ Thpνq. Applying Σ8,

this defines a map of spectra Srns Ñ Xν and so, equivalently, a map of spectra

γPT : SÑ X´TX .

The latter is, up to homotopy, independent of all the choices involved in its

definition. It is called the Pontryagin–Thom collapse map.

3. E-orientations and Integration

A second main feature of the category of spectra we will use is that it is

monoidally closed, i.e., for any object X the functors

´bX : SpÑ Sp

X b´ : SpÑ Sp

have right adjoints. We will write

F pX,´q : SpÑ Sp
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for the right adjoint of the right multiplication functor ´bX, i.e., we have

natural isomorphisms

SppY bX,Zq – SppY, F pX,Zqq

for any spectra X, Y, Z.

Definition 3.1. The Alexander–Spanier dual DX of a spectrum X is

DX :“ F pX, Sq,

i.e., it is the spectrum characterized by

SppY,DXq – SppY bX, Sq,

naturally, for any spectrum Y .

It is immediate from the definition that D is a contravariant functor D : SpÑ

Spop. Moreover, as S is the unit object, we have a natural isomorphism DS – S.

In particular, for any space X we have a distinguished morphism

ϕ : SÑ DX,

which is the image under the duality functor D of the distinguished morphism

X Ñ S.

We have already noticed (nice) topological spaces are special among spectra.

A somehow surprising fact is that, even from the spectral point of view, compact

smooth manifolds are special among (nice) topological spaces. We have the

following

Theorem 3.2 (Atiyah). [Ati61] Let X be a compact smooth manifold. Then

there is an isomorphism of spectra under S

S

X´TX DX

ϕγPT

„

where TX is the tangent bundle of X, X´TX is the Thom spectrum of the

virtual bundle ´TX, and γPT : S Ñ X´TX is the Pontryagin–Thom collapse

map from Example 2.35.

From Theorem 3.2, we get

Corollary 3.3. Let X be a compact smooth manifold. Then DX carries a

natural X-comodule structure. In particular, if E is a ring spectrum, then

rDX,Es carries a natural rX,Es-module structure.

We can now give the main definition of this Section:
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Definition 3.4. Let E be a commutative ring spectrum. A compact n-

dimensional smooth manifold X is E-orientable if rDXrns, Es is an rX,Es-

module of rank 1. An E-orientation of X is an isomorphism of rX,Es-modules

rX,Es Ñ rDXrns, Es. An E-oriented compact n-dimensional smooth manifold

X is a pair pX, σq where X is a compact n-dimensional smooth manifold and

σ : rX,Es Ñ rDXrns, Es is an isomorphism of rX,Es-modules.

Notice that, if pX, σq is an E-oriented compact n-dimensional smooth mani-

fold, then the datum of σ is equivalent to the datum of a generator τ “ τpX,σq
of rDXrns, Es as an rX,Es-module. The element τ will be called the Thom

class of the E-orientation of X.

Definition 3.5. For pX, σq an E-oriented compact n-dimensional smooth

manifold we have a naturally defined integration map∫ E

pX,σq

: rX,Es Ñ rSrns, Es

given by the composition

[X,E] [DXrns, E] [Srns, E]σ ϕ˚

Remark 3.6. When E is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum HZ representing

integral cohomology, the datum of an E-orientation of a compact smooth

manifold X is equivalent to the datum of an orientation of X in the sense

of differential geometry, and the integration map defined above is naturally

identified with integration in singular cohomology.

4. E-oriented Vector Bundles

So far we have been considering E-orientations of compact smooth manifolds,

defined in terms of Thom spectra of opposite tangent bundles. It will be

convenient to generalize this construction to arbitrary real virtual vector

bundles (recall from Remark 2.34 that we have a well defined notion of Thom

spectrum XV for any real virtual vector bundle V over a (nice) topological

space X).

Definition 4.1. Let V be a rank r virtual real vector bundle over X. V is

is said to be E-orientable if rXV r´rs, Es is an rX,Es-module of rank 1. An

E-orientation of V is the choice of an isomorphism σV : rX,Es
„
ÝÑ rXV r´rs, Es.

Remark 4.2. Notice that with this definition each trivial real vector bundle

n “ XˆRn Ñ X has a canonical E-orientation. Namely, Xn “ Xrns, and so the

shift isomorphism provides a distinguished isomorphism rX,Es Ñ rXnr´ns, Es.
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Definition 4.3. The datum of an E-orientation σV of a rank r virtual vector

bundle V is equivalent to the datum of a generator τV of rXV r´rs, Es as an

rX,Es-module; namely, the image of the unit 1 P rX,Es via the isomorphism

σV . The element

τV : XV
r´rs Ñ E

will be called the Thom element of the E-oriented bundle V .

Remark 4.4. Since orientations are isomorphisms of rX,Es-modules from rX,Es,

they are a torsor for the group of rX,Es-module automorphisms of rX,Es, i.e.

for the group GL1rX,Es of units of rX,Es. In other words, if σV , σ̃V are two

E-orientations on an E-orientable rank r (virtual) vector bundle V over X,

there exists a unique element mV in GL1rX,Es Ď rX,Es making the following

diagram

rX,Es rX,Es

rXV r´rs, Es,

mV ¨´

σV σ̃V

commute, where ¨ is the product in rX,Es. Equivalently, we have τV “ mV ¨ τ̃V .

Remark 4.5. The functor X ÞÑ GL1rX,Es is representable: there exists a

spectrum GL1E with a natural isomorphism

GL1rX,Es – rX,GL1Es.

Therefore a multiplier mV can be equivalently seen as a morphism mV : X Ñ

GL1E.

Remark 4.6. A noteworthy property of E-orientations is that they satisfy the

2-out-of-3 property: if a short exact sequence 0 Ñ V1 Ñ V2 Ñ V3 Ñ 0 of vector

bundles on a topological space is given, then E-orientations on two of the vector

spaces in the sequence canonically determine an E-orientation of the third one,

see [May06].

The main idea now is to study not only an E-orientation of a single vector

bundle, but to look at systems of coherent E-orientations of a family of vector

bundles.

Definition 4.7. A family of vector bundles F is said to be closed if it closed

under the operations of pullback and box sum. This means that:

(1) if the vector bundles V Ñ X and W Ñ Y are in the family F , then the

box sum V ‘ W Ñ X b Y is in F ,
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(2) for any map f : X Ñ Y and every vector bundle V Ñ Y in the family

F , then the pullback bundle f˚V Ñ X is in F .

Remark 4.8. Notice that, if V,W are vector bundles over X, then via the

isomorphism ∆˚pV ‘ W q – V `W from Remark 2.33 any closed family is

automatically closed under the operation of direct sum of vector bundles.

Example 4.9. Examples of closed families are the family of all (finite rank) real

vector bundles and the family of all (finite rank) trivial real vector bundles.

Other, more interesting examples are given by the family of all real oriented

vector bundles (i.e. real vector bundles V with a reduction of the structure

group to SOprkV q, where rkV denotes the rank of V as a real vector bundle),

spin bundles (i.e, with reduction of the structure group to SpinprkV q), and

complex vector bundles (i.e., even rank real vector bundles V with a reduction

of the structure group to Up1
2

rkV q).

Definition 4.10. A coherent system of E-orientations on a closed family of

vector bundles F (or an E-orientation of F) is the datum of an E-orientation

σV : rX,Es
„
ÝÑ rXV r´ rkV s, Es, for each V P F , satisfying the following

coherence conditions:

(1) Given V,W P F and f : X Ñ Y the following diagrams commute.

rX,Es b rY,Es rXV r´ rkV s, Es b rY W r´ rkW s, Es

rX b Y,Es rXV b Y W r´ rkV ´ rkW s, Es

σV bσW

σV‘W

and

rY,Es rY V r´ rkV s, Es

rX,Es rXf˚V r´ rk f˚V s, Es

f˚

σV

pfV q˚

σf˚V

(2) if a trivial vector bundle n is in F , then σn is the canonical orientation

of n.

The next definition is motivated by the following two facts we noticed

in Remarks 4.2 and 4.6: every trivial bundle is canonically oriented, and

E-orientations satisfy a 2-out-of-3 property.

Definition 4.11. A closed family of vector bundles F is said to be stable if it

contains the family of trivial bundles and satisfies the 2-out-of-3 property, i.e.,
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if for a short exact sequence of vector bundles

0 Ñ V1 Ñ V2 Ñ V3 Ñ 0

two of the Vi’s are in F then also the third is in F .

Example 4.12. Let us consider the family of complex vector bundles. This is

a closed family but not a stable family: it contains only “half” of the trivial

bundles (those with even rank as real vector bundles). To obtain a stable family

out of the closed family of complex bundles we need to stabilize it, i.e. consider

vector bundles V such that V ` k is complex for some k ě 0. Such bundles

are called stably complex. The family of stably complex vector bundles is a

stable family and it is the smallest stable family that contains the family of

complex bundles. More generally, for any closed family of vector bundles we

can consider its stabilization.

Remark 4.13. An E-orientation of a stable family F is defined as an E-

orientation of F as a closed family. It is immediate to see that the datum of an

E-orientation of a closed family is equivalent to the datum of an E-orientation

on its stabilization.

Remark 4.14. Equivalently, conditions (1–2) above can be expressed in terms of

Thom elements as

(1) τV ‘W “ τV bE τW ;

(2) τf˚V “ pf
V q˚τV ;

(3) τn “ 1 P rX,Es “ rXnr´ns, Es.

Remark 4.15. Let {σV }V PF be a an E-orientation of a stable family F . Then it

makes sense to talk about the E-orientation σV of a virtual bundle V “ V0´ V1

where both V0, V1 P F . Namely, by the 2 out of 3 property, any complement

Ṽ1 of V1 is in F . Writing V “ V0 ` Ṽ1 ´ n, we have natural isomorphisms of

shifted Thom spectra

XV
r´ rkV s – XV0`Ṽ1´nr´ rkV s –

– XV0`Ṽ1r´ rkV ´ ns – XV0`Ṽ1r´ rk pV0 ` Ṽ1qs.

Since V0 ` Ṽ1 P F , we have an E-orientation σV0`Ṽ1
, which we can take as the

E-orientation σV of V . One checks that σV is well defined, i.e., it is independent

of the choice of the complement Ṽ1. This way the notion of E-orientation of

a stable family of vector bundles extends to stable families of virtual vector

bundles.
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Remark 4.16. Let V,W be two (virtual) vector bundles over the manifold X in

the E-oriented family F . Then the pullback isomorphism V `W “ ∆˚pV ‘W q,

and conditions (1–2) in Remark 4.14 give

τV`W “ p∆V‘W
q
˚
pτV bE τW q “: τV ¨ τW .

The normalisation condition (3) then gives τV ¨ τ´V “ 1.

Remark 4.17. It follows from conditions (1–2) in Definition 4.10 that for

any (virtual) vector bundle V in the E-oriented stable family F on X, the

multiplication by the Thom class τV P rX
V r´ rkV s, Es gives natural morphisms

of rX,Es-modules

rXW , Es
τV ¨
ÝÝÑ rXV`W

r´ rkV s, Es.

As τV ¨ τ´V “ 1, these are actually isomorphisms. In particular, by taking

W “ n, we see that multiplication by the Thom class τV is an isomorphism of

rX,Es-modules

rXrns, Es
τV ¨
ÝÝÑ rXV

rn´ rkV s, Es,

for any n P Z.

So far we have defined compatible systems of E-orientations of a stable family

of vector bundles F . Again, rather than study a single system, it is interesting

to study how two compatible systems interact. As in Remark 4.4, two systems

of E-orientations {σV , sV }V PF define a set of Thom classes {τV , tV }V PF as well

as a set of multipliers {mV }V PF , uniquely defined by the property τV “ mV tV .

Now we want to state some properties satisfied by the set multipliers {mV }V PF .

Proposition 4.18. Let F be a stable family of vector bundles, and σ and s

two E-orientations of F , with associated Thom classes τ and t, and system of

multipliers m. Then for any two (virtual) vector bundles in the family F over a

space X, we have mV`W “ mVmW , and for any trivial vector bundle n on X

we have mn “ 1. In particular, mV`n “ mV for any V and n.

Proof. As the X-comodule structure on XV`W and the X b X-comodule

structure on XV bXW are compatible (Remark 2.33), for any λ, µ P rX,Es,

we have pλµqptV ¨ tW q “ λtV ¨ µtW . Therefore, by Remark 4.16 we have that

mV`W tV`W “ τV`W

“ τV ¨ τW

“ mW tV ¨mW tW

“ mVmW tV ¨ tW

“ mVmW tV`W .
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The conclusion follows from uniqueness of multipliers. The statement for trivial

bundles is immediate from the normalisation condition τn “ tn “ 1. �

Corollary 4.19. For the multipliers associated to a (virtual) vector bundle

V P F and to its opposite ´V , we have mVm´V “ 1.

Remark 4.20. By Remark 4.5, the collection of multipliers can be seen as a

collection of morphisms mV : X Ñ GL1E, for any (virtual) vector bundle V

over X, and the compatibility of multipliers with pullbacks amounts to the

commutativity of the diagrams

Y X

GL1E,

f

mf˚V mV

for any map f : Y Ñ X.

5. Pushforwards in E-cohomology

We can now introduce the notion of an E-oriented map between compact

smooth manifolds and define a pushforward in E-cohomology along an E-

oriented map. This will generalize the construction of the integration map

in Section 3, which will be recovered as the pushforward along the terminal

morphism X Ñ ˚ for an E-oriented manifold X.

For a smooth map f : X Ñ Y we write Tf for the virtual bundle over X

defined by

Tf :“ TX ´ f˚TY.

Definition 5.1. An E-orientation of a smooth map f : X Ñ Y is an E-

orientation of the virtual bundle ´Tf .

Remark 5.2. Notice that an E-orientation of a manifold is a special case of

E-orientation for a morphism: X is E-oriented precisely when t : X Ñ ˚ is.

Remark 5.3. The 2-out-of-3 property of E-orientation of (virtual) vector bundles

implies that also E-orientations of maps have a 2-out-of-3 property: if

X
f
ÝÑ Y

g
ÝÑ Z

are smooth maps and two out of {f, g, g ˝ f} are E-oriented then so is the third.

In particular, if f : X Ñ Y is a smooth map between E-oriented manifolds then

f is canonically E-oriented. See [May06].
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We now describe how to define a pushforward map

f˚ : rX,Es Ñ rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es

for an E-oriented map f : X Ñ Y which is a smooth fibration with typical

fibre a smooth compact manifold F of dimension d “ dimX ´ dimY . In this

situation we can think of f as a parametrized family over Y of (nice) topological

spaces, i.e., as an 8-functor f : Y Ñ Top, where on the left we are writing Y for

its 8-Poincaré groupoid (i.e., for the 8-groupoid with objects the points of Y ,

1-morphisms the paths between points, 2-morphisms the homotopies between

paths, etc), and on the right Top is the 8-category of (nice) topological spaces,

with homotopies between continuous maps, homotopies between homotopies,

etc. as higher morphisms. Namely, the definition of (Serre) fibration is precisely

a way of encoding this idea. Now, we are always looking at topological spaces

as spectra via Σ8` , so we look at f as a family of spectra parametrized by Y ,

Y
f
ÝÑ Top

Σ8`
ÝÝÑ Sp.

We refer the interested reader to [ABG11] or [MS06] for a detailed and

rigorous treatment of the category SpY of all such parametrized spectra with

parameter space Y ; for the aim of this note the intuitive definition sketched

above will be sufficient.

The 8-category SpY inherits from Sp the pointwise monoidal structure with

unit object the pointwise unit SY given by the constant family with fibre S over

Y , and so pointwise duals. In particular we will have an Alexander–Spanier

dual DY pfq coming with a distinguished morphism

ϕf : SY Ñ DY pfq

in SpY . By putting everything together (formally, this means taking the

8-colimit of the natural transformation ϕf of 8-functors Y Ñ Sp), we get a

map

Y Ñ colimYDY pfq.

If we denote by Fy the fibre of f : X Ñ Y over y P Y , then Atiyah duality

pointwise identifies DY pfqy “ DpFyq with F
´Tf
y so the one above is a map

Y Ñ colimY F
´Tf
y .

Maybe not surprisingly, the colimit on the right hand side is the Thom spectrum

X´Tf (see [ABG11] for a rigorous proof). Therefore, at least when f : X Ñ Y

is a smooth fibration with compact fibres, we have a natural Pontryagin–Thom

morphism

ϕPT : Y Ñ X´Tf .
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In the best of possible worlds, this would be true for any smooth map f ,

not necessarily a fibration with compact fibres. And indeed it is. This can

be shown by factoring the map f as the composition of an embedding and

a smooth fibration with compact fibres and noticing that for an embedding

ι : X ãÑ Y one has the geometrically defined Pontryagin–Thom collapse map

Y Ñ Xνι “ X´Tι . However, to our knowledge, the general Pontryagin–Thom

morphism Y Ñ X´Tf for a general f has not yet been given a transparent

interpretation in terms of the monoidal closedness of the category of spectra.

See, however [ABG11, Remark 4.17] .

The morphism ϕPT : Y Ñ X´Tf is a morphism of Y -comodules, where the

Y -comodule structure on X´Tf is induced by its X-comodule structure via f ,

i.e., the diagram

Y X´Tf

Y b Y Y bX´Tf

∆Y

ϕPT

pfbidq˝∆Tf

idbϕPT

commutes.

Therefore, if f is E-oriented we can define a pushforward map

f˚ : rX,Es Ñ rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es

as the composition

rX,Es
σ´Tf
ÝÝÝÑ rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, Es

ϕ˚PT
ÝÝÑ rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es.

When f is the terminal morphism, the pushforward map f˚ is E-integration

over X.

Remark 5.4. Since ϕPT is a morphism of Y -comodules,

ϕ˚PT : rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, Es Ñ rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es

is a morphism of rY,Es-modules. Since rX,Es
σ´Tf
ÝÝÝÑ rX´Tf rdimX´dimY s, Es

is an isomorphism of rX,Es-modules by definition of E-orientation, it will

also be an isomorphism of rY,Es-modules where we look at every rX,Es

module as an rY,Es-module via the ring homomorphism f˚ : rY,Es Ñ rX,Es.

Summing up, f˚ is a morphism of rY,Es-modules, where we look at rX,Es as

an rY,Es-module via f˚. This is the projection formula

f˚ppf
˚aq ¨ xq “ a ¨ f˚pxq

for any a P rY,Es and x P rX,Es.
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Remark 5.5. As we noticed, if X and Y are E-oriented, then f : X Ñ Y gets a

canonical E-orientation by the 2-out-of-3 property. If moreover X and Y are

compact, multiplications by the Thom classes of TY and of f˚TY intertwine

the morphisms induced in E-cohomology by ϕPT and the dual of f , i.e., we

have a commutative diagram

rDXrdimXs, Es rDY rdimXs, Es

rX´TXrdimXs, Es rY ´TY rdimXs, Es

rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, Es rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es

o

pDfq˚

o

of˚τTY τTYo

ϕ˚PT

of rY,Es-modules. So we see that under these assumptions the pushforward f˚
can be written as the composition

rX,Es
„
ÝÑ rDXrdimXs, Es

pDfq˚

ÝÝÝÑ rDY rdimXs, Es
„
ÝÑ rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es.

Remark 5.6. Since they are pullbacks along dualized morphisms, pushforwards

are covariantly functorial: if we are given a composition X
f
ÝÑ Y

g
ÝÑ Z of

E-oriented maps, then we have pg ˝ fq˚ “ g˚ ˝ f˚. This is immediately seen

via Remark 5.5 in case X, Y and Z are compact E-oriented manifolds, and by

a similar argument in the general case of E-oriented maps. See [Dye69] for

details.

6. The spectrum MU and complex orientations

Let us consider complex vector bundles. As every rank k complex vector

bundle over a manifold X is a pullback of the tautological vector bundle

Vk Ñ BUpkq, the naturality of orientations with respect to pullbacks tells us

that, in order to E-orient all complex vector bundles, we only need to orient all

the tautological bundles Vk Ñ BUpkq. Moreover, from

XV`1C “ XV
r2s,

where 1C :“ CˆX Ñ X is the trivial rank 1 complex vector bundle over X,

and from j˚Vk`1 “ Vk ` 1C, where j : BUpkq Ñ BUpk ` 1q is the canonical

embedding, we see that a coherent system of E-orientations on all of the Vk’s is

equivalent to the datum of a commutative diagram

¨ ¨ ¨ MUpk ´ 1q MUpkq MUpk ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨

E
τk´1

τk
τk`1
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of maps of spectra, where we have written MUpkq for BUpkqVkr´2ks. By the

universal property of the limit, this is equivalent to a single map of spectra

ρ : MU Ñ E,

where by definition

MU “ lim
ÝÑ

MUpkq

This spectrum MU may informally be thought of as the infinite desuspension

of the Thom spectrum of the infinite dimensional tautological bundle over BU .

So far we have not used compatibility of orientations with formation of

direct sums, the latter operation giving the 8-abelian group structure on BU .

Requiring this is equivalent to requiring that ρ : MU Ñ E is a morphism

of homotopy commutative ring spectra. The morphism ρ described above

has by construction the rather special property that all of its components

ρk “ τk : MUpkq Ñ E are generators of rMUpkq, Es, which are free rank 1

rBUpkq, Es-modules. Quite remarkably, this property is actually not special at

all: every morphism of homotopy commutative ring spectra ρ : MU Ñ E has

this property. Namely, one has MUp0q “ S and the morphism MUp0q ÑMU is

the unit of MU . As a ring morphism preserves the unit, we have a commutative

diagram

S “MUp0q MUp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ MU

E

ρ1
ρ

Now we have the following

Lemma 6.1. The zero section ι : BUp1q Ñ BUp1qV1 is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Let L1;n “ OPnCp1q be the universal line bundle over PnC. There is a

natural isomorphism pPnCqL1;n – Pn`1C such that the zero section PnC Ñ

pPnCqV1;n – Pn`1C is identified with the standard inclusion PnC ãÑ Pn`1C
as the hyperplane at infinity. Namely, let p be a point in Pn`1CzPnC. Then

the collection of projective lines through p, with the point p removed, is a

holomorphic line bundle over PnC which is immediately seen to be isomorphic

to OPnCp1q. This realises the above mentioned identification. Taking the

limit over n we get an isomorphism BUp1q – BUp1qL, where L “ Op1q is

the universal line bundle over BUp1q – P8. The universal line bundle L is

obtained from the tautological line bundle V1 by pullback along the equivalence

inv : BUp1q Ñ BUp1q mapping each line bundle to its inverse induced by the

group automorphism of Up1q mapping z to z´1. By Remark 2.33 we therefore
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have a commutative diagram

BUp1q BUp1qL

BUp1q BUp1qV1

inv

ι

invV1

ι

where three of the arrows are homotopy equivalences, and so also the fourth

is. �

By the argument in Lemma 6.1 we see that ρ1 provides an extension ε of the

unit of E to P8r´2s:

P8r´2s

P1Cr´2s P8r´2s

S MUp1q

E

invo

ε

i1

ιo

ρ1

,

where i1 : P1CÑ P8 is the standard inclusion. As a consequence of the fact that

P8 has a CW-complex structure with only even dimensional cells, one can show

that the datum of such an extension ε gives an isomorphism of rP8, Es-modules

rP8, Es – rP8r´2s, Es – rMUp1q, Es and that ε as an element in rP8r´2s, Es

is a generator of this rP8, Es-module. This is a generalized version of the

usual isomorphism H2pP8;Zq – H0pP8,Zq in singular cohomology, see [Lur10,

Lecture 4] for details. Therefore, ρ1 is an E-orientation of the tautological line

bundle V1 Ñ BUp1q. To conclude, we need to show that also the ρk’s with

k ě 2 are E-orientations of the tautological vector bundles Vk Ñ BUpkq. This

is a corollary of the splitting principle for complex bundles in E-cohomology,

for E an E8-ring spectrum. Namely, the pullback of the tautological bundle

Vk Ñ BUpkq along the morphism of topological spaces jk : BUp1qk Ñ BUpkq

splits as j˚kVk “ ‘k
i“1V1 and this induces identifications

j˚k : rBUpkq, Es
„
ÝÑ rBUp1qbk, EsSymk

pjVkk q
˚ : rMUpkq, Es

„
ÝÑ rMUp1qbk, EsSymk

where p´qSymk denotes the Symk-invariants. As the jk’s and the actions of the

symmetric groups are compatible with the canonical embeddings BUpkq Ñ

BUpk ` 1q, this identifies ρk with the symmetric element pρ1q
bk. The latter is

manifestly the datum of an isomorphism rBUp1qbk, EsSymk – rMUp1qbk, EsSymk
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of rBUp1qbk, EsSymk-modules, so the ρk’s are E-orientations. Again, see [Lur10,

Lectures 4 & 6] for details.

Summing up, by the above reasoning we have proven the following

Proposition 6.2. A system of compatible E-orientations on complex (and so

also on stably complex) vector bundles is equivalent to the datum of a single

morphism of homotopy commutative ring spectra ρ : MU Ñ E.

In view of Proposition 6.2 it is natural to give the following definition.

Definition 6.3. Let E be an E8-ring spectrum. A morphism of homotopy

commutative ring spectra ρ : MU Ñ E is called a complex orientation of the

E8-ring spectrum E.

Remark 6.4. In particular, the identity morphisms idMU : MU ÑMU defines

the canonical complex orientation of MU .

Remark 6.5. As both MU and E are E8-ring spectra, one may be tempted

to think the morphism MU Ñ E defined by a system of compatible E-

orientations on complex vector bundles is actually a morphism of E8-ring

spectra, but it is actually not necessarily so. Namely, differently from the case

of commutative rings inside all rings, the 8-category of E8-ring spectra is not

a full 8-subcategory of the 8-category of ring spectra. This is so because the

enhancement of a ring spectra morphism between two E8-rings to an E8-ring

morphism is structure and not property: it is the additional datum of all the

coherent homotopies involved in the definition of a morphism of E8-ring spectra.

By the same argument for commutative rings inside all rings, a morphism

of ring spectra between E8-rings is automatically a morphism of homotopy

commutative ring spectra, but an enhancement to a full morphism of E8-rings

may not exist. See [HL18] for a detailed discussion. Clearly, if MU Ñ E is a

morphism of E8-ring spectra then it is in particular a morphism of homotopy

commutative ring spectra, and so a complex orientation of E.

Remark 6.6. The above discussion shows that any lift of 1 P rS, Es to an element

ε P rP8r´2s, Es under the pullback morphism rP8r´2s, Es Ñ rP1Cr´2s, Es “

rS, Es defines a morphism ρ1 : MUp1q Ñ E that uniquely extends to a morphism

of E8-ring spectra ρ : MU Ñ E. Therefore, (homotopy classes of) complex

orientations of E bijectively correspond to these lifts. Moreover, one sees

by construction that ε is identified with the pullback of the Thom class

τL P rBUp1q
Lr´2s, Es along the zero section ι : BUp1q Ñ BUp1qL

Remark 6.7. Although we are not going to make use of this fact, it is worth

mentioning that the spectrum MU has an interesting geometric characterization:
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it is the complex cobordism spectrum. For X a finite dimensional smooth

manifold the hom-set rXrns,MU s is the set of complex cobordism classes of

proper complex oriented maps f : Z Ñ X with dim f :“ dimZ ´ dimX “ n

[Qui71]. In particular, when X is a point we get the complex cobordism ring

ΩU :“
⊕
ně0

rSrns,MU s “
⊕
ně0

πSp
n MU.

The spectrum MU is p´1q-connected, i.e., its homotopy groups vanish in

negative degree or, equivalently, MU –MUě0. This gives MUď0 – pMUě0qď0

– HπSp
0 pMUq, and so the fibre sequence associated to the 0-truncation of MU

is

MUą0 ÑMU ÑMUď0 – HπSp
0 pMUq “ HZ.

As the 0-truncation morphism for a E8-ring spectrum is an E8-ring map, we

read from the above sequence an E8-ring map

MU Ñ HZ,

and so a canonical complex orientation for Z-valued singular cohomology.

Equivalently, this tells us that the family of all complex vector bundles has a

natural theory of Thom classes in Z-valued singular cohomology. We notice

that, by the functoriality of H´ : CommRings Ñ E8-RingSp and since Z is

initial in the category of commutative rings, for every commutative ring A there

is a distinguished morphism of E8-ring spectra HZÑ HA. As a consequence,

singular cohomology with coefficients in A has a canonical complex orientation

for every commutative ring A.

Remark 6.8. If ψ : E Ñ F is an homomorphism of homotopy commutative ring

spectra, then, a complex orientation ρ : MU Ñ E of E can be pushed forward

to a complex orientation ψ˚ρ of F . In terms of Thom classes of (virtual) stably

complex vector bundles the orientation ψ˚ρ is simply defined by

τψ˚ρV “ ψ˚pτ
ρ
V q.

Remark 6.9. Assume we are given two complex orientations

ρ1, ρ2 : MU Ñ E

of a multiplicative cohomology theory E. We have seen in Remarks 4.4 and 4.5

that the collection of multipliers between ρ1 and ρ2 is equivalent to the datum of

a compatible family of morphism mV : X Ñ GL1E, indexed by vector bundles

V Ñ X. Due to compatibility with pullbacks, we can restrict to universal
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bundles: the datum of the whole collection of multipliers {mV } is equivalent to

the datum of the multipliers

mk : BUpkq Ñ GL1E,

and so to the datum of a commutative diagram

¨ ¨ ¨ BUpk ´ 1q BUpkq BUpk ` 1q ¨ ¨ ¨

GL1E

mk´1
mk mk`1

As BU “ lim
ÝÑ

BUpkq, this is in turn equivalent to the datum of a single morphism

m : BU Ñ GL1E.

Notice that, since GL1rX,Es is the multiplicative subgroup of the commutative

ring rX,Es, the group GL1rX,Es is an abelian group and so the spectrum

GL1E is an 8-abelian group. As the direct sum of vector bundles is the group

operation on BU , the equation mV`W “ mV ¨mW implies that m : BU Ñ GL1E

is a morphism of homotopy abelian 8-groups.

Group homomorphisms into an abelian group are themselves an abelian

group (more concretely: the bundlewise product of two compatible systems of

multipliers is again a compatible system of multipliers), and as we have already

noticed multiplying a compatible system of orientations with a compatible

system of multipliers one gets a multiplicative system of multipliers. In other

words, the space of complex orientations of E, i.e., the space of homotopy

commutative ring spectra morphisms MU Ñ E is a torsor over the group

HomGrppBU,GL1Eq.

Remark 6.10. The analysis that we made to establish the equivalence between

compatible systems of E-orientations on complex vector bundles and homotopy

commutative ring spectra maps MU Ñ E can be done in a completely analogous

way to establish an equivalence between compatible systems of E-orientations

on real (resp. oriented real) vector bundles and homotopy commutative ring

spectra maps MO Ñ E (resp. MSO Ñ E). By Thom’s theorem (see [Koc96,

Theorem 1.5.10]), both MO and MSO are cobordism spectra. More precisely,

MO is the real cobordism spectrum while MSO is the real oriented cobordism

spectrum and the respective cobordism rings are obtained as

ΩO
–
⊕
ně0

rSrns,MOs “
⊕
ně0

πSp
n MO

and

ΩSO
–
⊕
ně0

rSrns,MSOs “
⊕
ně0

πSp
n MSO
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Both MO and MSO are p´1q-connected spectra, so the fibre sequences associ-

ated to their 0-truncations are

MOą0 ÑMO ÑMOď0 – HπSp
0 pMOq “ HZ{2

MSOą0 ÑMSO ÑMSOď0 – HπSp
0 pMSOq “ HZ.

and we get two natural E8-ring maps

MO Ñ HZ{2

MSO Ñ HZ.

This tells us that the family of all real vector bundles has a canonical ori-

entation/Thom classes in Z{2-valued singular cohomology and the family of

all oriented real vector bundles has a canonical orientation/Thom classes in

Z-valued singular cohomology.

7. Euler classes of E-oriented vector bundles

Assume an E-orientation of a stable family F is given. Thom spectra of

actual (i.e., nonvirtual) vector bundles come equipped with natural zero section

maps ιV : X Ñ XV that are morphisms of X-comodules, i.e., the diagrams

X XV

X bX X bXV

∆

ιV

∆V

idbιV

commute. So, for any V in F we have pullbacks

ι˚V : rXV
r´ rkV s, Es Ñ rXr´ rkV s, Es

which are morphisms of rX,Es-modules.

Definition 7.1. The element eV :“ ι˚τV of rXr´ rkV s, Es is called the Euler

class of V .

Remark 7.2. From the commutativity of

X XV`W

X bX XV bXW

∆

ιV`W

∆V‘W

ιV bιW

one gets the multiplicativity of Euler classes,

eV`W “ eV ¨ eW ,
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where ¨ is the product in rX,Es. For the trivial bundle 1, the zero section

ι1 : X Ñ X1 “ Xr1s is the inclusion of X into its suspension, so it is homotopi-

cally trivial. From this and the multiplicativity of Euler classes it follows that

if V has a never zero section, so that V “ V0 ` 1 then, eV “ 0.

The above general discussion applies in particular to complex orientations of

E, i.e., to a compatible system of E-orientation of complex vector bundles. By

Remark 6.6, the datum of such an orientation is equivalent to the the datum

of a Thom class τL such that, under the isomorphism of rP8C, Es-modules

rMUp1q, Es – rP8Cr´2s, Es induced by the pullback along the zero section

ι : BUp1q Ñ BUp1qL, it lifts the unit element 1 P rS, Es. By definition of

the Euler class, we therefore have that the Euler class eL P rP8r´2sC, Es
is a generator of rP8Cr´2s, Es as a rP8C, Es-module, with i˚1eL “ 1, where

i1 : P1CÑ P8C is the inclusion. For a fixed complex orientation on E, we will

write eE for the Euler class of the universal line bundle L “ Op1q, i.e, we will

write eE “ eL.

Example 7.3. It follows from the proof of Lemma 6.1 and by the description of

MU given in Remark 6.7 that the Euler class eMU of the canonical complex

orientation of MU is the hyperplane inclusion P8´1C ãÑ P8 seen as a complex

oriented proper map of dimension ´2 to P8, i.e., more precisely, that for any

n ě 1 the pullback i˚ne
MU along the standard inclusion in : PnC ãÑ P8 is the

complex oriented proper map of dimension ´2 to PnC given by the hyperplane

inclusion Pn´1C ãÑ PnC.

Let now E be an even 2-periodic E8-ring spectrum with Bott element βE.

One of the most important features of even 2-periodic spectra, and, in general, of

complex orientable spectra, lies in the cohomology of (complex) projective spaces.

Since the E-cohomology of P8 is defined to be the limit of the E-cohomologies

of the PnC’s over the (pullback of the) inclusions in : PnC ãÑ Pn`1C, one gets

that the choice of an element βEξ in rP8, Es is equivalent to the datum of a

compatible sequence {βEξn P rPnC, Es}nPN, where ξn is the pullback of ξ along

the inclusion i : PnC ãÑ P8 and hence equivalent to a commutative diagram of

rings

rS, Esrus

¨ ¨ ¨ rPn`1C, Es rPnC, Es rPn´1C, Es ¨ ¨ ¨
i˚n i˚n´1

where the n-th arrow maps u to βξn.
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Proposition 7.4. If eE P rP8r´2s, Es is the Euler class of a complex orienta-

tion of E, then the above diagram induces a sequence of compatible isomorphisms

¨ ¨ ¨ rS, Esrus{pun`2q rS, Esrus{pun`1q rS, Esrus{punq ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ rPn`1C, Es rPnC, Es rPn´1C, Es ¨ ¨ ¨

– – –

i˚n i˚n´1

The proof of this proposition is just a consequence of the collapsing at the

second page of the (cohomological) Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequence for

PnC; a more detailed account of this argument can be found in [Ada74] or

[Koc96]. If we take the limit of the above diagram we get a commutative

diagram

rS, Esrruss rP8, Es

rP1C, Es

–

u ÞÑβEe
E

u ÞÑβE1 i˚1

where the top horizontal arrow is an isomorphism, and in the left diagonal

arrow 1 denotes the unit of rS, Es seen as an element in rP1Cr´2s, Es via the

isomorphism S – P1Cr´2s. Conversely, the existence of such a commutative

diagram is equivalent to the existence of a complex orientation of E.

Corollary 7.5. Every even 2-periodic ring spectrum is complex orientable.

Proof. Let E be an even 2-periodic ring spectrum. By the above discussion, to

prove that E is complex orientable we have to show that the distinguished ring

morphism rS, Esrus Ñ rP1C, Es sending u ÞÑ βE1 admits a lift through i˚1 . The

obstructions to such a lift are the obstructions to extending βE1: P1CÑ E to

a map βeE : P8 Ñ E, through the sequence of skeleta inclusions

P1C︸︷︷︸
2-skeleton

“ P1C︸︷︷︸
3-skeleton

ãÑ P2C︸︷︷︸
4-skeleton

“ P2C︸︷︷︸
5-skeleton

ãÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

so they lie in the singular cohomologies of P8 with coefficients in the abelian

groups πSp
2n`1pEq “ rSr2n` 1s, Es. For an even cohomology theory these are all

zero, so all the obstructions vanish. �

8. The GHRR Theorem, Case I: One Spectrum, Two Orientations

Let ρA and ρB be two complex orientations for an even 2-periodic E8-ring

spectrum E, and for every stably complex virtual vector bundle V over X,

denote by σAV , σ
B
V the corresponding isomorphisms of rX,Es-modules σAV , σ

B
V :

rX,Es
–
ÝÑ rXV r´ rkV s, Es. If f : X Ñ Y is a stably complex map, i.e., it is a
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smooth map such that Tf is a stably complex virtual vector bundle over X,

then we have two E-orientations on ´Tf and a commutative diagram

rX,Es rX,Es

rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, Es

rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es

¨m´Tf

σAf

fA˚

σBf

fB˚ϕ˚PT

In other words, we have

fA˚ paq “ fB˚ pa ¨m´Tf q

for any a P rX,Es. We want to determine the multiplier m´Tf “ f˚pmTY q¨m
´1
TX .

To do so, let V be a stably complex vector bundle over X. As mV`n “ mV for

any n, we may assume that V is a complex vector bundle. Also, as the splitting

principle works for every even 2-periodic E8-ring spectrum E as recalled above,

it is not restrictive to assume that V splits as a direct sum of complex line

bundles Li classified by maps λi : X Ñ P8. We then have

mV “ mL1`¨¨¨Lk “

k∏
i“1

mLi “

k∏
i“1

mλ˚i L
“

k∏
i“1

λ˚imL,

where L “ Op1q is the universal line bundle on P8. So we just need to compute

a single multiplier, namely mL. This is defined by the equation τAL “ mL ¨ τ
B
L .

As the pullback along the zero section ι : P8 Ñ pP8qL is an isomorphism of

rP8, Es-modules, this is equivalent to the equation eA “ mL ¨ e
B, where eA

and eB are the Euler classes of the E-orientations ρA and ρB, respectively. By

the conclusion of Section 7, the Euler classes eA and eB uniquely determine a

commutative diagram

rS, Esrruss rS, Esrruss

rP8C, Es

u ÞÑϕpuq

u ÞÑβEe
A u ÞÑβEe

B

where every arrow is a ring isomorphism, and so

mL “
ϕpuq

u

∣∣∣∣
u“βEeB

.

Therefore, for any complex vector bundle V on X we have

mV “
∏
i

ϕpuq

u

∣∣∣∣
u“βEλ

˚
i e
B

.
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Definition 8.1. It is customary to call m´V the Todd class of V relative to

the two orientations ρA and ρB and to denote it tdA,BpV q, i.e.,

tdA,BpV q “
∏
i

u

ϕpuq

∣∣∣∣
u“βEλ

˚
i e
B

.

By introducing the Todd function

tdA,Bpuq “
u

ϕpuq
,

the above takes the form

tdA,BpV q “
∏
i

tdA,Bpuq

∣∣∣∣
u“βEλ

˚
i e
B

.

Remark 8.2. Notice that, since the restrictions of βEe
A and βEe

B to P1C
coincide (they are both equal to βE1), one has ϕpuq “ u` opuq, hence

tdA,Bpuq “ 1` op1q.

With this notation we have

m´Tf “ tdA,BpTf q

and the product formula for the Todd class from Definition 8.1 tells how to

express this as a product of characteristic classes for TX and TY . Summing

up, we have proven the following

Theorem 8.3 (GHRR for a pair of complex orientations). Let ρA and ρB
be two complex orientations for an even 2-periodic E8-ring spectrum E, and

let f : X Ñ Y be a stably complex map. Then the two pushforward maps

fA˚ , f
B
˚ : rX,Es Ñ rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es are related by the Grothendieck–

Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch formula

fA˚ paq “ fB˚ pa ¨ tdA,BpTf qq,

for any a P rX,Es.

Remark 8.4. By multiplicativity and functoriality of the multipliers and by the

projection formula, the above identity can be written as

fA˚ paq ¨ tdABpTY q “ fB˚ pa ¨ tdABpTXqq.

9. The GHRR Theorem, Case II: Two Oriented Spectra, One

Morphism

Let now ρ : MU Ñ E be a complex orientation of E and let ψ : E Ñ F be a

morphism of homotopy commutative ring spectra. Then we have the following.
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Lemma 9.1. For any stably complex map f : X Ñ Y , the diagram

rX,Es rX,F s

rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es rY rdimX ´ dimY s, F s

ψ˚

fρ˚ f
ψ˚ρ
˚

ψ˚

commutes.

Proof. The diagram

rX,Es rX,F s

rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, Es rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, F s

ψ˚

σ´Tf ψ˚σ´Tf

ψ˚

commutes, as ψ˚ maps the element 1 in rX,Es to the element 1 in rX,F s and

τψ˚ρ´Tf
“ ψpτ ρ´Tf q by definition of ψ˚ρ. The diagram

rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, Es rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, F

rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es rY rdimX ´ dimY s, F s

ψ˚

ϕ˚PT ϕ˚PT

ψ˚

trivially commutes as post-compositions and pre-compositions of morphisms

commute. �

We also have

Proposition 9.2. Let ρE : MU Ñ E and ρF : MU Ñ F be complex orienta-

tions for the E8-ring spectra E and F , respectively, and let ψ : E Ñ F be a

morphism of ring spectra. Then, for any stably complex map f : X Ñ Y and

any a P rX,Es, the following Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch like

identity holds:

ψ˚pf
ρE
˚ paqq “ fρF˚ pψ˚paq ¨ tdψ˚ρE ,ρF pTf qq

Proof. By Lemma 9.1, we have

ψ˚pf
ρE
˚ paqq “ fψ˚ρE˚ pψ˚paqq.

The conclusion then follows from the second-last equation in Section 8. �

The statement of Proposition 9.2 is equivalent to the commutativity of the

diagram

rX,Es rX,F s

rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es rY rdimX ´ dimY s, F s

f
ρE
˚

tdψ˚ρE,ρF pTf q¨ψ˚

f
ρF
˚

ψ˚
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Remark 9.3. As a particular case, one can consider E “MU and ρE to be the

identity morphism of MU . Taking F “ HPevQ and ρF : MU Ñ HPevQ the

standard complex orientation ρH of HPevQ, one sees from Proposition 9.2 that

for any complex orientation ψ : MU Ñ HPevQ and any complex manifold X of

complex dimension n one has a commutative diagram

rX,MU s rX,HPevQs

ΩU
2n Qβn,

π
idMU
˚

tdψ,ρH pTXq¨ψ˚

π
ρH
˚

ψ˚

where ΩU
2n is the 2n-dimensional complex cobordism group. The image of the

unit element 1 P rX,MU s via πidMU
˚ is the complex cobordism class of X, see

[Qui71]. The pushforward map in even periodic rational singular cohomology

induced by its standard complex orientation is the periodic version of the usual

pushforward map in rational singular cohomology. In particular, if X is a

compact complex manifold, the pushforward map∫ HPevQ

X

:
⊕
iPZ

H2i
pX;Qqβi Ñ QβdimCX

along the terminal morphism πX : X Ñ ˚ is∫ HPevQ

X

“ βdimCX

∫
X

,

where
∫
X

is the usual integral in singular cohomology.. Finally, the morphism of

abelian groups ψ˚ : ΩU
2n Ñ Qβn is the degree ´2n component of the Hirzebruch

ψ˚-genus, i.e., of the graded rings homomorphism

ψ˚ :
⊕
nPZ

ΩU
2n Ñ Qrβ, β´1

s.

Therefore, as a particular case of Proposition 9.2 one finds Hirzebruch’s genus

formula:

ψ˚prXsq “ βdimCX

∫
X

tdψ,ρH pTXq.

10. Specializing to the Classical Statement

The archetype of the formula in Proposition 9.2 is obviously the classical

Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch formula. Denote by KU the spectrum

representing complex K-theory and by HPevQ the spectrum representing even

periodic rational singular cohomology. Both spectra are multiplicative and

even 2-periodic. With their standard complex orientations, their shifted Euler

classes are given by βKe
ρK “ 1C ´ L

´1 P rP8, KU s and by βHe
ρH “ βc1pLq P
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rP8, HPevQs, where c1 is the first Chern class in singular cohomology and β is

a formal degree ´2 variable; see, e.g. [LM07, Example 1.1.5] for the convention

on the orientation of complex K-theory.

The Chern character ch: KU Ñ HPevQ provides a multiplicative map of

even 2-periodic cohomology theories (i.e. chpβKq “ βH , see Example 2.25) from

complex K-theory to periodic rational singular cohomology. It can be seen as

the composition

KU KUQ HPevQ,
p´qQ

ch

–

Φ

where p´qQ is the rationalization map and Φ: KUQ – HPevQ is the equivalence

given by the splitting of rational spectra in sums of Eilenberg–Mac Lane spectra,

normalised so as to map the Bott element of KUQ to the Bott element of

HPevQ. By the general splitting for rational spectra we have

KUQ – ‘iPZHπ
Sp
i pKUQqris – ‘iPZHpπ

Sp
i KUqbQris – ‘jPZHQr2js “ HPevQ.

Moreover, naturality of these equivalences with respect to the monoidal structure

of spectra implies that KUQ – HPevQ is an equivalence if E8-ring spectra. A

good reference for this result in a cohomological flavour can be found in [Hil71].

Now, to get an explicit expression for the equivalence Φ: KUQ – HPevQ
induced by rationalization, recall that KU is generated by the class of the

universal line bundle L, so we only need to determine ΦpLq. This is an element

in rP8, HPevQs, so by the results in Section 7, there exists a unique formal

power series

fpuq “
8∑
k“0

fku
k

with coefficients in Q “ rS, HPevQs such that

ΦpLq “ fpβc1pLqq.

By naturality with respect to pullbacks, and since Φ is a ring homomorphism,

we have

1 “ Φp1Cq “ f0,

so we can write

fpuq “ egpuq

for a unique formal power series

gpuq “

8∑
k“0

gku
k
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with g0 “ 0. Again by naturality with respect to pullbacks and since the tensor

product of vector bundles induces the product in K-theory, we have, for any

n P Z,

egpnuq
∣∣∣∣
βc1pLq

“ egpuq
∣∣∣∣
nβc1pLq

“ ΦpLbnq “ ΦpLqn “ en gpuq
∣∣∣∣
βc1pLq

.

As evaluating at βc1pLq is an isomorphism Qrruss „ÝÑ HPevQpP8q, this gives

gpnuq “ n gpuq, for any n P Z,

so gpuq is a linear function: gpuq “ g1 u for some g1 P Q. Imposing that Φ

preserves Bott elements we find

βc1pL|P1Cq “ 1´ e´g1βc1pL|P1Cq “ g1βc1pL|P1Cq,

and so g1 “ 1, i.e., fpuq “ eu and Φ “ ch. As we are interested in

tdch˚ρK ,ρH puq,

we have to identify the map ϕ determined by the commutative diagram

rS, HPevQsrruss rS, HPevQsrruss

rP8C, HPevQs

u ÞÑϕpuq

u ÞÑchp1C´L
´1q u ÞÑβc1pLq

As chp1C ´ L
´1q “ 1´ e´βc1pLq, the map ϕ is

ϕpuq “ 1´ e´u.

Therefore the Todd function associated with the Chern character and the stan-

dard orientations of complex K-theory and even periodic rational cohomology

is

tdch˚ρK ,ρH puq “
u

1´ e´u
.

11. Why “the topological half”?

Readers so patient to have read until here may be wondering what is the

non-topological half of the Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch theorem

we were hinting at in the title. To explain this, consider a compact complex

manifold X together with a holomorphic vector bundle V over it. Then the

Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch theorem can be stated as the identity

χpX;V q “

∫
X

chpV q tdpTXq,

where on the left we have the holomorphic Euler characteristic of X with

coefficients in the holomorphic bundle V (or, equivalently, in its sheaf V of
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holomorphic sections). This Euler characteristic is the pushforward in the

analytical K-theory of X (or equivalently in the bounded derived category

of coherent sheaves on X) of the element rV s in KUanpXq to an element in

KUanp˚q “ Z along the terminal morphism πX : X Ñ ˚. That is, we have

χpX;V q “ πKU,an
X,˚ prV sq.

By the discussion in the previous sections, the statement of the Hirzebruch–

Riemann–Roch theorem can be rewritten as
analytical/algebro-geometrical part︷ ︸︸ ︷
πKU,an
X,˚ prV sq “ πKUX,˚prV sq “

∫
X

chpV q tdpTXq︸ ︷︷ ︸
topological part

,

where the right part of the identity is what we have discussed in this note, while

the left part of the identity, i.e., the identification between the push-forward in

analytic (or algebro-geometric) K-theory and the pushforward in topological

K-theory is a deep result in the holomorphic (or algebro-geometric) setting,

unattainable by purely topological methods. Analogous considerations apply

to the more general case of the pushforward along a proper holomorphic map

between holomorphic manifolds considered in the Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–

Riemann–Roch theorem.

As a conclusion, let us recall how to determine the Todd function u{p1´ e´uq

just by assuming the identity πKU,an
X,˚ prV sq “ πKUX,˚prV sq, where V is a holomorphic

vector bundle V over a compact complex manifold X, holds for some complex

orientation ρ : MU Ñ KU of the topological complex K-theory. Under these

assumptions, by the discussion in the previous sections we will have in particular

the identities

χpPnC;OPnCq “

∫
PnC

tdch˚ρ,ρH pTP
nCq “ β´n

∫ HPevQ

PnC
tdch˚ρ,ρH pTP

nCq

for a suitable formal power series tdch˚ρ,ρH puq. By the Euler exact sequence

0 Ñ OPnC Ñ

n⊕
i“0

OPnCp1q Ñ TPnCÑ 0

we get

tdch˚ρ,ρH pTP
nCq “ tdch˚ρK ,ρH pβc1pOPnCp1qqq

n`1

so that, writing

ptdch˚ρ,ρH puqq
n`1

“

8∑
k“0

an`1,ku
k

we obtain

χpPnC;OPnCq “ an`1,n.
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On the other hand

χpPnC;OPnCq “

n∑
q“0

h0,q
pPnCq “ 1.

Therefore the formal series tdch˚ρ,ρH puq must satisfy an`1,n “ 1 for every n, i.e.,

it must have the property that the coefficient of un in ptdρpuqq
n`1 equals 1 for

any n. A classical computation using the Lagrange inversion formula shows

that there exists a unique formal power series with this property: the power

series expansion of

tdch˚ρK ,ρH puq “
u

1´ e´u
.

As the Chern character is an isomorphism from rationalized complex K-theory

to even 2-periodic rational singular cohomology, this shows that the only possible

complex orientation of topological K-theory for which one can have the complex

analytic/algebro-geometric half of the Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–Riemann–Roch

theorem is ρK , i.e., the one with (shifted) Euler class βKUe
KU “ 1C´L

´1, thus

motivating this apparently less natural choice with respect to βKUe
KU “ L´1C.

Clearly, as far as one is not concerned with the complex analytic/algebro-

geometric half of the theorem, this second orientation, with corresponding Todd

function u{peu´ 1q, is an equally valid choice, and it is actually quite a common

choice for defining a complex orientation of topological K-theory in algebraic

topology.

The reproduction of part of a letter by Alexander Grothendieck has been extracted from

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch.jpg

where it is licensed as “This work is ineligible for copyright and therefore in the public domain because it

consists entirely of information that is common property and contains no original authorship.”
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Appendices

1. Orthogonal Spectra

In an effort to keep the exposition as friendly as possible, in the article we

avoided a detailed description of Sp as a stable 8-category, barely mentioning

it as presented by the standard model structure on the category of orthogonal

spectra. Also in this appendix we are not going to give details on the the

8-category structure Sp but at least we recall the basics of the model structure

on the category of orthogonal spectra. Standard references include [MMSS01]

and [MMSS98].

Definition 1.1. An orthogonal spectrum E is given by a sequence {En}nPN of

pointed spaces along with, for all n P N,

(1) an action of the orthogonal group Opnq on En,

(2) a map σn : En ^ S
1 Ñ En`1.

For all n ě 0, k ě 1 we require the map

σk : En ^ S
k σn^Sk´1

ÝÝÝÝÝÑ En`1 ^ S
k´1

Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ En`k

to be Opnq ˆOpkq equivariant, with Opkq acting on Sk the standard way and

Opnq ˆOpkq acting on En`k via the inclusion Opnq ˆOpkq ãÑ Opn` kq.

A morphism f : E Ñ F is a sequence of Opnq-equivariant maps fn : En Ñ Fn
commuting with the structure maps σn:

En ^ S
1 En`1

Fn ^ S
1 Fn`1.

σn

fn^S1 fn`1

σn

We denote the category of orthogonal spectra by OrthSpectra

Definition 1.2. Given an orthogonal spectrum E consider the maps

ιn,k : πn`kXn
´^S1

ÝÝÝÑ πn`k`1En ^ S
1 pσn`1q˚
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ πn`k`1En`1.

We define the stable homotopy groups to be πkE :“ colimn πn`kEn along the

ιn,k.

Definition 1.3. Let f : E Ñ F be a map of orthogonal spectra. We say that

f is a weak homotopy equivalence if it induces isomorphisms on all the stable

homotopy groups

π‚f : π‚E Ñ π‚F.
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Definition 1.4. Let f : E Ñ F be a map of orthogonal spectra, then f is a

q-fibration if it is a level-wise Serre fibration. It is an acyclic fibration if it is

both a q-fibration and a weak homotopy equivalence. We say that f : E Ñ F is

a q-cofibration if it satisfies the LLP with respect to the acyclic q-fibrations.

Theorem 1.5. The category OrthSpectra admits a model structure with fibra-

tions and cofibrations those of Definition 1.4 and weak equivalences the weak

homotopy equivalences. This model structure presents the 8-category Sp of

spectra.

An important feature of OrthSpectra is that it admits a closed monoidal

structure with the tensor product given by the smash defined as the following

coequalizer: ∨
p`1`q“n

Opnq` ^
Oppqˆ1ˆOpqq

Xp ^ S
1 ^ Yq

∨
p`q“n

Opnq` ^
OppqˆOpqq

Xp ^ Yq

(X ^ Y )n

Xp^σ1
Y
qσXp ^Yq

with σ1Yq : S1 ^ Yq Ñ Yq`1 obtained by composing the braiding with σYq .

The monoidal unit is given by the sphere spectrum S with Sn at level n and

with the obvious Opnq-action.

2. Closed Families, Tangential Structures and Orientations

We now describe how to give orientations to those families of vector bundles

coming from tangential structures, also known as pB, fq-structures. The

simplest, but incomplete, definition of a tangential structure is as follows.

Consider a sequence of spaces Bn, B0 “ ˚ with maps im,n : Bm Ñ Bn, a

sequence of Serre fibrations fn : Bn Ñ BOpnq such that the diagrams

Bm Bn

BOpmq BOpnq

fm

im,n

fn

commute.
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We also ask for maps µm,n : Bn ˆBm Ñ Bm`n such that the diagrams

Bn ˆBm Bn`m

BOpnq ˆBOpmq BOpn`mq

µm,n

fmˆfn fn`m

commute.

We denote by Vn Ñ Bn the rank n real vector bundle on Bn classified by

the map fn : Bn Ñ BOpnq. In other words, Vn is the pullback along fn of the

tautological vector bundle EOpnq ˆOpnq Rn over BOpnq.

Example 2.1. The Whitehead tower of Opnq, with n ě 3, gives us plenty of nice

and useful tangential structures. We recall that we have

˚ Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Stringpnq Ñ Spinpnq Ñ SOpnq Ñ Opnq.

Here, starting with Opnq one kills its π0 taking the connected component of

the identity to obtain SOpnq. Then one can kill its π1 taking the universal cover

to obtain the group Spinpnq. The second homotopy group π2Spinpnq is already

trivial; killing the third homotopy group π3Spinpnq – Z gives the String group

Stringpnq. One continues this way ending with the (weakly homotopically)

trivial group ˚ after killing all of the homotopy groups of Opnq. Let us denote

Opnq〈k〉 the (homotopy) group appearing at the k-th stage of the tower. The

classifying spaces BOpnq〈k〉 provide a natural example of a tangential structure.

Consider now a rank n vector bundle V Ñ X, classified by a map v : X Ñ

BOpnq. By this we mean that it is isomorphic to the pullback along v of the

tautological vector bundle EOpnqˆOpnqRn over BOpnq. Let B “ {Bn, fn, µnm}
be a tangential structure; we say that V admits a B-structure if there exists a

lift of v along fn. In other words we ask for the existence of the dashed maps

in the following diagram

V Vn EOpnq ˆOpnq Rn

X Bn BOpnq.

v

ṽ fn

Notice that if they do exist then V is automatically the pullback of Vn since

both the right square and the big square are pullbacks. Given a pB, fq-structure

B, we will denote the family of vector bundles with B-structure by FB. This

way one recovers the definition of orientation on a real vector bundle (in the

classical sense), or of a Spin and String structure on a real vector bundle as
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an BSOpnq-structure, a BSpinpnq-structure and BStringpnq-structure in the

sense of tangential structures, respectively. The family given by the limit of

the Whitehead tower, i.e., by the trivial tangential structure Bn “ ˚ gives real

vector bundles with a framing.

As we said, this definition of tangential structure is not complete, in particular

complex vector bundles are not related to any pB, fq-structure for the simple

reason that they only have even rank. By weakening the notion of pB, fq-

structure asking Bn and fn to be indexed only by some multiple of a natural

number k we get the notion of Sk-pB, fq-structure. For simplicity we will

refer to these as pB, fq-structures as well. One can then define the complex

tangential structure as that induced by the canonical maps BUpnq Ñ BOp2nq.

The real vector bundles admitting such a structure are, obviously, the complex

vector bundles.

Our reason to define these tangential structures is that they yield closed

families of vector bundles (and vice versa, as shown later). As such we want

to describe how to use them in order to endow such families with coherent

orientations with respect to a given cohomology theory E.

To begin with, recall that coherent E-orientations behave well under pullbacks.

In particular we just need to orient the universal vector bundles Vn Ñ Bn to

orient every other vector bundle in FB. From the pullback diagram

pEOpnq ˆOpnq Rnq ‘ R EOpn` 1q ˆOpn`1q Rn`1

BOpnq BOpn` 1q

one deduces that the pullback of Vn`k along in,n`k is Vn ‘ Rk. A coherent

system of E-orientations on the Vn’s then amounts to a commutative diagram

¨ ¨ ¨ MBn´k MBn MBn`k ¨ ¨ ¨

E
τn´k

τn
τn`k

with BVn
n r´ns “MBn. The datum of this diagram is obviously equivalent to a

single map of spectra

ρ : MB Ñ E

with MB :“ limMBn called the B-cobordism spectrum. Moreover, asking for

compatibility with the formation of direct sums amounts to asking for ρ to be a

map of homotopy commutative ring spectra.

Notice that, by construction, the spectrum MB is connective, i.e., has trivial

homotopy groups in negative degree. We recall that given a spectrum E we
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always have a truncation fibre sequence of the form

Eąk Ñ E Ñ Eďk,

with Eąk (respectively Eďk) a spectrum having all homotopy groups of index

ą k isomorphic to those of E and the others trivial (respectively, the homotopy

groups of index ď k isomorphic to those of E and the others trivial). In

particular we have a map

MB ÑMBď0 – Hπ0MB

giving a canonical orientation for singular cohomology with π0MB coefficients

to bundles with B-structure. Here the equivalence MBď0 – Hπ0MB is an

immediate consequence of the connectiveness of MB: since MB –MBě0, we

have MBď0 – pMBď0qě 0 and the latter is (essentially by definition) Hπ0MB.

Example 2.2. By considering complex tangential structures one obtains this way

the complex cobordism spectrum MU . By considering orthogonal structures,

so actually imposing no additional structure on the real vector bundles in the

family, one obtains the orthogonal cobordism spectrum MO. At the other

extreme of the Whitehead tower of Opnq, the cobordism spectrum associated

with framed vector bundles is the sphere spectrum S.

Let us now explain how any closed family F comes from a suitable pB, fq-

structure whose associated bundles are again those in F , thus yielding an

equivalence between these two concepts.

Starting with a closed family F one considers for any n P N the subcategory

Fn of VectBunR whose objects are rank n vector bundles in F and whose

morphisms are pullback squares. By a colimit procedure analogue to that

used to produce classifying spaces for topological groups one sees that F
has a terminal object En Ñ Bn. The forgetful morphisms/inclusion functors

Fn Ñ VectBunR induce the maps Bn Ñ BOpnq. The maps im,n are obtained

from the universal property of the pullback by considering the diagrams

Bm ι˚Bn Bn

BOpmq BOpnq.

im,n

ι

Finally the morphisms µm,n are obtained from the functors Fm ˆ Fn Ñ Fn`m

induced by the box sum axiom for the closed family.
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Remark 2.3. Using the equivalence between pB, fq-structures and closed families

one can define the stabilization of a pB, fq-structure as the pB̂, f̂q structure

induced by the stabilization F̂B of the closed family FB. For instance, this way

one defines stably complex structures as tangential structures.

As hinted to in the article, the GHRR theorem that we state there for complex

oriented cohomology theories has a natural generalization to cohomology

theories oriented by more general cobordism spectra. By the results of the

previous section in this appendix, this general setting is that of cohomology

theories oriented by tangential structures. Let therefore, in the notation of

the previous section, pB, fq be a (stable) tangential structure and let MB

be the corresponding cobordism spectrum. For a ring spectrum E, we call

B-orientation of E a morphism of homotopy ring spectra ρ : MB Ñ E.

Let now ρA, ρB : MB Ñ E be two B-orientations. The collection of multipli-

ers for these two B-orientations is equivalent to the datum of a compatible

family of morphisms mV : X Ñ GL1E indexed by vector bundles V Ñ X in the

closed family corresponding to the tangential structure pB, fq. By compatibility

with the pullbacks one only needs to consider the multipliers for the universal

bundles Vn Ñ Bn. That is, the collection of all the {mV }V PFB is equivalent to

the datum of a sequence of multipliers

mk : Bk Ñ GL1E

making the diagram

¨ ¨ ¨ Bk´1 Bk Bk`1 ¨ ¨ ¨

GL1E

mk´1
mk

mk`1

commute. This is in turn the datum of a single map B8 :“ colimBk Ñ GL1E

of homotopy abelian 8-groups. Here the group structure on B8 coming from

the structure maps µm,n : Bn ˆBm Ñ Bm`n of the tangential structure, and

the fact that the multipliers give rise to a map of homotopy abelian groups

is the compatibility of multipliers with box sums of vector bundles. This in

particular tells us that the space of E-orientations for B-bundles, that is, of

ring spectra maps MB Ñ E is a torsor over the group HomGrppB8, GL1Eq.

Now everything works just as in the case of complex orientations described

in the article. Let B be a tangential structure, E an E8-ring spectrum,

ρA, ρB : MB Ñ E be two B-orientations of E, f : X Ñ Y be a B-oriented

map, and σAf , σ
B
f : rX,Es – rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, Es be the isomorphisms

corresponding to the two orientations ρA and ρB, respectively. Then we have the
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following commutative diagram giving a Grothendieck–Hirzebruch–Riemann–

Roch theorem for B-oriented cohomology theories:

rX,Es rX,Es

rX´Tf rdimX ´ dimY s, Es

rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es

¨m´Tf

σAf

fA˚

σBf

fB˚ϕ˚PT

As for complex orientations, also for B-orientations one can use pushforward

of orientations to get a version of the GHRR theorem closer to the classical

statement. If ψ : E Ñ F is a map of ring spectra, ρE : MB Ñ E, ρF : MB Ñ F

are two B-orientations, and f : X Ñ Y is a B-oriented map. Then one has the

commutative diagram

rX,Es rX,F s

rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es rY rdimX ´ dimY s, F s

ψ˚

f
ρE
˚ f

ψ˚ρE
˚

ψ˚

yielding two orientations on F , namely ρF and ψ˚pρEq. This brings us back to

the situation considered above and so, denoting by {mV }V PFB the multipliers

relative to these two orientations, we have the commutative diagram

rX,Es rY rdimX ´ dimY s, Es

rX,F s rY rdimX ´ dimY s, F s,

f
ρE
˚

m´Tf ¨ψ˚ ψ˚

f
ρF
˚

or, equivalently, the GHRR identity

ψ˚ (fρE˚ paq) “ fρF˚
(
ψ˚paq ¨m´Tf

)
.

For more information about tangential structures we refer the reader to

[Koc96].

3. Localizations of spectra and the Chern-Dold character

In the article the main example of a morphism of ring spectra we considered

was the Chern character ch : KU Ñ HPevQ. We will now explain how this is

actually a particular instance of a general construction of Chern-Dold characters.

Let A be a spectrum. One says that a spectrum Y is A-acyclic if Y b A – 0.

A map of spectra f : X Ñ Z is called A-equivalence if f bA : X bAÑ Z bA

is an equivalence. Finally, one says that a spectrum X is A-local if the only
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morphism Y Ñ X from an A-acyclic spectrum Y to X is the zero morphism (up

to homotopy, i.e., if SppY,Xq is contractible). For every spectrum X there exists

(and it is unique up to equivalence) an A-local spectrum LAX together with an

A-equivalence X Ñ LAX. The spectrum LA is called the A-localization of X.

The construction of A-localizations is functorial, so it gives an endofunctor LA
of Sp.

The localization functor LA preserves finite direct sums but it does not

necessarily preserve arbitrary direct sums. When this happens, it has a

particularly simple description; namely, if LA preserves arbitrary direct sums

then one has a natural isomorphisms

LAX – X b LAS.

In other words, if LA preserves arbitrary direct sums then A-localization is

the tensor product with the A-localization of the sphere spectrum. Since the

tensor product in Sp is given by the smash product of spectra, one calls such a

localization functor a smashing localization

If A “ HG, with G “ Z{pZ, p a prime, or G “ Q then A-localization (called

G-localization in this case) is smashing and so is given by the tensor product

with LHGS. The spectrum LHGS is called the Moore spectrum of G and it

is usually denoted by the symbol SG. It can be characterised as the unique

connective spectrum with π0SG “ G and πą0pSGbHZq “ 0.

When G “ Q one has an equivalence SQ – HQ, and so Q-localization is just

the tensor product with HQ. If now E is the ring spectrum associated with

a given multiplicative cohomology theory, we can consider the Q-localization

of E to get a map λE,Q : E Ñ LHQE “ E b HQ. Now, one uses that a

tensor product with an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum splits as a direct sum of

Eilenberg-MacLane spectra:

E bHQ –
⊕
iPZ

HpπSp
i Eq bQris

to write the localization map as

chdE : E Ñ
⊕
iPZ

HpπSp
i Eq bQris.

Written this way, the localization map is called the Chern-Dold character.

Compatibility of localization with tensor product implies that the Chern-Dold

character is a map of homotopy ring spectra, where the ring spectrum structure

on the right hand side is induced by the natural maps

πSp
i E ˆ π

Sp
j E “ rS, Er´iss ˆ rS, Er´jss Ñ rS, Er´i´ jss “ πSp

i`jpEq.
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As a consequence, for every (nice) topological space X we have an induced ring

homomorphism, called again the Chern-Dold character,

chdE : E0
pXq

λE,Q;˚
ÝÝÝÝÑ

⊕
iPZ

H i
pX; πSp

i E bQq,

and generalizing the Chern character for complex K-theory

ch : K0
pXq Ñ Heven

pX;Qq.

Notice that from the point of view of the cohomology theories represented by

these spectra we have

chd : E‚pY q
LHQ˚
ÝÝÝÑ LHQE

‚
pY q – H‚

pX, π‚pEq bQq.

For details see [Hil71].
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A very short note on the (rational) graded Hori map

Abstract. The graded Hori map has been recently introduced by Han-

Mathai in the context of T-duality as a Z-graded transform whose homoge-

neous components are the Hori-Fourier transforms in twisted cohomology

associated with integral multiples of a basic pair of T-dual closed 3-forms.

We show how in the rational homotopy theory approximation of T-duality,

such a map is naturally realized as a pull-iso-push transform, where the

isomorphism part corresponds to the canonical equivalence between the left

and the right gerbes associated with a T-duality configuration.

1. Foreword

The graded Hori map has been recently introduced in [HM20], by assembling

together the Z-family of Hori maps associated with a certain Z-family of T-

duality configuration data naturally associated to a single T-duality configuration.

This may at first sight appear as a rather ad hoc construction. The aim of this

note is to show how, on the contrary, the graded Hori map as a whole naturally

emerges from the geometry associated with a T-duality configuration. One only

needs to look at a step higher with respect to the T-dual bundles: the graded

Hori map is a manifestation of a canonical equivalence between the left and the

right gerbes associated with a T-duality configuration. More precisely, we show

that, in the rational homotopy theory approximation of T-duality, such a map

is naturally realized as a pull-iso-push transform, where the isomorphism part

corresponds to the left gerbe/right gerbe canonical equivalence.

We will construct this pull-iso-push transform using only purely algebraic

constructions related to the category DGCA of differential graded commutative

algebras (DGCAs) over a characteristic zero field K, which can be assumed to be

the field Q of rational numbers. In particular, we will heavily use the language

of extensions of DGCAs associated with DGCA cocycles. The reader familiar

with rational homotopy theory will immediately recognize every step in the

construction we are going to present as a translation of phenomena appearing

in the rational homotopy theory approximation of T-duality. We point the

unfamiliar reader to [FSS18b] for an introduction very close to the spirit of this

note. We also borrow from [FSS18a] the rational homotopy theory description

of the equivalence of the gerbes associated to a T-duality configuration. See

[BS05] for the topological origin of this equivalence. Here we choose to present

the construction in purely algebraic terms, leaving to the reader the job of

connecting to rational homotopy theory.
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The note is organized as follows. First we review topological T -duality in

rational homotopy theory, in particular, in Section 2 we recall a few basic

constructions on extensions of DGCAs and define the DGCA (co)classifying

rational T -duality configurations, and in Section 3 we recall the definition

of the two isomorphic rational gerbes associated with a rational T -duality

configuration, whose isomorphism will be the “iso” part in the “pull-iso-push”

transform.

After this review, in Section 4 we define the graded Hori map TLÑR associated

with these data and extend it to Laurent series. In Section 5 we show how, when

the base field is the field C of complex numbers, this allows one to describe

the graded Hori map as an operator on rings of meromorphic functions with a

single pole at the origin taking values in a DGCA A0 endowed with a rational

T-duality configuration. It turns out that in this translation the graded Hori

map becomes the antidiagonal matrix(
0 1

´q d
dq

0

)
where q is the complex coordinate on C. Finally, in Section 6 we show how one

can further extend coefficients to A0-valued index 0 Jacobi forms in the two

variables pz, τq P CˆH, by means of their q-expansion, where q “ e2πiz. This

way we recover the original definition of the graded Hori map by Han-Mathai,

as well as its main properties. In particular, one identifies the graded Hori map

on Jacobi forms with the antidiagonal matrix(
0 1

´ 1
2πi

B

Bz
0

)
,

and therefore the composition of two graded Hori transforms as the operator

´ 1
2πi

B

Bz
on the ring of A0-valued index 0 Jacobi-forms [HM20, Theorem 2.2].

2. Cocycles and extensions of DGCAs

We start with a (non-negatively graded) differential graded commutative

algebra pA, dq over the field K and with a 2-cocycle, i.e., a closed homogeneous

element of degree 2, t2 P A. We can extend our base DGCA A in such a way

to trivialize the 2-cocycle t2 by adding a formal generator e1 of degree 1 and

declaring our extension to be

pA, dq A{t2} :“ pAre1s, de1 “ t2q,
ι

where the differential of A{t2} coincides with the differential d on the subalgebra

A.
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The choice of a 2-cocycle for the DGCA A is the same datum as a DGCA map

from the polynomial DGCA pKrx2s, 0q to A, where pKrx2s, 0q is the polynomial

algebra over K on a single degree 2 generator x2, endowed with the trivial

differential. This in turn means regarding A as an object under pKrx2s, 0q, a

point of view that will be useful later.

More generally, the datum of a DGCA map from pKrxns, 0q to A, where now

xn is a degree n variable, is the same as that of an n-cocycle in A and, again,

given such a cocycle tn P A it is possible to extend A to trivialize tn by

pA, dq A{tn} :“ pAren´1s, den´1 :“ tnq.
ι

The construction of A{tn} out of the pair pA, tnq is universal: A{tn} together

with the embedding of the sub-DGCA A is the homotopy cofiber of tn, i.e., the

homotopy pushout of the diagram:

Krxns (A, d)

0

ψtn

of DGCAs, where ψtn is the unique DGCA morphism with ψpxnq “ tn, in the

projective model structure on non-negatively graded DGCAs, see, e.g., [BG76].

Indeed, in order to compute a model for this cofiber one has to replace the

vertical map by a cofibration followed by a weak equivalence, and the easiest

way of doing this is to consider

Krxns ãÑ (Krxn, en´1s, den´1 “ xn) – 0,

and then compute the ordinary pushout of the diagram

Krxns (A, d)

(Krxn, en´1s, den´1 “ xn)

ψtn

to obtain

Krxns (A, d)

(Krxn, en´1s, den´1 “ xn) pP, dP q,

ψtn

with

(P, dP ) “ (Aren´1s, dPa “ da for a P A, dP en´1 “ ψtnpxnq)

“ (Aren´1s, den´1 “ tn) “ A{tn}.
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Universality implies in particular that the construction pA, tnq ù A{tn} is

natural, a fact that can also be easily checked directly: if f : pA, tnq Ñ pB, snq

is a morphism of DGCAs endowed with n-cocycles, i.e., if f is a morphism of

DGCAs, f : AÑ B, such that fptnq “ sn, then we get a morphism of DGCAs

f̂ : A{tn} Ñ B{sn} by setting f̂paq “ fpaq for any a P A and f̂pen´1;Aq “ en´1;B.

This is manifestly compatible with compositions of morphisms of DGCAs

endowed with n-cocycles.

Remark 2.1. If n is even, every degree k element ak in A{tn} can be uniquely

written as ak “ αk` en´1βk´n`1, for some degree k element αk and some degree

k ´ n` 1 element βk´n`1 in A. The map

π : A{tn} Ñ Ar´n` 1s

αk ` en´1βk´n`1 ÞÑ βk´n`1

is a map of chain complexes. Namely, we have

dr´n`1spπpakq “ dr´n`1spπpαk ` en´1βk´n`1qq

“ dr´n`1sβk´n`1

“ p´1qpn´1qdβk´n`1

and

πpdakq “ πpdpαk ` en´1βk´n`1qq

“ πpdαk ` tnβk´n`1 ` p´1qn´1dβk´n`1q

“ p´1qn´1dβk´n`1.

Of course, π is not a map of DGCAs (the shifted complex Ar´n` 1s does not

even have a natural DGCA structure). But it is a map of right DG-A-modules:

if γl is a degree l element in A, then

πpakγlq “ πppαk ` tnβk´nqγlq “ πppαkγlq ` tnpβk´nγlq “ βk´nγl “ πpakqγl.

As a side remark, by thinking of ι : A Ñ A{tn} as a pullback p˚ and of

π : A{tn} Ñ Ar´n`1s as the pushforward p˚, the above identity is the projection

formula:

p˚pakp
˚
pγlqq “ p˚pakqγl.

Finally, the map of right DG-A-modules π : A{tn} Ñ Ar´n` 1s has an evident

section

en´1 ¨ ´ : Ar´n` 1s Ñ A{tn}

given by the left multiplication by en´1.
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An example of the construction pA, tnq ù A{tn} we will be interested in is

the following. Consider the polynomial algebra

Krx2L, x2Rs – Krx2Ls bKrx2Rs

on two degree 2 generators x2L and x2R, endowed with the trivial differential.1

Then the element x2Lx2R is a 4-cocycle and so defines a DGCA map

Krt4s Ñ Krx2L, x2Rs

t4 ÞÑ x2Lx2R

The associated extension is the DGCA

Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R} “ pKrx2L, x2R, y3s, dx2L “ dx2R “ 0, dy3 “ x2Lx2Rq

Notice that Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R} carries two distinguished 2-cocycles x2L and

x2R and that σ : x2L Ø x2R is a DGCA automorphism of Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}

exchanging the two cocycles. We denote by pL, pR : Krx2s Ñ Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}

the two maps corresponding to the cocycles x2L, x2R, respectively.

3. Two equivalent rational gerbes

In order to get the DGCA construction corresponding to the rational ho-

motopy description of the pull-iso-push transform between gerbes associated

with a T-duality configuration, we consider a DGCA A together with a map

Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}
f
Ñ A. As we noticed above, the source of f has two distinct

2-cocycles corresponding to maps pL, pR : Krx2s Ñ Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R} sending

the generator x2 in x2L and in x2R, respectively. Composing with the map f we

therefore get maps fL, fR : Krx2s Ñ A, corresponding to two distinct 2-cocycles

in A, and we end up with following commutative diagram of DGCAs:

Krx2s

A A

Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R} Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}

pL pR

fL fR

σ

f f

The previous diagram shows that the map f can be read in two different

ways as a map in the undercategory Krx2s{DGCA of DGCAs endowed with a

distinguished 2-cocycle, i.e., with a distinguished morphism from Krx2s. In

1Here and below, all tensor products are over K.
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particular, we have that f is both a map between Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R} and A

decorated with their left 2-cocycles

pKrx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}, pLq pA, fLq,
f

and with their right 2-cocycles

pKrx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}, pRq pA, fRq.
f

This will be crucial in order to define the equivalence between the algebraic

structures corresponding to the left and right gerbes of topological T-duality.

We begin with the following, which is a particular case of the “hofib/cyc

adjunction” of [FSS18a; FSS18b], and whose proof in this specific case we give

for the sake of completeness.

Proposition 3.1. Let pA, t2q be a DGCA with a distinguished 2-cocycle t2.

Then the association

HomKrx2s{DGCA

(
pKrx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}, pLq, pA,ψt2q

)
HomDGCA

(
Krx3s, A{t2}

)
ϕ ϕ̃

where ϕ̃ is defined by

ϕ̃ : x3 ÞÑ ϕpy3q ´ e1ϕpx2Rq,

is a natural bijection. Clearly, everything identically works if we exchange pL
with pR and x2R with x2L.

Proof. We begin by showing that ϕ̃px3q is a 3-cocycle. If

ϕ : pKrx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}, pLq Ñ pA,ψt2q

is a map in the undercategory Krx2s{DGCA , then

ϕpx2Lq “ pϕ ˝ pLqpx2q “ ψt2px2q “ t2.

Therefore,

dpϕ̃px3qq “ dpϕpy3q ´ e1ϕpx2Rqq “

“ ϕpx2Lqϕpx2Rq ´ t2ϕpx2Rq ` e1ϕpdx2Rq “

“ 0.

This shows that the map ϕ ÞÑ ϕ̃ actually takes values in HomDGCApKrx3s, A{t2}q.

Now we define a map in the opposite direction. For a DGCA morphism
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ψ : Krx3s Ñ A{t2}, let t3 be the 3-cocycle t3 “ ψpx3q in A{t2}. The 3-cocycle t3
can be uniquely written as t3 “ a3 ´ e1b2 with a3, b2 P A. The association

y3 ÞÑ a3, x2R ÞÑ b2, x2L ÞÑ t2

defines a map ψ̃ : pKrx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}, pLq Ñ pA, t2q in Krx2s{DGCA. It is im-

mediate to check that ˜̃ϕ “ ϕ and ˜̃ψ “ ψ, so the two maps are inverse each

other. �

Now, let us go back to our DGCA A endowed with a DGCA morphism

Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}
f
Ñ A. To avoid confusion, let us denote by e1L and e1R the

additional degree 1 generators in the extensions AL :“ Afpx2Lq and AR :“ Afpx2Rq

of A, respectively. By the above proposition, and looking at f both as a

morphism from pKrx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}, pLq to pA, fLq and as a morphism from

pKrx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}, pRq to pA, fRq, we end up with distinguished 3-cocycles

fpy3q ´ e1Lfpx2Rq P AL, fpy3q ´ e1Rfpx2Lq P AR

and again, we can define extensions of AL and AR by trivializing the above

3-cocycles. We define the left rational gerbe GL and the right rational gerbe GR
of the rational T -configuration f as the DGCAs

GL :“ AL{fpy3q´e1Lfpx2Rq}

GR :“ AR{fpy3q´e1Rfpx2Lq}.

Again, to avoid confusion, we denote by ξ2L and ξ2R the additional degree 2

generators of GL and GR as extensions of AL and of AR, respectively. Both GL
and GR are extensions of A (since both AL and AR were extensions), and this

tower of extensions of A can be depicted in the diagram

GL GR

AL AR

A

iL iL

ιL ιR
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We can add to this diagram the DGCA ALR :“ AL bA AR, i.e., the DGCA

pAre1L, e1Rs, de1L “ fpx2Lq, de1R “ fpx2Rqq, obtaining the diagram

GL ALR GR

AL AR

A

ιRiL ιL iL

ιL ιR

where the central square commutes. As a matter of notation, in the above

diagram we are writing ιL (resp. ιR) wherever the extension is made by means

of the 1-form e1L (resp. e1R) and iL (resp. iR) whenever the extension is made

by means of the 2-form ξ2L (resp. ξ2R).

We can extend GL and GR by computing the obvious (homotopy) pushouts

to get the further extensions

GL{fpx2Rq} GR{fpx2Lq}

GL ALR GR

AL AR

A

ιR iRiL ιL

ιRiL ιL iR

ιL ιR

Explicitly,

GL{fpx2Rq} “

Are1L, e1R, ξ2Ls,


de1L “ fpx2Lq

de1R “ fpx2Rq

dξ2L “ fpy3q ´ e1Lfpx2Rq


and

GR{fpx2Lq} “

Are1L, e1R, ξ2Rs,


de1L “ fpx2Lq

de1R “ fpx2Rq

dξ2R “ fpy3q ´ e1Rfpx2Lq

 .

We can now make explicit the iso part of our pull-iso-push transform.

Proposition 3.2. The DGCAs GL{fpx2Rq} and GR{fpx2Lq} are isomorphic via

an isomorphism

GL{fpx2Rq} GR{fpx2Lq}
ν
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that is the identity on ALR and acts as

ξ2L ÞÑ ξ2R ` e1Le1R,

on the degree two generator. The inverse isomorphism is, clearly, ν´1 : ξ2R ÞÑ

ξ2L ´ e1Le1R.

Proof. The map ν is a map of graded commutative algebras, and it is of course

a bijection since an explicit inverse is given by the map of graded commutative

algebras ν´1 which is the identity on ALR and sending ξ2R to ξ2L ´ e1Le1R.

To see that ν is a map of DGCAs we need to show that it is a map of chain

complexes. This can be checked on the generators of the polynomial algebra

GL{fpx2Rq}, so we only need to compute dνpξ2Lq. We have

dνpξ2Lq “ dpξ2R ` e1Le1Rq “

“ fpy3q ´ e1Rfpx2Lq ` fpx2Lqe1R ´ e1Lfpx2Rq “

“ fpy3q ´ e1Lfpx2Rq “

“ νpfpy3q ´ e1Lfpx2Rqq “

“ νpdξ2Lq,

where we used that fpy3q ´ e1Lfpx2Rq P ALR and ν is the identity on ALR. �

The isomorphisms ν and ν´1 complete our previous diagram to the commu-

tative diagram

GL{fpx2Rq} GR{fpx2Lq}

GL ALR GR

AL AR

A

ν

ν´1

ιR iL iR ιL

ιRiL ιL iR

ιL ιR

4. The graded Hori map from rational equivalences of gerbes

All the maps and the DGCAs appearing in the upper part of our diagram

GL{fpx2Rq} GR{fpx2Lq}

GL GR

ν

ιR ιL
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can be extended to the rings of (bounded above) formal Laurent series in the

degree 2 generators. For instance, as a graded commutative algebra the DGCA

GL is the polynomial algebra ALrξLs over AL and so embeds as a subalgebra

into the ring of Laurent series

ĜL :“ ALrrξ
´1
2L ssrξ2Ls “: ALrrξ

´1
2L , ξ2Ls.

The ring ĜL has moreover a natural DGCA structure, by setting

dξ´1
2L “ ´ξ

´2
2L (fpy3q ´ e1Lfpx2Rq) ,

making GL ãÑ ĜL an inclusion of DGCAs. One similarly extends the other

DGCAs GR,GL{fpx2Rq} and GR{fpx2Lq} appearing in the above diagram.

The maps ιR, ιL obviously extend to the rings of Laurent series. We denote

by ι̂L and ι̂R these extensions. We notice that ν extends too, we only need to

be careful in defining the extension ν̂. As e1Le1R is nilpotent, this is done by

using the formal power series inverse for 1´ η, i.e., by declaring that the action

of ν̂ on ξ´1
2L is given by

ν̂pξ´1
2L q “ pξ2R ` e1Le1Rq

´1
“
∑
iě0

p´1qipe1Le1Rq
iξ´i´1

2R “ ξ´1
2R ´ e1Le1Rξ

´2
2R ,

where we used that pe1Le1Rq
2 “ 0. One easily checks that ν̂ is indeed a DGCA

morphism: it is compatible with the relation ξ´1
2L ξ2L “ 1 as

ν̂pξ´1
2L qν̂pξ2Lq “ pξ

´1
2R ´ e1Le1Rξ

´2
2Rqpξ2R ` e1Le1Rq “ 1

and with the differential as

ν̂pdξ´1
2L q “ ν̂p´ξ´2

2L (fpy3q ´ e1Lfpx2Rq)q

“ ´pξ´1
2R ´ e1Le1Rξ

´2
2Rq

2
pfpy3q ´ e1Lfpx2Rqq

“ ´pξ´2
2R ´ 2e1Le1Rξ

´3
2Rqpfpy3q ´ e1Lfpx2Rqq

“ ´ξ´2
2Rfpy3q ` 2e1Le1Rξ

´3
2Rfpy3q ` ξ

´2
2Re1Lfpx2Rq

and

dν̂pξ´1
2L q “ dpξ´1

2R ´ e1Le1Rξ
´2
2Rq

“ ´ξ´2
2R (fpy3q ´ e1Rfpx2Lq)´ pde1Le1Rqξ

´2
2R ` 2e1Le1Rξ

´3
2R (fpy3q ´ e1Rfpx2Lq)

“ ´ξ´2
2R (fpy3q ´ e1Rfpx2Lq)´ pfpx2Lqe1R ´ e1Lfpx2Rqqξ

´2
2R ` 2e1Le1Rξ

´3
2Rfpy3q

“ ´ξ´2
2Rfpy3q ` e1Lfpx2Rqξ

´2
2R ` 2e1Le1Rξ

´3
2Rfpy3q

As fpx2Lq is an even cocycle, by Remark 2.1 we have a projection

π : GR{fpx2Lq} Ñ GRr´1s
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mapping αk ` e1Lβk´1 to βk´1, which is a morphism of right DG-GR-modules.

Also the projection π : : GR{fpx2Lq} Ñ GRr´1s naturally extends to formal

Laurent series modules to a map

π̂ : ̂GR{fpx2Lq} Ñ ĜRr´1s

and so it is possible to build a pull-iso-push transform TLÑR as the composition

̂GL{fpx2Rq}
̂GR{fpx2Lq}

ĜL ĜRr´1s.

ν̂

π̂ι̂R
TLÑR

The transform

TLÑR : ĜL Ñ ĜRr´1s

associated to the initial rational T -duality configuration Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}
f
Ñ A

is seen to coincide with the graded Hori map introduced by Han and Mathai in

[HM20]. Namely, the action of ν̂ on a generic degree k element

ωk “
∑
nPZ

pα2n`k ` e1Lβ2n`k´1 ` e1Rγ2n`k´1 ` e1Le1Rδ2n`k´2qξ
´n
2L

in ̂GL{fpx2Rq} is given by

ν̂pωkq “
∑
nPZ
pα2n`k ` e1Lβ2n`k´1 ` e1Rγ2n`k´1 ` e1Le1Rδ2n`k´2qν̂pξ

´n
2L q “

“
∑
nPZ
pα2n`k ` e1Lβ2n`k´1 ` e1Rγ2n`k´1 ` e1Le1Rδ2n`k´2qpξ

´n
2R ´ ne1Le1Rξ

´n´1
2R q “

“
∑
nPZ
pα2n`k ` e1Lβ2n`k´1 ` e1Rγ2n`k´1 ` e1Le1Rδ2n`k´2qξ

´n
2R ´ ne1Le1Rα2n`kξ

´n´1
2R “

“
∑
nPZ
pα2n`k ` e1Lβ2n`k´1 ` e1Rγ2n`k´1 ` e1Le1Rpδ2n`k´2 ´ pn´ 1qa2n`k´2qqξ

´n
2R ,

hence the action of ν̂ on the coefficients of a generic degree k Laurent series

in ̂GL{fpx2Rq} is given by
α2n`k

β2n`k´1

γ2n`k´1

δ2n`k´2

 ν̂
ÞÑ


α2n`k

β2n`k´1

γ2n`k´1

δ2n`k´2 ´ pn´ 1qα2n`k´2
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The inclusion ĜL
ι̂R
Ñ ̂GL{fpx2Rq} and the projection π̂ : ̂GR{fpx2Lq} Ñ ĜRr´1s can

be displayed in a similar way

(
α2n`k

b2n`k´1

)
ι̂R
ÞÑ


α2n`k

β2n`k´1

0

0

 ;


α2n`k

β2n`k´1

γ2n`k´1

δ2n`k´2

 π̂
ÞÑ

(
β2n`k´1

δ2n`k´2

)

The left-to-right transform TLÑR therefore act on the coefficients of a generic

degree k element
∑

nPZpα2n`k ` e1Lβ2n`k´1qξ
´n
2L P ĜL as

(
α2n`k

β2n`k´1

)
ι̂R
ÞÑ


α2n`k

β2n`k´1

0

0

 ν̂
ÞÑ


α2n`k

β2n`k´1

0

´pn´ 1qα2n`k´2

 π̂
ÞÑ

(
β2n`k´1

´pn´ 1qα2n`k´2

)

i.e., it acts on the degree k element
∑

nPZpα2n`k ` e1Lb2n`k´1qξ
´n
2L P ĜL as∑

nPZ

pα2n`k ` e1Lβ2n`k´1qξ
´n
2L ÞÑ

∑
nPZ

(β2n`k´1 ´ pn´ 1qe1Rα2n`k´2) ξ´n2R

“
∑
nPZ

β2n`k´1ξ
´n
2R ` e1R

∑
nPZ

´nα2n`kξ
´n´1
2R

The above expressions can be conveniently packaged by introducing, for every

sequence {η2n`k}nPZ of elements of A with degpη2n`kq “ 2n` k, the Laurent

series in a degree 2 variable ξ

ηpkqpξq “
∑
nPZ

η2n`kξ
´n.

We have manifest isomorphisms of graded vector spaces

̂GL{fpx2Rq}



Arrξ´1, ξs

‘

Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s

‘

Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s

‘

Arrξ´1, ξsr´2s


̂GR{fpx2Lq}

„ „

and

ĜL

 Arrξ´1, ξs

‘

Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s

 ĜR.„ „
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In terms of these isomorphisms, the maps ν̂, ι̂R and π̂ are represented by the

following matrices:

ν̂ ÞÑ


1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0
d
dξ

0 0 1

 ; ι̂R ÞÑ


1 0

0 1

0 0

0 0

 ; π̂ ÞÑ

(
0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

)
,

so that the graded left-to-right Hori transform TLÑR is represented in matrix

form as:

T ÞÑ

(
0 1
d
dξ

0

)
.

One similarly defines the right-to-left Hori transform TRÑL. As(
0 1
d
dξ

0

)(
0 1
d
dξ

0

)
“

(
d
dξ

0

0 d
dξ

)

one sees that

TRÑL ˝ TLÑR “
d

dξ2L

: ĜL Ñ ĜLr´2s

and

TLÑR ˝ TRÑL “
d

dξ2R

: ĜR Ñ ĜRr´2s.

5. Hori transforms of meromorphic functions

Before extending the ring of coefficients to the ring of Jacobi forms we start

with a one variable intermediate step. We will need an extra degree 2 variable

in order to keep the following computations within the context of graded maps.

So we assume that our base DGCA A is of the form

A :“ A0ru
´1, uss

where u is a degree 2 variable and A0 is a DGCA endowed with a rational

T-duality configuration Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}
f
Ñ A0. Notice the a T-duality

configuration on A0 induces a T-duality configuration

Krx2L, x2Rs{x2Lx2R}
f
Ñ A0 ãÑ A

on A simply by composing f with the inclusion A0 ãÑ A. All the extension and

gerbes below are computed with respect to this T-duality configuration on A.
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For instance, the extended left gerbe ĜL will be

ĜL “
starting DGCA︷︸︸︷

A0 ru´1, uss︸ ︷︷ ︸
additional

variable

trivialize fpx2Lq︷︸︸︷
re1Lsrrξ

´1
2L , ξ2Ls︸ ︷︷ ︸

trivialize fpy3q´

e1Lfpx2Rq and ex-

tend to Laurent

series

.

Assume now the base field K to be the field C of complex numbers and let M0

be the C-algebra of meromorphic functions on C that are holomorphic on the

punctured plane Cz{0}, i.e. meromorphic functions that admit at most a polar

singularity in the origin. By looking at the algebra M0 as a DGCA concentrated

in degree zero, we can then consider the DGCA M0pA0q :“M0 b A0, that we

will call the DGCA of meromorphic functions with values in A0 and with at

most polar singularities in the origin. A degree k element in M0pA0q has a

Laurent series expansion around the origin of the form

fpqq “
∑
n

fn;kq
n

where the fn;k are degree k elements in A0, with fn;k “ 0 for n ! 0. For any

i P Z we have an isomorphism µ2i of graded vector spaces

M0pA0q
µ2i
ÝÝÑArrξ´1, ξsr2is

fpqq ÞÑ ξifpuξ´1
q

Notice that there exists a commutative diagram

M0pA0q M0pA0q

Arrξ´1, ξs Arrξ´1, ξsr´2s

´q d
dq

µ0 µ´2

d
dξ

As remarked at the end of the previous section, the natural isomorphism of

graded vector spaces of ĜL and ĜR with Arrξ´1, ξs ‘ Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s identifies

the graded Hori map TLÑR with the antidiagonal matrix
(

0 1
d
dξ

0

)
, i.e., we have

a commutative diagram

Arrξ´1, ξs ‘ Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s ‘ Arrξ´1, ξsr´2s

ĜL ĜRr´1s

(
0 1
d
dξ

0

)

o o

TLÑR
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Therefore, we see that the graded Hori map TLÑR participates into a commuta-

tive diagram of graded vector spaces

M0pA0q ‘M0pA0qr´1s M0pA0qr´1s ‘M0pA0q

Arrξ´1, ξs ‘ Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s ‘ Arrξ´1, ξsr´2s

ĜL ĜRr´1s

(
0 1

´q d
dq

0

)

µ0‘µ0r´1s o o µ0r´1s‘µ´2
(

0 1
d
dξ

0

)

o o

TLÑR

The same happens for the graded Hori map TRÑL, so that the composition

TRÑL ˝ TLÑR is identified with the endomorphism(
´q d

dq
0

0 ´q d
dq

)
of M0pA0q ‘M0pA0qr´1s, and similarly for TLÑR ˝ TRÑL.

6. Extending coefficients to the ring of Jacobi forms

In this concluding section we extend the ring of coefficients for our extended

gerbes to the graded ring of Jacobi forms of index 0. We address the reader to

the classic [EZ85] for a complete and detailed account of the general theory of

Jacobi forms of arbitrary index, and here we content us in briefly recalling the

definition of a (meromorphic) Jacobi form of index 0.

Definition 6.1. A (meromorphic) Jacobi form of weight s and index 0 is a

function

CˆH CJ

which is meromorphic in the variable z and holomorphic in the variable τ , such

that J

‚ is modular in τ i.e. Jp z
cτ`d

, aτ`b
cτ`d

q “ pcτ ` dqsJpz, τq for any ( a bc d ) in

SLp2,Zq;
‚ is elliptic in z i.e. Jpz ` λτ ` µ, τq “ Jpz, τq for any pλ, µq in Z2;

‚ has a polar behaviour for z Ñ `i8.

We notice two important features of Jacobi forms. First, by applying the

operator B{Bz to both sides of the modularity and of the ellipticity equations,

one sees that if Jpz, τq is a Jacobi form of weight s and index 0 then B

Bz
Jpz, τq

is a Jacobi form of weight s` 1 and index 0.
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Secondly, from the ellipticity condition for the pair p0, 1q P Z2 one sees that

every Jacobi form is periodic in z of period 1, hence it has a series expansion in

the variable q “ e2πiz of the form

Jpz, τq “

8∑
n“n0

αnpτqq
n,

for some n0 P Z, where the fact that this Laurent series is bounded below is a

consequence of the polar behaviour of J for z Ñ `i8.

As the weight s ranges over the integers, Jacobi form of index 0 form a graded

ring

J0 “
⊕
sPZ

J0psq,

(with degree given by the weight). The fact that B

Bz
maps weight s index 0

Jacobi forms to weight s` 1 index 0 Jacobi forms then can be expressed by

saying that B

Bz
is a degree 1 derivation of the graded ring J0. Moreover, from

the identity

´q
B

Bq
“ ´

1

2πi

B

Bz

we see that the ring of q-expansions of index 0 Jacobi forms (a subring of the

ring of bounded below Laurent series in the variable q with coefficients in the

ring of holomorphic function on H) is closed under the action of the operator

´q
B

Bq
.

We can now verbatim repeat the construction of Section 5. For a DGCA B

over C, let us write Bpτq for the DGCA

Bpτq :“ B bHolpHq

where the ring HolpHq of holomorphic function in the variable τ P H is seen as

a DGCA concentrated in degree zero. Also, let us write

J0pA0q “
⊕
sPZ

J psq
0 pA0q

for the bigraded ring J0pA0q :“ J0 b A0 of index 0 Jacobi forms with values in

a DGCA A0. Then the commutative diagram at the end of Section 5 induces
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the commutative diagram

J ps1q
0 pA0q ‘ J ps2q

0 pA0qr´1s J ps2q
0 pA0qr´1s ‘ J ps1`1q

0 pA0q

M0pA0pτqq ‘M0pA0pτqqr´1s M0pA0pτqqr´1s ‘M0pA0pτqq

Apτqrrξ´1, ξs ‘ Apτqrrξ´1, ξsr´1s Arrξ´1, ξsr´1s ‘ Arrξ´1, ξsr´2s

ĜLpτq ĜRpτqr´1s

(
0 1

´ 1
2πi

B
Bz

0

)

q-expansion q-expansion(
0 1

´q B
Bq

0

)

µ0‘µ0r´1s o o µ0r´1s‘µ´2
(

0 1
d
dξ

0

)

o o

TLÑR

That is, the graded Hori transform TLÑR induces the morphism(
0 1

´ 1
2πi

B

Bz
0

)
: J ps1q

0 pA0q ‘ J ps2q
0 pA0qr´1s Ñ J ps2q

0 pA0qr´1s ‘ J ps1`1q
0 pA0q

at the level of index 0 A0-valued Jacobi forms, for any weights s1, s2 in Z.

The same holds for the graded Hori transform TRÑL, so that the composition

TLÑR ˝ TRÑL acts as(
´ 1

2πi
B
Bz 0

0 ´ 1
2πi

B
Bz

)
: J ps1q0 pA0q ‘ J ps2q0 pA0qr´1s Ñ J ps1`1q

0 pA0q ‘ J ps2`1q
0 pA0qr´1s

and similarly for TLÑR ˝ TRÑL. This reproduces [HM20, Theorem 2.2].

Acknowledgments. d.f thanks NYU-AD for support on occasion of the work-

shop M-theory and Mathematics during which the idea of this note originated,

and Hisham Sati and Urs Schreiber for discussions and comments on an early

version of this note.
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Appendices

1. Twisted Cohomology

The idea behind twisted cohomology is actually really simple. One starts

by observing that, in view of Brown’s representability theorem if one follows

a classical approach, or by definition if one directly starts with spectra, the

degree n E-cohomology of a space X is the space of maps from X to a space

En (or rather, the set of homotopy classes of these maps). Now, maps X Ñ En
can be equivalently seen as the sections of the trivial bundle X ˆ En Ñ X.

This immediately suggests to think of sections of a nonnecessarily trivial bundle

En Ñ Pn Ñ X as “twisted maps” from X to En, and their homotopy classes

as degree n twisted E-cohomology classes of X. A further step consists in

looking at the collection of all the spaces Pn as a parametrized spectrum P

with parameter space X, and so define the twisted cohomologies of a space X

as the spaces of sections of parametrized spectra P P SpX .

Of course, one has to take some care in defining what is meant by a section of

a parametrized spectrum, as we do not have an actual projection map P Ñ X

from our parametrized spectrum P to our space X. Also, in order to show that

this definition of twisted cohomology is not just a generalization for the sake of

generality, we need a recipe to build interesting examples.

Let F a spectrum. Since F is an object in an 8-category its automorphisms

form a group object in 8-groupoids/(nice)topological spaces. In particular

we have a classifying space BAutpF q (or classifying 8-groupoid BAutpF q) and

we can envision the action of AutpF q on F as the datum of an 8-functor

BAutpF q Ñ Sp sending the unique object of the 8-groupoid BAutpF q to F ,

with an obvious definition on the morphisms. This map is the spectral analogue

to the universal fibre bundle with fibre F . Given a space X, one calls twist

for the F -cohomology of X a map of spaces χ : X Ñ BAutpF q, or equivalently

a map of 8-groupoids Π8X Ñ BAutpF q, were Π8X denotes the Poincaré

8-groupoid of X. Composing χ with the 8-functor BAutpF q Ñ Sp encoding

the action of AutpF q on F gives a X-parametrized spectrum where over each

point of X one has a copy of the spectrum F . The stable homotopy groups of

the spaces of sections of this X-parametrized spectrum are called the χ-twisted

F -cohomologies of X. By an abuse of notation (as actually this map does not

exist) reminiscent of the Grothendieck construction, one denotes the 8-functor

BAutpF q Ñ Sp as p : F {{AutpF q Ñ ˚{{AutpF q. In this notation, the composite
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functor Π8X Ñ BAutpF q corresponds to the pullback

E F {{AutpF q

X ˚{{AutpF q,

π p

χ

and the χ-twisted F cohomologies of X are the stable homotopy groups of the

spaces of sections of π.

Given a ring R it is typically more interesting to study bundles with fibre R

where the fibres are not bare sets but maintain an R-module structure. Things

are the same in the spectral case and the definition of twisted cohomology with

coefficients in a ring spectrum just follows this point of view. Indeed, consider a

ring spectrum R and recall the existence of the space GL1pRq mentioned in the

article on the GHRR theorem. Taking a space X and a twist χ : X Ñ BGL1pRq

we can do everything as we did above to define the χ-twisted R cohomology

of X, but looking at the GL1pRq-action on R not just as at an 8-functor

BGL1pRq Ñ Sp but as at an 8-functor BGL1pRq Ñ RMod. The χ-twisted

cohomology groups of X with coefficients in the ring spectrum R are then

defined as the homotopy groups of the spaces of sections of the X-parametrized

R-module

X
χ
ÝÑ BGL1pRq Ñ RMod.

For more information about twisted cohomology we refer the reader to [MS06]

and [ABG10].

2. Towards a topological graded Hori map

We now specialize the general construction of twisted cohomology sketched

above to the specific case of twisted K-theory. In this case it is known, see, e.g.,

[MS06], that GL1pKUq – Z{2ˆBUb, where the factor Z{2 acts on complex

vector bundles by taking the conjugate bundle and BUb acts by tensoring with

a vector bundle. These actions naturally extend to virtual complex vector

bundles and so to KU . Moreover, one has BUb – KpZ, 2q ˆ BSUb, so that

GL1pKUq – Z{2ˆKpZ, 2qˆBSUb. It is customary to restrict the attention to

the middle factor and thus to consider twists χ : Y Ñ KpZ, 3q “ BKpZ, 2q Ñ
BGL1pKUq. In other words, the classical twists of complex K-theory are

elements in the third singular cohomology group with integer coefficients.

This fact suggests the idea that the right object to study in the topological

version of T-duality is not singular cohomology twisted by a 3-cocycle, but

twisted complex K-theory. The first part of the construction presented in
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our article is then easily lifted form the rational approximation to a genuinely

topological form as follows.

First, one defines the space BTfold as the homotopy pullback:

BTfold ˚

KpZ, 2q ˆKpZ, 2q KpZ, 4q.

and calls T -duality configuration on a space X a map f : X Ñ BTfold. The

composition

X
f
ÝÑ BTfold Ñ KpZ, 2q ˆKpZ, 2q

gives us two maps l, r : X Ñ KpZ, 2q. We denote the homotopy fibres of l and

r by Pl and Pr respectively. These are topological S1-fibrations over X. Also in

the topological setting we have a homotopy fibre - cyclification adjunction and

moreover one can interpret the results in [BS05] as the topological equivalence

LBTfold {{S1
– B2Up1q.

By definition of the map l, we have a commutative diagram

X BTfold

KpZ, 2q

f

l pl

and so we can view f as a map in the overcategory of topological spaces

over KpZ, 2q. By the homotopy fibre - cyclification adjunction, we will have a

corresponding adjoint map fl : Pl Ñ LBTfold {{S1, and so, by the Bunke-Schick

result, as a map

fl : Pl Ñ B2Up1q – KpZ, 3q.

The same is true on the right side, giving a map fr : Pr Ñ KpZ, 3q.
We can then form the homotopy commutative diagram

P

Pl Pr

KpZ, 3q X KpZ, 3q,

πl πr

fl fr

where P “ Pl ˆX Pr is a topological S1-fibration both over Pl and over Pr.

The two maps fl : Pl Ñ KpZ, 3q and fr : Pr Ñ KpZ, 3q serve as twists for the

complex K-theory of Pl and of Pr respectively. The composite maps fl ˝ πl and

fr ˝ πr serve as twists for the complex K-theory of P , and the defining property
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of a T-fold configuration amounts to the datum of an isomorphism of twisted

K-theory groups2

Kfl˝πlpP q – Kfr˝πrpP q.

Then one has a pull-iso-push transform

KflpPlq
π˚l
ÝÑ Kfl˝πlpP q

„
ÝÑ Kfr˝πrpP q

πr;˚
ÝÝÑ KfrpPrq,

giving the topological Hori map in complex K-theory. The possibility of defining

a graded version of this map at the rational level and its interplay with the

theory of Jacobi forms strongly suggests that the topological Hori map in

complex K-theory should be the q Ñ 0 limit of a topological Hori map in elliptic

cohomology, involving a suitable pull-iso-push transform in twisted elliptic

cohomology. This fits nicely in the geometric framework in which Han and

Mathai derive the graded Hori map of [HM20] and will hopefully be investigated

in detail in forthcoming research.
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The (anti-)holomorphic sector in C{Λ-equivariant cohomology, and

the Witten class

Abstract. Atiyah’s classical work on circular symmetry and stationary

phase shows how the Â-genus is obtained by formally applying the equivariant

cohomology localization formula to the loop space of a simply connected

spin manifold. The same technique, applied to a suitable “antiholomorphic

sector” in the C{Λ-equivariant cohomology of the conformal double loop

space MapspC{Λ, Xq of a rationally string manifold X produces the Witten

genus of X. This can be seen as an equivariant localization counterpart to

Berwick-Evans supersymmetric localization derivation of the Witten genus.

Se vogliamo che tutto rimanga come è, bisogna che tutto cambi.

1. Introduction

In the classic work [Ati85], Atiyah shows how to recover the Â-class of a

compact smooth spin manifold X via a formal infinite dimensional version of the

Duistermaat-Heckman formula applied to the smooth loop space MapspT, Xq of

maps from a circle to X. Such a formula is a particular case of the well known

localization formula for torus equivariant cohomology, extensively treated in

[AB84]. The appearance of the Â-class in such an infinite dimensional version

of localization techniques in torus equivariant cohomology was pointed out by

Atiyah as “a brilliant observation of the physicist E. Witten” and suggests

that, reasoning as in [Ati85], the Witten class WitpXq [Wit87; Wit88], should

emerge from a localization formula for the torus equivariant cohomology of the

double loop space MapspT2, Xq of maps from a 2-dimensional torus to X. This

is indeed the case, as long as one makes an a priori unjustified assumption:

that the generators u, v of the T2-equivariant cohomology of a point over C,

H˚
T2ppt;Cq – Cru, vs,

are not independent but rather satisfy a C-linear dependence condition of the

form

v “ τu

where τ is a point in the complex upper half plane H, see [Lu08]. Although

the hypothesis of C-linear dependence of the polynomial variables u, v may

appear somewhat “ad hoc” to make the computations work out, yet it suggests

that if instead of looking at a topological torus T2 we consider a complex torus

C{Λ then there should exist a version of the localization theorem for torus

equivariant cohomology, where only a holomorphic variable ξ (or its conjugate

ξ) appears, instead of the two real variables u, v. In this paper we show that
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such a holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) sector of the C{Λ-equivariant

cohomology can indeed be defined and that an (anti-)holomorphic localization

formula holds. Going back to what inspired it, in the final part of the paper we

show how the Witten class of a compact smooth manifold emerges from the

antiholomorphic localization formula for the C{Λ-equivariant cohomology of the

double loop space MapspC{Λ, Xq. More precisely, the idea is to formally apply

the finite-dimensional antiholomorphic localization formula obtained in the first

part of the paper to the inclusion of X in MapspC{Λ, Xq as the submanifold

of constant maps (that are the fixed points for the C{Λ-translation action on

MapspC{Λ, Xq. It turns out, however, that the infinite products that would

naively define the equivariant Euler class for the normal bundle νΛ of X in

MapspC{Λ, Xq do not converge, so a suitable ζ-regularization is needed in order

to make sense of these infinite products. Once this is done, one obtains that if

X is a compact rational string manifold, i.e., if X is a compact spin manifold

with torsion first Pontryagin class, then the inverse of the normalized Euler

class of νΛ defines a modular form with values in the complex cohomology of

X, which turns out to be the Witten class of X. In particular, the integral

over X of the inverse of the normalized Euler class of νΛ is the Witten genus

of X. From the point of view of C{Λ-equivariant cohomology, the geometric

condition that X needs to be a rationally string manifold will emerge as the

condition ensuring that the ζ-regularization procedure involved in the infinite

rank localization formula is independent of the choice of arguments for the

nonzero elements in the lattice Λ Ă C. This condition will also imply that

the expected modular properties of the inverse normalized Euler class are not

disrupted by the ζ-regularization.

Equivariant cohomology and the Atiyah–Bott localization formula admit

an elegant rephrasing in terms of supergeometry, see, e.g., [PZ17]. Reversing

this point of view, every differential geometric construction obtained through

supersymmetric localization techniques in quantum field theory should in

principle admit a derivation internal to the setting of equivariant cohomology.

In this sense, the results of this paper can be seen as an equivariant localization

counterpart to Berwick-Evans supersymmetric localization derivation of the

Witten genus [BE13; BE19], with the Weierstraß ζ-regularization of equivariant

Euler classes playing the role of the ζ-regularization of infinite dimensional

determinants in supersymmetric quantum field theory.

We thank the Referee for very useful comments and suggestions that helped

us in improving both the content and the exposition of the paper. D.F.’s

research has been partially supported by PRIN 2017 — 2017YRA3LK.
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2. 1d Euclidean tori equivariant cohomology

2.1. The Euclidean Cartan complex for circle actions. As a half-way

step towards two dimensional real tori endowed with a complex structure C{Λ,

we start by recalling a few basic constructions in the equivariant cohomology

for 1-dimensional torus actions, formulating them for 1-dimensional Euclidean

tori R{Λ rather than for the topological 1-dimensional torus T. Here Λ Ă R is

a lattice in R, i.e. an additive subgroup of R isomorphic to Z.

The quotient R{Λ can be thought of as a circle of length `, with ` the

minimum strictly positive element of Λ. It has a natural structure of real

Lie group; we will denote its Lie algebra by tΛ. Next we consider a compact

smooth manifold M with a smooth action of R{Λ, denote by Ω‚pM ;RqR{Λ the

R{Λ-invariant part of the de Rham algebra of M , and endow

Ω‚pM ;RqR{Λ bR SymptΛ
_
r´2sq

with a bigrading where the component of bidegree pk, lq is Ωk´lpM ;RqR{Λ bR

Syml
ptΛ

_r´2sq. This bigraded vector space comes equipped with a structure of

bicomplex where the differential of degree p1, 0q is the de Rham differential

(acting trivially on SymptΛ
_r´2sq) and the differential of degree p0, 1q is the

operator eΛ
_r´2sιveΛ , where peΛ, eΛ

_q is a pair consisting of a linear generator of

tΛ and of its dual element in t_Λ , and veΛ is the vector field on M corresponding

to eΛ via the differential of the action. The operator ι is the contraction

operator. It is immediate to see that eΛ
_r´2sιveΛ is independent of the choice

of the generator eΛ.

Definition 2.1. The Cartan complex of R{Λ œ M is the total complex of the

bicomplex

pΩ‚pM ;RqR{Λ bR SymptΛ
_
r´2sq; ddR, eΛ

_
r´2sιveΛ q.

The total differential in the Cartan complex is denoted by dR{Λ and is called the

equivariant differential. Elements in the Cartan complex that are dR{Λ-closed

are called equivariantly closed forms.

Remark 2.2. The importance of the Cartan complex resides in the fact its

cohomology is the real R{Λ-equivariant cohomology H‚
R{ΛpM ;Rq of M . So it

provides a differential geometric tool to compute this cohomology. It is the

generalization to the equivariant setting of the de Rham complex computing

real singular cohomology.

Remark 2.3. Evaluation at 0 P t_Λ r´2s is a morphism of complexes from the

Cartan complex to the de Rham complex pΩ‚pM ;RqR{Λ, ddRq of R{Λ-invariant
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forms. One says that an element ω̃ in the Cartan complex is an extension of an

invariant form ω if ω̃|0 “ ω.

Remark 2.4. The quotient map R Ñ R{Λ gives a distinguished Lie algebra

isomorphism LiepRq „ÝÑ tΛ. By means of this isomorphism, the Cartan bicomplex

is isomorphic to

pΩ‚pM ;RqR{Λrus; ddR, uιvd{dxq

where d{dx is the standard basis vector in LiepRq and u is a degree 2 formal

variable corresponding to the dual 1-form dx placed in degree 2. Notice that

with respect to the bigrading, the variable u has bidegree p1, 1q.

2.2. R{Λ-equivariant characteristic classes. Equivariant vector bundles

over an R{Λ-manifold come with a natural notion of equivariant characteristic

classes. When the action on the manifold is trivial3, equivariant characteristic

classes admit a simple combinatorial/representation theoretic description that

we recall below.

Remark 2.5. A typical situation where one meets equivariant vector bundles on

a R{Λ-trivial base is by considering equivariant vector bundles on the R{Λ-fixed

point locus FixpMq in an R{Λ-manifold M . Notice that, since R{Λ is a compact

Lie group, its action on M is automatically proper and so FixpMq is a smooth

submanifold of M . Equivariant vector bundles on FixpMq one considers need

not be restrictions of equivariant vector bundles on M . A classical example is

the normal bundle ν for the inclusion FixpMq ãÑM .

For ease of exposition, we will tacitly assume FixpMq to be connected: in

the more general situation of a possibly nonconnected fixed point locus all

the constructions we recall in this section are to be repeated for each of the

connected components of FixpMq.

Remark 2.6. For a R{Λ-trivial manifold one has M “ FixpMq, so it is actually

not restrictive to work with submanifolds of the form FixpMq when one is

interested into equivariant vector bundles over R{Λ-trivial base manifolds.

Remark 2.7. As the R{Λ-action is trivial on FixpMq, the associated Cartan

bicomplex is

pΩ‚pFixpMq;Rq bR SymptΛ
_
r´2sq; ddR, 0q

and so the R{Λ-equivariant cohomology of FixpMq is

H‚
R{ΛpFixpMq;Rq “ H‚

pFixpMq;Rq bR SymptΛ
_
r´2sq.

3This does not imply that the action is trivial on the bundle.
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The key to the combinatorial description of equivariant complex vector

bundles over R{Λ-trivial base manifolds is the following statement, which is an

immediate consequence of the regularity of the decomposition into isotypic

components of smooth families of complex representations of compact Lie

groups. The statement is well known, see, e.g., [Sin01, Proposition 4.6] where

however it is given without a proof. For completeness, we provide a proof for

the particular case we are interested in.

Lemma 2.8. An R{Λ-equivariant complex line bundle on FixpMq is equivalently

the datum of a pair pL, χq, where L is a complex line bundle on FixpMq and

χ : R{Λ Ñ Up1q is a character of R{Λ.

Proof. Let us denote by Lp the fiber of L on the point p P M . The datum

of an R{Λ-equivariant complex line bundle L on FixpMq is the datum of a

collection of group homomorphisms R{Λ Ñ AutCpLpq, smoothly depending

on p P FixpMq. Since Lp is 1-dimensional, one has a canonical isomorphism

AutCpLpq – C˚, so our datum is the datum of a smooth family of Lie group

homomorphisms χp : R{Λ Ñ C˚. Since R{Λ is compact, these have to factor

through Up1q and so they form a smooth family of characters χp : R{Λ Ñ Up1q.

Since Up1q-valued characters of R{Λ are uniquely defined by their topological

degree as smooth maps R{Λ Ñ Up1q and the topological degree is a homotopy

invariant, we have that χp is constant on connected components of FixpMq.

Therefore, if FixpMq is connected, as we are assuming, we are reduced with the

datum of a single Up1q-valued character χ of R{Λ. �

By the above Lemma, in what follows we will write an R{Λ-equivariant

complex line bundle over FixpMq as a pair pL, χq.

Definition 2.9. Let χ : R{Λ Ñ Up1q be a character. The weight of χ is the

linear map

wχ : tΛ Ñ R

defined as follows: 2πiwχ is the Lie algebra homomorphism 2πiwχ : tΛ Ñ

2πiR “ LiepUp1qq associated with the Lie group homomorphism χ, i.e., 2πiwχ
is the linear map making the diagram

tΛ – R 2πiR

R{Λ – R{λZ Up1q

proj

2πiwχ

expp´q

χ

commute.
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Remark 2.10. Notice that, by definition, wχ is an element of tΛ
_, and so

wχr2s P tΛ
_r´2s Ď SymptΛ

_r´2sq.

Definition 2.11. Let pL, χq be an R{Λ-equivariant complex line bundle

over FixpMq. The equivariant first Chern class of pL, χq is the element of

H‚pFixpMq;Rq bR SymptΛ
_r´2sq given by

c1,R{ΛpL, χq :“ c1pLq ` wχr´2s.

Remark 2.12. It is convenient to give a more explicit description of c1,R{ΛpL, χq

in terms of the isomorphism

H‚
R{ΛpFixpMq;Rq – H‚

pFixpMq;Rqrus

induced by the Lie algebra isomorphism LiepRq „ÝÑ tΛ. In order to do so, recall

that characters of R{Λ are indexed by the dual lattice Λ_ of Λ and that via the

standard inner product in R this is identified with Λ: every character of R{Λ is

of the form

χpxq “ ρλpxq :“ expp2πiλvolpR{Λq´2xq,

for some λ P Λ. The associated weight wλ is then wλ “ λvolpR{Λq´2dx so

that wλr´2s “ λvolpR{Λq´2u. The equivariant first Chern class of pL, ρλq is

then written as c1,R{ΛpL, ρλq “ c1pLq ` λvolpR{Λq´2u. Introducing the rescaled

formal variable uΛ :“ volpR{Λq´2u, of the same bidegree as u, this is written

c1,R{ΛpL, ρλq “ c1pLq ` λuΛ.

For a R{Λ-equivariant complex vector bundle E on FixpMq one defines the

equivariant Chern classes of E by the equivariant splitting principle. Namely,

first one decomposes E as the direct sum of its isotypic components,

E “
⊕
χPΛ_

Eχ;

next, one define the equivariant Chern roots of each component Eχ via the

splitting principle:

{αi,R{ΛpEχq}i“1,...rkEχ “ {αipEχq ` wχr´2s}i“1,...rkEχ ,

where the αipEχq’s are the Chern roots of Eχ. Finally one defines the total

R{Λ-equivariant Chern class of E by means of these equivariant Chern roots.

Definition 2.13. In the same notation as above, the total R{Λ-equivariant

Chern class of E is

cR{ΛpEq :“
∏
χPΛ_

cR{ΛpEχq,
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with

cR{ΛpEχq :“

rkEχ∏
i“1

p1` αi,R{ΛpEχqq.

In particular, the top R{Λ-equivariant Chern class of E is

ctop,R{ΛpEq “
∏
χPΛ_

rkEχ∏
i“1

pαipEχq ` wχr´2sq.

Remark 2.14. In terms of the formal variable uΛ and the identification between

Λ_ and Λ, these read

cR{ΛpEq “
∏
λPΛ

rkEρλ∏
i“1

p1` αi,R{ΛpEρλq ` λuΛq

and

ctop,R{ΛpEq “
∏
λPΛ

rkEρλ∏
i“1

pαipEρλq ` λuΛq.

It is convenient to isolate the contribution from the isotypic component of

the trivial character 0 P Λ_, corresponding to the zero weight. We write

E “ E0 ‘ E
eff
“ E0 ‘

⊕
χPΛ_z{0}

Eχ “ E0 ‘
⊕

λPΛz{0}

Eρλ ,

and call Eeff the effectively acted bundle. By multiplicativity of the total Chern

class and of the top Chern class one finds

cR{ΛpEq “ cpE0qcR{ΛpE
eff
q; ctop,R{ΛpEq “ ctoppE0qctop,R{ΛpE

eff
q.

Definition 2.15. The weight polynomial of Eeff is the element in SymptΛ
_r´2sq

given by

wppEeff
q :“

∏
χPΛ_z{0}

pwχr´2sqrkEχ “
∏

χPΛ_z{0}

wrkEχ
χ r´2rkEs.

Remark 2.16. By construction, the weight polynomial wppEeffq is a nonzero

element in SymptΛ
_r´2sq.

By localizing the R{Λ-equivariant cohomology of FixpMq at wppEeffq, i.e.,

by formally inverting wppEeffq one can rewrite the top R{Λ-equivariant Chern

class of Eeff as

(2.1) ctop,R{ΛpE
eff
q “ wppEeff

qĉtop,R{ΛpE
eff
q,
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where

(2.2) ĉtop,R{ΛpE
eff
q :“

∏
χPΛ_z{0}

rkEχ∏
i“1

(
1`

αipEχq

wχr´2s

)
.

Definition 2.17. The degree zero element ĉtop,R{ΛpE
effq in the localization

H‚
R{ΛpFixpMq;RqpwppEeffqq is called the normalized top Chern class of Eeff .

Remark 2.18. Notice that ĉtop,R{ΛpE
effq is an invertible element in the localization

H‚
R{ΛpFixpMq;RqpwppEeffqq.

Remark 2.19. Equivalently, in terms of the variable uΛ one writes

ctop,R{ΛpE
eff
q “ urkEeff

Λ

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

λrkEρλ

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

rkEρλ∏
i“1

(
1`

αipEρnqu
´1
Λ

λ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

̂ctop,R{ΛpEeffq

.

2.3. Equivariant Euler classes of real vector bundles. Since equivariant

vector bundles come naturally with a notion of equivariant characteristic

classes, real oriented equivariant vector bundles come with a natural notion

of equivariant Euler class. And again, if the equivariant vector bundle has a

trivial base space, the combinatorics behind the computation of an equivariant

Euler class is purely representation theoretic.

Real irreducible representations of R{Λ are indexed by the quotient set Λ_{˘.

The unique fixed point 0 corresponds to the trivial representation, which is

the unique 1-dimensional real representation of R{Λ; the equivalence class rχs

of the complex character χ corresponds to the irreducible real 2-dimensional

representation χR. As χ´1 – χ, we see that pχ´1qR and χR are isomorphic as

real representations. In terms of the distinguished isomorphism of Λ_ – Λ

induced by the inner product, the involution on Λ_ reads λ Ø ´λ and the

above isomorphism of complex characters is ρ´λ – ρλ. In particular, we see

that every nontrivial irreducible real representation of R{Λ factors through a

complex character via the standard inclusion Up1q – SOp2q ãÑ Op2q:

R{Λ Up1q Op2qχ

ϕ

As a consequence, if we decompose an R{Λ-equivariant real vector bundle V

over FixpMq as

V “ Vr0s ‘ V
eff
“ Vr0s ‘

⊕
rχsPΛ_z{0}{˘

Vrχs,
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we see that the effective component V eff can always be endowed (non canonically)

with a complex structure. In particular V eff is always an even rank orientable

vector bundle.

Remark 2.20. By choosing an orientation for V eff one has a well defined

equivariant Euler class for it, and a change in the choice of the orientation

corresponds to a sign change in the equivariant Euler class.

The above remark leads to the following doubling trick. The two possible

equivariant Euler classes for V eff , corresponding to the two possible orientations,

are precisely the two solutions of the equation

(2.3) rωs2 “ p´1q
rkV eff

2 ctop,R{ΛpV
eff
b Cq

with rωs of degree 1
2

rkR V
eff . The choice of one solution then determines an

orientation of V eff whose corresponding equivariant Euler class is the chosen

solution.

Remark 2.21. Since characteristic classes with real or complex coefficients can

be computed via Chern-Weil theory, equation (2.3) has a simple origin in

linear algebra: if F∇ P Ω2pM, sop2kqq is the curvature 2-form for a Riemannian

connection ∇ on an even rank orientable vector bundle V on a smooth manifold

M , then the top Chern class of V b C has a closed form representative given

by the determinant detp 1
2πi
F∇q “ p´1qk detp 1

2π
F∇q, while the Euler class of V

has a closed form representative given by the Pfaffian Pfp 1
2π
F∇q, and for any

skew-symmetric matrix A in sop2kq one has PfpAq2 “ detpAq.

Definition 2.22. Let a choice of arguments for the elements λ P Λz{0} be

fixed. The equivariant Euler class eulR{ΛpV
effq defined by this choice is the

distinguished solution of equation (2.3), given by

(2.4) eulR{ΛpV
eff
q :“ piuΛq

rkV eff

2

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

λ
rkpV effbCqρλ

2

√ĉtop,R{ΛpV eff b Cq,

where the determination of the square root is such that
√

1` t “ 1` t{2` ¨ ¨ ¨ .

The distinguished orientation on V eff defined by the given choice of arguments

is the one that is coherent with this choice of equivariant Euler class.

Remark 2.23. Since we are assuming V is a finite rank vector bundle, only

finitely many ranks rkpV eff b Cqρλ are nonzero. So the product in (2.4) is

actually a finite product and one actually only needs to choose arguments for

the finitely many λ’s in Λz0 such that rkpV eff b Cqρλ is nonzero.
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Definition 2.24. The pR{Λq-equivariant cohomology class

êulR{ΛpV
eff
q :“

√
ĉtop,R{ΛpV eff b Cq

is called the normalized equivariant Euler class of V eff .

Remark 2.25. The normalized equivariant Euler class êulR{ΛpV
effq is independent

of any choice of arguments, and so is canonically associated with the real

equivariant vector bundle V .

Remark 2.26. If the R{Λ-equivariant vector bundle V is oriented, one endows

Vr0s with the orientation compatible with those of V and V eff . By this procedure,

applied to the tangent bundle of an oriented R{Λ-manifold M , one gets a

canonical orientation for FixpMq once a choice of arguments for the nonzero

elements in the lattice Λ has been fixed.

3. The (anti-)holomorphic sector for a complex torus action

With this short reminder of equivariant cohomology for 1d Euclidean tori

actions, we have set up the stage to describe the Cartan complex and equivariant

cohomology classes for the action of 2d flat tori equipped with a complex

structure.

By definition, these tori are given by the quotients C{Λ of C by two dimen-

sional lattices Λ Ă C, so they are the natural generalization of the Euclidean 1d

tori R{Λ considered in the previous section. The quotients C{Λ have a natural

structure of Lie groups and, as in the 1d case, we will denote their Lie algebra

by tΛ. Moreover C{Λ, carries a holomorphic structure compatible with the

group addition, so that complex tori are an example of holomorphic Lie groups.

This gives the Lie algebra tΛ a complex Lie algebra structure that will allow us

to give the complexified Cartan complex of a C{Λ-action a holomorphic kick.

The following statement is immediate.

Lemma 3.1. Let M be a compact smooth manifold M equipped with a smooth

action by C{Λ œ M . The complex structure on tΛ gives a natural splitting

tΛ bR C – tΛ
1,0 ‘ tΛ

0,1 inducing a decomposition

Ω‚pM ;CqC{Λ bC SympptΛ
1,0
q
_
r´2sq bC SympptΛ

0,1
q
_
r´2sq,

of the complexified Cartan complex

Ω‚pM ;CqC{Λ bC SympptΛ bR Cq_r´2sq

computing the equivariant cohomology of C{Λ œ M with coefficients in C. This

realizes the complexified Cartan complex as the total complex of a tricomplex with

Ωk´p´qpM ;CqC{Λ bC Symp
pt1,0Λ

_
r´2sq bC Symq

pt0,1Λ

_
r´2sq in tridegree pk, p, qq.
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The differential of degree p1, 0, 0q in this tricomplex is the de Rham differential;

the differential of degree p0, 1, 0q is the operator eΛ
_r´2sιveΛ , where peΛ, eΛ

_q

is a pair consisting of a C-linear generator of tΛ
1,0 and of its dual element

in ptΛ
1,0q_, and veΛ is the complex vector field on M corresponding to eΛ via

the differential of the action; the differential of degree p0, 0, 1q is the operator

eΛ
_r´2sιveΛ , where peΛ, eΛ

_q is a pair consisting of a C-linear generator of tΛ
0,1

and of its dual element in ptΛ
0,1q_.

Remark 3.2. The isomorphism LiepCq „ÝÑ tΛ induced by the projection CÑ C{Λ
induces natural C-linear generators for t1,0Λ and t0,1Λ , given by the images of

the complex invariant vector fields B{Bz and B{Bz, respectively. Denoting by ξ

and ξ the dual invariant 1-forms dz ad dz placed in degree 2, the complexified

Cartan tricomplex is written

pΩ‚pM ;CqC{Λrξ, ξs; ddR, ξιvB{Bz , ξιvB{Bzq.

With respect to the given trigrading, the variables ξ and ξ have tridegree

p1, 1, 0q and p1, 0, 1q, respectively.

By restricting the Cartan tricomplex only to the antiholomorphic (resp.

holomorphic) part, i.e. by taking only tΛ
0,1 (resp. tΛ

1,0) instead of tΛ bR C,

and taking the associated total complex, we end up with the definition of the

antiholomorphic (resp. holomorphic) sector of the Cartan complex over C.

Definition 3.3. In the same assumptions as in Lemma 3.1, the antiholomorphic

sector of the complexified Cartan complex is the total complex associated with

the bicomplex

pΩ‚pM ;CqC{Λ bC SympptΛ
0,1
q
_
r´2sq; ddR, eΛ

_
r´2sιveΛ q.

Its total differential will be denoted by BC{Λ and its cohomology by the symbol

H‚

C{Λ;B
pM ;Cq. By changing tΛ

0,1 into tΛ
1,0 one obtains the definition of the

holomorphic sector.

Remark 3.4. In terms of the distinguished basis {B{Bz, B{Bz} of LiepCq b C,

the antiholomorphic sector of the Cartan complex over C is the total complex

associated to the bicomplex

pΩ‚pM ;CqC{Λrξs; ddR, ξιvB{Bzq.

3.1. C{Λ-equivariant Chern classes. Exactly as in the R{Λ case, C{Λ-

equivariant complex line bundles over FixpMq are equivalently pairs pL, χq

consisting of a complex line bundle L over FixpMq and a character χ : C{Λ Ñ
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Up1q, and the first equivariant Chern class of pL, χq in the C{Λ-equivariant

Cartan complex is

c1,C{ΛpL, χq “ c1pLq ` wχr´2s,

where wχ is the weight of χ, i.e., the R-linear map defined by the commutative

diagram

tΛ – C 2πiR

C{Λ Up1q

proj

2πiwχ

expp´q

χ

.

Chern classes of higher rank C{Λ-equivariant complex vector bundles are defined

exactly as in the R{Λ setting: one first decomposes the bundle as the direct sum

of its isotypic components, and then formally splits each of these a direct sum of

line bundles. This way one defines the equivariant Euler classes eulC{ΛpV
effq and

the normalized equivariant Euler classes êulC{ΛpV
effq by generalizing Definitions

2.22 and 2.24.

Remark 3.5. By means of the standard Hermitian pairing on C, the dual lattice

Λ_ of characters of C{Λ is identified with Λ: every character of C{Λ is of the

form

ρλpzq “ exp

(
π
λz ´ λz

volpC{Λq

)
,

for some λ P Λ. The corresponding weight is

wλ “
λdz ´ λdz

2ivolpC{Λq
.

The first equivariant Chern class of pL, ρλq is given by

c1,C{ΛpL, ρλq “ c1pLq ` λξΛ ´ λξΛ,

where

ξΛ “
ξ

2ivolpC{Λq
; ξΛ “

ξ

2ivolpC{Λq
.

We will be particularly interested in the antiholomorphic part of the C{Λ-

equivariant Chern classes, i.e. the classes in the antiholomorphic sector obtained

by evaluating the holomorphic parameter ξ at 0. By the splitting principle,

these are determined by the antiholomorphic parts of the equivariant first Chern

classes,

(3.1) cB1,C{ΛpL, ρλq “ c1,C{ΛpL, χq|ξ“0 “ c1pLq ` λξΛ.
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From this, one has the following immediate generalization of (2.1, 2.2):

(3.2) cBtop,C{ΛpE
eff
q “ ξΛ

rkEeff

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

λrkEρλ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

wpBpEeffq

ĉBtop,C{ΛpE
eff
q,

where

ĉBtop,C{ΛpE
eff
q :“

∏
λPΛz{0}

rkEρλ∏
i“1

(
1`

αipEρλqξ
´1

Λ

λ

)
.

Remark 3.6. The polynomial

wpBpEeff
q “ ξΛ

rkEeff

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

λrkEρλ


in the variable ξΛ is the weight polynomial of Eeff (or, more precisely, its

complexification) evaluated at ξ “ 0. One calls it the antiholomorphic weight

polynomial. By construction, it is a nonzero element in H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMq;Cq.

Definition 3.7. The degree zero element ĉBtop,C{ΛpE
effq in the localization

H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMq;Cq

pwpBpEeffqq
is called the normalized antiholomorphic top Chern

class of Eeff .

Remark 3.8. There is no particular reason to prefer the antiholomorphic sector

over the holomorphic sector if not this: when Λ “ Λτ is the lattice Z‘ Zτ , the

association

τ cB1,C{Λτ pL, ρm`nτ q “ c1pLq ` (m` nτ) ξΛτ

is holomorphic in terms of the modular parameter τ rather than in terms of the

conjugate parameter τ .

By analogy with the construction in Section 2.3, for real C{Λ-equivariant

bundles we have a notion of (normalized) equivariant Euler classes in the

antiholomorphic sector for their effectively acted parts.

Definition 3.9. Let V be a real C{Λ-equivariant bundle on FixpMq and let V eff

be its effectively acted subbundle. For a fixed choice of the arguments for the

elements λ P Λz{0}, the equivariant Euler class of V eff in the antiholomorphic

sector is the element in H‚

C{λ;B
pFixpMq;Cq defined by

eulBC{ΛpV
eff
q “ piξΛq

rkV eff

2

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

λ
rkpV effbCqqρλ

2

√ĉBtop,R{ΛpV
eff b Cq︸ ︷︷ ︸

êulBC{ΛpV
effq

.
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The invertible degree zero element êulBC{ΛpV
effq in the localization ofH‚

C{λ;B
pFixpMq;Cq

at wpBpV eff bR Cq is called the normalized equivariant Euler class of V eff in the

antiholomorphic sector.

Remark 3.10. The normalized Euler class êulBC{ΛpV
effq in the antiholomorphic

sector is independent of the choice of arguments for the elements λ’s.

Remark 3.11. Since the real vector bundle V eff carries a complex structure the

nonzero Chern roots of its complexification V eff b C come in opposite pairs.

From (
1`

αipEρλqξ
´1

Λ

λ

)(
1´

αipEρλqξ
´1

Λ

λ

)
“ 1´

αipEρλq
2ξ
´2

Λ

λ2

we see that only even powers of ξ
´1

Λ appear in the expansion of êulBC{ΛpV
effq as

a polynomial in the variable ξ
´1

Λ .

The following statement is immediate from the definitions. As it will be used

several times in what follows, we make it stand out as a Lemma.

Lemma 3.12. In the same notation as in Definition 3.9, the following identities

hold:

eulBC{ΛpV
eff
q “ eulC{ΛpV

eff
q
∣∣
ξ“0

and

êulBC{ΛpV
eff
q “ êulC{ΛpV

eff
q
∣∣
ξ“0

.

4. The antiholomorphic localization theorem

Localization techniques are a very common and powerful tool in equivariant

cohomology. We will briefly recall the main theorem, the Atiyah-Bott localization

theorem for a d-dimensional torus actions [AB84] declined in its Euclidean

version, i.e., for flat tori of the form Rd{Λ, and then show how for complex tori

C{Λ the result continues to hold even when we restrict our attention to the

antiholomorphic sector.

4.1. The localization formula for a Euclidean torus actions. Let Rd{Λ

be a d-dimensional Euclidean torus, with Lie algebra tΛ, and let M be a

smooth compact connected oriented finite dimensional manifold endowed with

a smooth Rd{Λ-action. Assume FixpMq is a nonempty smooth submanifold

of M , and denote by ν the normal bundle to the inclusion ι : FixpMq ãÑ M .

The Rd{Λ-action on ν is completely effective, i.e., ν{0} “ 0 and so, by the same

argument used above in the case d “ 1, the real bundle ν carries a complex

structure. In particular, it is of even rank and orientable. Once an orientation
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is fixed, one has a well defined equivariant Euler class for ν, that can be written

as

eulRd{Λpνq “ wppνqêulRd{Λpνq

with wppνq a degree 2 rk ν element in Sympt_Λ r´2sq, called the weight polyno-

mial, and êulRd{Λpνq a degree zero invertible element in the Rd{Λ-equivariant

cohomology of FixpMq localized at wppνq, of the form 1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ . One orients

FixpMq in such a way that its orientation is compatible with those on M and

on ν. Having fixed this notation, the Atiyah-Bott localization theorem reads as

follows.

Theorem 4.1 (Localization isomorphism). After localization at the weight

polynomial wppνq, the equivariant cohomologies of M and FixpMq become

isomorphic Sympt_Λ r´2sqpwppνqq-modules. An explicit isomorphism is given by:

H‚
Rd{ΛpM,Rqpwppνqq H‚

Rd{ΛpFixpMq,Rqpwppνqqr´rkνs.
eulRd{Λpνq

´1¨ι˚

The inverse isomorphism is given by the equivariant pushforward ι˚.

Remark 4.2. The localization isomorphism is induced by a morphism between the

Cartan complexes. To realize such a morphism one only needs to choose closed

forms representatives in Ω‚pFixpMq;CqRd{Λ for the Chern classes of the normal

bundle ν, endowed with a chosen complex structure. Such a choice determines

a representative for eulRd{Λpνq
´1 in Ω‚pFixpMq;RqRd{Λ bR Sympt_Λ r´2sqpwppνqq,

which we will denote by the same symbol eulR{Λpνq
´1, and one has a morphism

of differential graded Sympt_Λ r´2sqpwppνqq-modules

Ω‚pM,RqRd{Λ bR Sympt_Λ r´2sqpwppνqq

Ω‚pFixpMq,RqRd{Λ bR Sympt_Λ r´2sqpwppνqqr´rkνs.

eulRd{Λpνq
´1¨ι˚

The Atiyah-Bott theorem then says that this morphism is a quasi-isomorphism.

The fact that the inverse of eulRd{Λpνq
´1 ¨ ι˚ is the equivariant pushforward

ι˚ has the following important consequence.

Corollary 4.3 (Localization formula). Let ω̃ P pΩ‚pM ;RqRd{Λqwppνq be an

equivariantly closed form in the localization of the Cartan complex of M . Then

(4.1)

∫
M

ω̃ “

∫
FixpMq

ι˚ω̃

eulRd{Λpνq
.

Corollary 4.3 is often used in the following version, to compute integrals of

invariant forms on M .
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Corollary 4.4. Let ω P ΩdimMpM ;RqRd{Λ be an invariant top degree form on

M . Assume one has an equivariantly closed extension ω̃ P pΩ‚pM,RqRd{Λ b
Sympt_Λ r´2sqqdimM of ω. Then

(4.2)

∫
M

ω “

∫
FixpMq

ι˚ω̃

eulRd{Λpνq
.

Remark 4.5. In the particular setting of Corollary 4.4, the localization formula

(4.2) tells us that the term on its right hand side, which is a priori an element

in the R-algebra Sympt_Λ r´2sqpwppνqq, is actually a constant, i.e., an element of

R. Also notice that despite the right-hand side in (4.2) appears on first sight to

depend on the choice of an orientation of ν it actually does not depend on it, as

the orientation of FixpMq is not fixed a priori but is determined by that of ν in

such a way that they are jointly compatible with the orientation of M .

Remark 4.6. When d “ 1, one can use (2.4) to write the localization formula

(4.2) as

(4.3)

∫
M

ω “ piuΛq
´ rk ν

2

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

λ´
rkνρλ

2

∫
FixpMq

ι˚ω̃

̂eultop,R{Λpνq
.

The right hand side of (4.3) a priori depends on the choice of the arguments for

the elements λ P Λz{0}, and it is actually independent of it due to the same

argument as in remark 4.5.

4.2. The antiholomorphic localization theorem. Let us now consider

complex tori C{Λ. In this situation, Theorem 4.1 becomes the following.

Theorem 4.7 (Localization Isomorphism in the Antiholomorphic Sector).

After localization at the antiholomorphic weight polynomial wpBpνq, the an-

tiholomorphic sectors of equivariant cohomologies of M and FixpMq become

isomorphic Crξs
pwpBpνqq-modules. An explicit isomorphism is given by:

H‚

C{Λ;B
pM,Cq

pwpBpνqq H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMq,Cq

pwpBpνqqr´rkνs.
eulBC{Λpνq

´1¨ι˚

The inverse isomorphism is given by the restriction of the equivariant pushforward

ι˚ to the antiholomorphic sector.

Proof. In terms of the distinguished variables ξ and ξ introduced in Remark

3.2, the localization quasi-isomorphism is written as the quasi isomorphism of

differential graded Crξ, ξspwppνqq-modules

Ω‚pM,CqC{Λrξ, ξspwppνqq Ω‚pFixpMq,CqC{Λrξ, ξspwppνqqr´rkνs.
eulC{Λpνq

´1¨ι˚
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Evaluation at ξ “ 0 induces a surjective homomorphism

Crξ, ξspwppνqq
|ξ“0
ÝÝÑ Crξs

pwpBpνqq.

From this we get the morphism of short exact sequences of complexes

0 0

ξΩ‚pM ;CqC{Λrξ, ξspwppνqq ξΩ‚pFixpMq;Cqrξ, ξspwppνqqr´rkνs

Ω‚pM ;CqC{Λrξ, ξspwppνqq Ω‚pFixpMq;Cqrξ, ξspwppνqqr´rkνs

Ω‚pM ;CqC{Λrξs
pwpBpνqq Ω‚pFixpMq;Cqrξs

pwpBpνqqr´rkνs

0 0,

eulC{Λpνq
´1¨ι˚

eulC{Λpνq
´1¨ι˚

|ξ“0 |ξ“0

eulBC{Λpνq
´1¨ι˚

where the commutativity of the bottom square follows from Lemma 3.12.

Since the first two horizontal arrows are quasi-isomorphisms by the Atiyah-

Bott localization theorem, so is the third one. This proves the first part of the

statement. Since the differential on the Cartan complexes for the fixed point

loci reduces to the de Rham differential acting trivially on the variables ξ, ξ,

the induced linear map

H‚
C{ΛpFixpMq,Cqpwppνqq

|ξ“0
ÝÝÑ H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMq,Cq

pwpBpνqq

is just the evaluation at ξ “ 0. Writing it as

H‚
pFixpMq,Cqrξ, ξspwppνqq

|ξ“0
ÝÝÑ H‚

pFixpMq,Cqrξs
pwpBpνqq

one sees it is manifestly surjective. By choosing a linear section σ to this map

one defines a morphism

ισ˚ : H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMq,Cq

pwpBpνqqr´rkνs Ñ H‚

C{Λ;B
pM,Cq

pwpBpνqq

as the composition

H‚
C{ΛpFixpMq,Cqpwppνqqr´rkνs H‚

C{ΛpM,Cqpwppνqq

H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMq,Cq

pwpBpνqqr´rkνs H‚

C{Λ;B
pM,Cq

pwpBpνqq

ι˚

|ξ“0σ .
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The linear map ισ˚ is an inverse to the isomorphism

H‚

C{Λ;B
pM,Cq

pwpBpνqq H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMq,Cq

pwpBpνqqr´rkνs.
eulBC{Λpνq

´1¨ι˚

„

Namely, we have in cohomology

eulBC{Λpνq
´1
¨ ι˚ισ˚ “

(
eulC{Λpνq

´1
¨ ι˚ι˚σ

)∣∣
ξ“0

“ σ
∣∣
ξ“0

“ id.

By uniqueness of the inverse, this in particular shows that ισ˚ is actually

independent of the choice of the section σ and so we can unambiguously write

ι˚ for it. By construction, the morphism

ι˚ : H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMq,Cq

pwpBpνqqr´rkνs Ñ H‚

C{Λ;B
pM,Cq

pwpBpνqq

serves as the pushforward map between the antiholomorphic sectors. �

Corollary 4.8 (Localization Formula in the Antiholomorphic Sector). Let ωξ
be a BC{Λ-closed form of degree dimM in Ω‚pM ;CqC{Λrξs. If ωξ admits a degree

dimM dC{Λ-closed extension to Ω‚pM ;Cqrξ, ξs then∫
M

ωξ “ piξΛq
´ rk ν

2

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

λ´
rkpνbCqρλ

2

∫
FixpMq

ι˚ωξ

êulBC{Λpνq

.

Proof. Let ω̃pξ, ξq be a degree dimM dC{Λ-closed extension of ωξ to Ω‚pM ;Cqrξ, ξs.
By the localization formula (Corollary 4.4) we have∫

M

ωξ “

∫
FixpMq

ι˚ω̃pξ, ξq

eulC{Λpνq
.

Since the left hand side is independent of ξ, so is the right hand side. Therefore

we can write ∫
M

ωξ “

(∫
FixpMq

ι˚ω̃pξ, ξq

eulC{Λpνq

)∣∣∣∣
ξ“0

.

The rational expression eulC{Λpνq
´1 ¨ ι˚ω̃pξ, ξq is defined at ξ “ 0 and evaluation

at ξ “ 0 commutes with equivariant integration (which in the Cartan model is

just componentwise integration of the differential form parts). So, by Lemma

3.12, we find∫
M

ωξ “

∫
FixpMq

ι˚ω̃pξ, ξq

eulC{Λpνq

∣∣∣∣
ξ“0

“

∫
FixpMq

ι˚ωξ
eulC{Λpνq|ξ“0

“

∫
FixpMq

ι˚ωξ

eulBC{Λpνq
.

�

Example 4.9. Let M “ S2 with its standard metric induced by the canonical

embedding S2 ãÑ R3, and let ω be its volume form. Let us make Up1q – SOp2q

act on S2 by rotations around the vertical axis, i.e., via the embedding
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SOp2q ãÑ SOp3q given by A ÞÑ diagpA, 1q. For any nonzero λ P Λ Ă C,

use the character ρλ : C{Λ Ñ Up1q to define a C{Λ-action on S2. Using

stereographic coordinates on S2 and polar coordinates on R2, one sees that

ωξ “ ω ´
4π

1` ρ2
λξΛ

is a degree 2 BC{Λ-closed form and that

ωpξ, ξq “ ω ´
4π

1` ρ2
pλξΛ ´ λξΛq

is a degree 2 dC{Λ-closed extension of ωξ. The C{Λ-action on S2 has exactly

two fixed points, the North pole corresponding to ρ “ 8 and the South pole

corresponding to ρ “ 0. Since the manifold of fixed points is 0-dimensional,

the normalized equivariant Euler class in the antiholomorphic sector reduces

to the constant 1. Choosing the arguments of λ and ´λ in such a way that

argp´λq “ argpλq ´ π, the induced orientation on the manifold of fixed points

gives positive orientation to the North pole and negative orientation to the

South pole. From Corollary 4.8 we then find∫
S2

ω “

∫
S2

ωξ “ piξΛq
´1λ´1{2

p´λq´1{2

∫
FixpS2q

(
´

4π

1` ρ2

)
λξΛ “ 4π.

5. Conformal families of C{Λ-manifolds and Modularity

So far we have been considering a single C{Λ-manifold M , for a fixed lattice

Λ. Interesting phenomena happen if we let both the lattice an the manifold vary.

More precisely, we will be interested into a smooth family MΛ of C{Λ-manifolds,

with Λ ranging over all oriented lattices in C.

Remark 5.1. By saying that the family is smooth we are implicitly saying that

the set of all oriented lattices in C has a natural structure of a smooth manifold.

It is indeed so: any lattice Λ Ď C admits a basis given by an ordered pair

pω1, ω2q P C2 with =pω1ω2q ą 0. Denoting this open subset of C2 by U , one

has that

Lattices`pCq “ U{SLp2;Zq.

Since the SLp2;Zq-action on U is free and properly discontinuous, one sees

that Lattices`pCq is naturally a smooth manifold. The intuitive notion of a

smooth family of manifolds parametrized by lattices can then be formalized as

the datum of a smooth and proper submersion MÑ Lattices`pCq. Similarly,

one formalizes the notion of a smooth family of C{Λ-manifolds by working in

the category of smooth group actions over the base manifold Lattices`pCq. Sice

writing definitions and constructions over a base makes the exposition more
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obscure on first reading without really adding a mathematical content, we will

content ourselves in giving “fibrewise definitions”, leaving to the interested

reader the straightforward but a bit tedious task of writing them in terms of

global objects over a base.

The multiplicative group C˚ of nonzero complex numbers smoothly acts on

the set of lattices by homotheties. The multiplication by a nonzero complex

number z induces a complex Lie group isomorphism

ma,Λ : C{Λ „
ÝÑ C{aΛ

for any Λ in Lattices`pCq, and these isomorphisms satisfy

m1,Λ “ idC{Λ; ma1a2,Λ “ ma1,a2Λ ˝ma2,Λ “ ma2,a1Λ ˝ma1,Λ

We say that the family {MΛ} of C{Λ-manifolds is a conformal family if it is

compatible with this C˚-action. More precisely, we give the following.

Definition 5.2. An conformal family of C{Λ-manifolds is a smooth family

{MΛ} of C{Λ-manifolds such that, for any a P C˚ and any oriented lattice Λ

one is given diffeomorphisms

ϕa,Λ : MΛ
„
ÝÑMC{aΛ

such that

ϕ1,Λ “ idMΛ
; ϕa1a2,Λ “ ϕa1,a2Λ ˝ ϕa2Λ “ ϕa2,a1Λ ˝ ϕa1,Λ

and the diagram

(5.1)

C{ΛˆMΛ MΛ

C{aΛˆMaΛ MaΛ

pma,Λ,ϕa,Λq ϕa,Λ

commutes.

Remark 5.3. In the same spirit of Remark 5.1, one can express the notion of a

conformal family in terms of smooth fiber bundles over the moduli stack

M1,1pCq “ Lattices`pCq{{C˚ “ H{{SLp2,Zq

of elliptic curves over C. Notice that neither the C˚-action on Lattices`pCq nor

the SLp2,Zq on the upper complex half-plane H “ {τ P C : =pτq ą 0} are free

due the fact that the multiplication by ´1 acts trivially. In terms of elliptic

curves this corresponds to the standard involution realizing them as ramified

double covers of P1C. Additionally, there are points with larger stabilizers,

corresponding to elliptic curves with complex multiplication.
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Remark 5.4. It is immediate from Definition 5.2 that the diffeomorphisms ϕa,Λ
induce, by restriction to the fixed points loci, diffeomorphisms

ϕa,Λ : FixpMΛq
„
ÝÑ FixpMaΛq.

Thanks to the compatibilities between the morphisms pϕa,Λ,ma,Λq and

the elliptic curve actions in a conformal family, one sees that the pullback

morphisms ϕ˚a,Λ : Ω‚pMaΛ;Cq Ñ Ω‚pMΛ;Cq induce, by restriction to invariant

forms, pullback morphisms

ϕ˚a,Λ : Ω‚pMaΛ;CqC{aΛ
Ñ Ω‚pMΛ;CqC{Λ.

The complex Lie group isomorphism ma,Λ induce, by passing to Lie algebras,

complex linear isomorphisms of abelian Lie algebras dma,Λ : tΛ Ñ taΛ. Under

the isomorphism LiepCq „ÝÑ tΛ induced by the projection CÑ C{Λ, these linear

isomorphisms are just multiplications by the complex number a. Complexifying

and dualizing we obtain the C-linear automorphism of LiepCq_ b C that acts

on the distinguished basis pdz, dzq as dz ÞÑ a dz and dz ÞÑ a dz. Therefore,in

terms of the distinguished basis pξ, ξq of ptΛ bR Cq_r´2s consisting of dz and

dz placed in degree 2, the C-linear isomorphism

ϕ˚t;a,Λ : t_aΛ b C „
ÝÑ t_Λ b C

induced by ma is given by

ϕ˚t;a,Λ : ξ ÞÑ aξ; ϕ˚t;a,Λ : ξ ÞÑ aξ

Remark 5.5. From

volpC{aΛq “ aa volpC{Λq,

one sees that that in terms of the distinguished basis pξaΛ, ξaΛq and pξΛ, ξΛq the

isomorphism ϕ˚t;a,Λ reads

ϕ˚t;a,Λ : ξaΛ ÞÑ a´1ξΛ; ϕ˚t;a,Λ : ξaΛ ÞÑ a´1ξΛ.

Lemma 5.6. The data of a conformal family of C{Λ-manifolds induce isomor-

phisms of complexified Cartan tricomplexes

ϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ
˚
t;a,Λ : Ω‚pMaΛ;CqC{aΛ

bC SympptaΛ
1,0
q
_
r´2sq bC SympptaΛ

0,1
q
_
r´2sq

„
ÝÑ Ω‚pMΛ;CqC{Λ bC SympptΛ

1,0
q
_
r´2sq bC SympptΛ

0,1
q
_
r´2sq.

Proof. Since the three differentials are trivial on the generators coming from

t_aΛ, we only need to check compatibility with differentials on C{aΛ-invariant
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differential forms on MaΛ. That is, for an element ω P Ω‚pMaΛ;CqC{aΛ we have

to check the three identities

ddRpϕ
˚
a,Λωq “ ϕ˚a,ΛpddRωq;

ξιvΛ
B{Bz
pϕ˚a,Λωq “ ϕ˚t;a,Λpξqϕ

˚
a,ΛpιvaΛ

B{Bz
ωq

ξιvΛ
B{Bz
pϕ˚a,Λωq “ ϕ˚t;a,Λpξqϕ

˚
a,ΛpιvaΛ

B{Bz
ωq,

where vΛ
B{Bz and vaΛ

B{Bz are the complex vector fields on MΛ and MaΛ corresponding

to B{Bz via the differentials of the actions of C{Λ and C{aΛ, respectively, and

similarly for vΛ
B{Bz and vaΛ

B{Bz. The first identity is obvious. Using ϕ˚t;a,λpξq “ aξ,

the second identity reduces to ιvΛ
B{Bz
pϕ˚a,Λωq “ aϕ˚a,ΛpιvaΛ

B{Bz
ωq. By definition of the

pullback of differential forms, ιvΛ
B{Bz
pϕ˚a,Λωq “ ϕ˚a,Λpιdϕa,ΛpvΛ

B{Bz
qωq, and so we are

reduced to proving the identity dϕa,Λpv
Λ
B{Bzq “ vaΛ

aB{Bz. Since aB{Bz “ dma,ΛB{Bz,

the identity we have to prove is equivalent to the commutativity of the diagram

tΛ VectorFieldspMΛq

taΛ VectorFieldspMaΛq,

vΛ

dma,Λ dϕa,Λ

vaΛ

which is immediate from (5.1). The proof of the third identity is identical. �

Corollary 5.7. The data of a conformal family of C{Λ-manifolds induce

isomorphisms between the antiholomorphic sector of the complexified Cartan

complex of MaΛ and that of MΛ, for any oriented lattice Λ and every a P C˚.

Corollary 5.8. In a conformal family, the C{Λ-equivariant cohomology of MΛ

and the C{aΛ-equivariant cohomology of MaΛ are canonically isomorphic. The

same holds for their (anti-)holomorphic sectors.

Remark 5.9. In global terms, Corollary 5.8 amounts to saying that H‚
C{ΛpMΛ;Cq

and H‚

C{Λ;B
pMΛ;Cq define complex vector bundles over the moduli stack

M1,1pCq.

5.1. Equivariant vector bundles over conformal families. Given a family

{MΛ} of C{Λ-manifolds, we can consider a family of C{Λ-equivariant vector

bundles EΛ over the fixed loci FixpMΛq. Again, regularity of the family {EΛ}
can be expressed in terms of a single equivariant vector bundle E over FixpMq,

where MÑ Lattices`pCq is the smooth and proper submersion from Remark

5.1, but here too we will content us with fibrewise definitions. When {MΛ}
is a conformal family, it is natural to consider vector bundles EΛ that form a

conformal family, too. This leads to the following.
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Definition 5.10. A conformal family of C{Λ-equivariant vector bundles EΛ

over the fixed loci of a conformal family of C{Λ-manifolds is a smooth family of

equivariant vector bundles equipped with isomorphisms of vector bundles

ψa,Λ : EΛ
„
ÝÑ ϕ˚a,ΛEaΛ

making the diagrams

C{Λˆ EΛ EΛ

C{aΛˆ ϕ˚a,ΛEaΛ ϕ˚a,ΛEaΛ

pma,Λ,ψa,Λq ψa,Λ

commute for any oriented lattice Λ and any a P C˚, such that

(5.2) ψa1a2,Λ “ ϕ˚a1,Λ
pψa2,a1Λq ˝ ψa1,Λ

for any a1, a2.

Example 5.11. The restrictions to the fixed loci of the tangent bundles TMΛ

for a conformal family {MΛ} are a conformal family of C{Λ-equivariant vector

bundles, with isomorphisms ψa,Λ given by the differentials of the diffeomorphisms

ϕa,Λ:

dϕa,Λ : TMΛ
„
ÝÑ ϕ˚a,ΛTMaΛ.

Equation (5.2) in this case is

dϕa1a2,Λ “ ϕ˚a1,Λ
pdϕa2,a1Λq ˝ dϕa1,Λ

and so it is satisfied due to the chain rule for differentials, since ϕa1a2,Λ “

ϕa2,a1Λ˝ϕa1,Λ. The tangent bundles TFixpMΛq to the fixed loci form a conformal

family of subbundles of {TMΛ

∣∣
FixpMΛq

}, and so the normal bundles to the fixed

loci

νΛ “
TMΛ

∣∣
FixpMΛq

TFixpMΛq

are a conformal family.

Lemma 5.12. Let {pLΛ, χΛq} be a conformal family of C{Λ-equivariant complex

line bundles on FixpMΛq. Then

pϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ
˚
ta,Λqpc1,C{aΛpLaΛ, χaΛqq “ c1,C{ΛpLΛ, χΛq

and

pϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ
˚
ta,Λqpc

B
1,C{aΛpLaΛ, χaΛqq “ cB1,C{ΛpLΛ, χΛq.
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Proof. In the notation of Remark 3.5, the character χΛ will be of the form ρλ
for some λ P Λ. By definition of conformal family, the diagram

C{Λˆ LΛ LΛ

C{aΛˆ ϕ˚aΛLaΛ ϕ˚aΛLaΛ

χΛ¨

pma,Λ,ψa,Λq ψa,Λ

χaΛ¨

commutes, and so χΛpzq “ χaΛpazq for any z P C. This means that χaΛ “ ρaλ.

Now we compute

c1,C{aΛpLaΛ, χaΛq “ c1,C{aΛpLaΛ, ρaλq “ c1pLaΛq ` aλξaΛ ´ aλξaΛ,

and so by Remark 5.5 we have

pϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ
˚
ta,Λqpc1,C{aΛpLaΛ, χaΛqq “ pϕ

˚
a,Λ b ϕ

˚
ta,Λqpc1pLaΛq ` aλξaΛ ´ aλξaΛq

“ c1pϕ
˚
a,ΛLaΛq ` λξΛ ´ λξΛ

“ c1pLΛq ` λξΛ ´ λξΛ

“ c1,C{ΛpLΛ, χΛqq.

The proof for the antiholomorphic part is analogous. �

By the splitting principle we therefore get the following.

Proposition 5.13. Let {EΛ} be a conformal family of C{Λ-equivariant complex

vector bundles over FixpMΛq. Then we have

pϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ
˚
t;a,Λqpc

B
top,C{aΛpE

eff
aΛqq “ cBtop,C{ΛpE

eff
Λ q

and

pϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ
˚
t;a,Λqp

̂cBtop,C{aΛpE
eff
aΛqq “ ĉBtop,C{ΛpE

eff
Λ q.

Proof. The first identity is immediate from Lemma 5.12 and the splitting

principle. To prove the second identity, we write

cBtop,C{aΛpE
eff
aΛq “ ξaΛ

rkEeff
aΛ

 ∏
aλPaΛz{0}

paλqrkEaΛ;ρaλ

 ĉBtop,C{ΛpE
eff
aΛq,
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notice that rkEaΛ;ρaλ “ rkEΛ;ρλfor every λ P Λ, and use the first identity to get

ξΛ

rkEeff
Λ

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

λrkEΛ;ρλ

 ĉBtop,C{ΛpE
eff
Λ q “ cBtop,C{ΛpE

eff
Λ q

“ pϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ
˚
t;a,Λqp

̂cBtop,C{aΛpE
eff
aΛqq

“ pϕ˚t;a,ΛξaΛq
rkEeff

Λ

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

paλqrkEΛ;ρλ

 pϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ˚t;a,ΛqĉBtop,C{ΛpE
eff
aΛq

“ ξ
rkEeff

Λ

Λ

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

λrkEΛ;ρλ

 pϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ˚t;a,ΛqĉBtop,C{ΛpE
eff
aΛq,

and the conclusion follows. �

Corollary 5.14. Let {VΛ} be a conformal family of C{Λ-equivariant real vector

bundles on FixpMΛq. Then we have

pϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ
˚
t;a,ΛqpêulBC{aΛpV

eff
aΛ qq “ êulBC{ΛpV

eff
Λ q

Specializing this to the case considered in Example 5.11 we find the following.

Corollary 5.15. Let {MΛ} be a conformal family of C{Λ-manifolds, and let

νΛ be the normal bundle for FixpMΛq ãÑMΛ. Then we have

pϕ˚a,Λ b ϕ
˚
t;a,ΛqpêulBC{aΛpνaΛqq “ êulBC{ΛpνΛq

for any oriented lattice Λ and any a P C˚.

5.2. Trivializations of the fixed points bundle and modular forms.

Assume now we have a trivialization of the family of fixed points submanifolds

of a conformal family {MΛ}. In terms of smooth bundles over the moduli stack

M1,1, this is a trivialization of the smooth fiber bundle FixpMq ÑM1,1. In

terms of fibrewise definitions, this is the following.

Definition 5.16. Let {MΛ} be a conformal family. A trivialization of the

conformal family {FixpMΛq} is the datum of a smooth manifold X and of a

collection of diffeomorphisms

jΛ : X
„
ÝÑ FixpMΛq
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such that the diagrams

(5.3)

FixpMΛq

X

FixpMaΛq

ϕa,Λ

jΛ

jaΛ

commute for any oriented lattice Λ and any a P C˚.

A trivialization of the fixed points bundle produces a trivialization of the

C{Λ-equivariant cohomologies of the fixed loci and of their antiholomorphic

sectors. More precisely, we have the following lemma, whose proof is immediate

from Remark 5.5 and Definition 5.16.

Lemma 5.17. Let ξX and ξX be two variables in degree 2, and let j˚t;X : CrξΛ, ξΛs
„
ÝÑ

CrξX , ξXs be the ring isomorphism induced by

j˚t;Λ : ξΛ ÞÑ ξX ; j˚t;Λ : ξΛ ÞÑ ξX .

For any a P C˚, let µa : CrξX , ξXs
„
ÝÑ CrξX , ξXs be the ring isomorphism induced

by

µa : ξX ÞÑ a´1ξX ; µa : ξX ÞÑ a´1ξX .

Then

H‚
C{ΛpFixpMΛq,Cq – H‚

pFixpMΛq,CqrξΛ, ξΛs
j˚Λbj

˚
t;Λ

ÝÝÝÝÑ H‚
pX,CqrξX , ξXs

is an isomorphism of graded rings, and all the diagrams

H‚
C{ΛpFixpMaΛq,Cq H‚pX,CqrξXξXs

H‚
C{ΛpFixpMΛq,Cq H‚pX,CqrξX , ξXs

ϕ˚a,Λbϕ
˚
t;a,Λ

j˚aΛbj
˚
t;aΛ

idbµa

j˚Λbj
˚
t;Λ

commute. The same hold for the antiholomorphic sectors:

H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMΛq,Cq – H‚

pFixpMΛq,CqrξΛs
j˚Λbj

˚
t;Λ

ÝÝÝÝÑ H‚
pX,CqrξXs

is an isomorphism of graded rings, and all the diagrams

H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMaΛq,Cq H‚pX,CqrξXs

H‚

C{Λ;B
pFixpMΛq,Cq H‚pX,CqrξXs

ϕ˚a,Λbϕ
˚
t;a,Λ

j˚aΛbj
˚
t;aΛ

idbµa

j˚Λbj
˚
t;Λ
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commute.

The second statement in Lemma 5.17 clearly continues to hold after we

localize H‚pFixpMΛq,CqrξΛs at ξΛ and H‚pX,CqrξXs at ξX . Recalling Remark

3.11, we can now give the main definition of this section.

Definition 5.18. Let {MΛ} be a conformal family of C{Λ-manifolds with a

given trivialization pX, {jΛ}q of its fixed points, and let E “ {EΛ} and V “ {VΛ}
be a conformal family of C{Λ-equivariant complex and real vector bundles over

FixpMΛq, respectively. The total complex Witten class of E is the function

WitE : Lattices`pCq Ñ H‚
pX,Cqrξ´1

X s

given by

WitEpΛq :“ pj˚Λ b j
˚
t;Λq

 1

ĉBtop,C{ΛpE
eff
Λ q

 .

The coefficient

WitE;k : Lattices`pCq Ñ H2k
pX,Cq

defined by the expansion

WitEpΛq “
8∑
k“0

WitE;kpΛqξ
´k
X

will be called the k-th complex Witten class of E . The total real Witten class of

V is the function

WitR;V : Lattices`pCq Ñ H‚
pX,Cqrξ´1

X s

given by

WitR;VpΛq :“ pj˚Λ b j
˚
t;Λq

 1

êulBC{ΛpV
eff

Λ q

 .

The coefficient

WitV;k : Lattices`pCq Ñ H4k
pX,Cq

defined by the expansion

WitR;V;kpΛq “
8∑
k“0

WitR;V;kpΛqξ
´2k
X

will be called the k-th real Witten class of V .

Proposition 5.19. The k-th complex Witten class WitE;k is a modular form

of weight k. The k-th real Witten class WitR;V;k is a modular form of weight 2k.
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Proof. We give a proof for the complex Witten classes first. We have to show

that for any a P C˚ and any oriented lattice Λ we have

WitE;kpaΛq “ akWitE,kpΛq

and that, denoting by Λτ the lattice Λτ :“ Z‘ τZ for a complex number τ in

the upper complex half-plane H one has that

HÑ H2k
pX,Cqrξ´1

X s

τ ÞÑ WitE;kpΛτ q

is a holomorphic function of τ . The first identity follows from Lemma 5.17 and

Proposition 5.13. Indeed, we have

WitEpaΛq “ pj˚aΛ b j
˚
t;aΛq

 1

̂cBtop,C{aΛpE
eff
aΛq


“ pidb µa´1q ˝ pj˚Λ b j

˚
t;Λq ˝ pϕ

˚
aΛ b ϕ

˚
t;aΛq

 1

̂cBtop,C{aΛpE
eff
aΛq


“ pidb µa´1q ˝ pj˚Λ b j

˚
t;Λq

 1

ĉBtop,C{ΛpE
eff
Λ q


“ pidb µa´1qWitEpΛq.

Expanding this identity gives

8∑
k“0

WitE;kpaΛqξ´kX “

8∑
k“0

akWitE;kpΛqξ
´k
X .

Holomorphicity of τ ÞÑ WitE;kpΛτ q is immediate from Remark 3.8. The proof

for the real Witten classes is identical, by using Corollary 5.14. �

Corollary 5.20. In the same assumptions as in Definition 5.18, if X is a

manifold of even dimension d, then∫
X

WitE;d{2

is a complex valued modular form of weight d{2. If X is a manifold of dimension

d with d ” 0 mod 4, then ∫
X

WitR;V;d{4

is a complex valued modular form of weight d{2.

We conclude this section with a definition.
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Definition 5.21. Let M “ {MΛ} be a conformal family of C{Λ-manifolds

with a given trivialization pX, {jΛ}q of its fixed points. The real an complex

Witten classes of M, denoted by WitR;M;k and WitM;k, are defined as the real

Witten classes of the normal bundles {νΛ} and the complex Witten classes of

the complexified normal bundles {νΛ b C}, That is,

WitR;M;k :“ WitR;{νΛ};k; WitM;k :“ Wit{νΛbC};k.

6. The Witten class of double loop spaces

Let now X be a smooth d-dimensional manifold. A paradigmatic example of

a conformal family of C{Λ-manifolds is given by

MΛ :“ MapspC{Λ, Xq,

the spaces of smooth maps from C{Λ to X, with their standard Fréchet

infinite-dimensional smooth manifold structures, and with C{Λ-actions given by

translation: z ‹ γ : p ÞÑ γpp` zq. The isomorphisms

ϕa,Λ : MapspC{Λ, Xq „ÝÑ MapspC{aΛ, Xq

are given by the pullbacks along ma´1,aΛ : C{aΛ Ñ C{Λ. The commutativity of

(5.1) is then the trivial identity a´1pp` azq “ a´1p` z. The submanifold of

fixed points for this action consists of the submanifold of constant loops, so that

we have a canonical trivialization jΛ : X
„
ÝÑ FixpMΛq mapping a point x P X to

the constant map γx : C{Λ Ñ X with constant value x. The commutativity

of (5.3) is trivial. We are thus in the situation considered in Section 5.2 and

so, by Proposition 5.19, Corollary 5.20 and Definition 5.21, modular forms

are naturally associated with the conformal family {MapspC{Λ, Xq} and so,

ultimately, to X.

Things are however not so straightforward. Indeed, as the normal bundle to

X in MapspC{Λ, Xq has infinite rank, we will need to make sense of the now

infinite products defining normalized equivariant top Chern classes and Euler

classes. The idea here is to write(
1`

αipEρλqξ
´1

Λ

λ

)
“

(
1`

z

λ

)∣∣∣∣
z“αipEρλ qξ

´1
Λ

where we think of the degree zero variable z as of a complex variable, to

compute the product of the factors 1` z{λ so to obtain an entire function Φpzq

and then to compute ΦpαipEρλqξ
´1

Λ q by putting z “ αipEρλqξ
´1

Λ in the Taylor

expansion of Φ at z “ 0. Notice that this last operation makes sense without

any convergence issue as, by the finite dimensionality of X, the degree zero

element αipEρλqξ
´1

Λ is nilpotent. Yet, there is no guarantee that the infinite
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product of the factors 1` z{λ will converge, and actually it does not. So one

has to suitably regularize it in order to get a convergent product. A convenient

way of doing so is by the technique of Weierstraß ζ-regularization that we

recall below. Our problems are not over, yet: ζ-regularization may disrupt the

expected modularity of Witten classes, so we will have to check in the end

whether this is preserved. It will turn out that a topological constraint on X

has to be imposed in order to maintain modularity: X has to be a rational

string manifold.

With these premises, we can now determine the Witten classes of the conformal

family {MΛ} “ {MapspC{Λ, Xq}. We will assume X to be 2-connected so that

MΛ is connected. One can weaken this assumption by requiring X to be only

connected, and taking MΛ to be the space Maps0pC{Λ, Xq of homotopically

trivial maps from C{Λ to X. Or one can even remove any connectedness

assumption on X by working separately on each of the connected components

of Maps0pC{Λ, Xq (which bijectively correspond to the connected components

of X).

As the smooth structure on MΛ is the standard Fréchet one, the tangent

space at the point γ P MapspC{Λ, Xq is the space H0pC{Λ; γ˚TXq of smooth

sections of the pullback of the tangent bundle of X via γ. In particular, for any

x P X we have

TγxMΛ “ C8pC{Λ;TxXq “ C8pC{Λ;Rq bR TxX,

and so the restriction of the complexified tangent bundle of MΛ to X “ FixpMΛq

is

TM b C
∣∣
X
“ C8pC{Λ;Cq bC pTX bR Cq.

Remark 6.1. In writing X “ FixpMΛq we have identified X with FixpMΛq via

jΛ. We will keep this identification fixed in all that follows, so that we will see

X as a submanifold of MΛ and consequently reduce Λ to the identity of X.

Since Fourier polynomials are dense in the Fréchet topology of C8pC{Λ;Cq,
in the same vein of [Ati85], we consider the Fourier topological direct sum

decomposition

TMΛ b C
∣∣
X
“

(⊕
λPΛ

Cpλq

)
bC pTX bR Cq,

where Cpλq is the 1-dimensional representation of C{Λ with character ρλ. This

immediately implies

νΛ b C “

 ⊕
λPΛz{0}

Cpλq

bC pTX bR Cq,
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where νΛ denotes the normal bundle for the inclusion X ãÑ MapspC{Λ, Xq.
By formally applying formula (3.2) to this infinite rank situation, we obtain

ĉBtop,C{ΛpνΛ b Cq “
∏

λPΛz{0}

d∏
i“1

(
1`

αipXqξ
´1

Λ

λ

)

“

d∏
i“1

∏
λPΛz{0}

(
1`

z

λ

)∣∣∣∣
z“αipXqξ

´1
Λ

,(6.1)

where α1pXq, . . . , αdpXq are the Chern roots of the complexified tangent bundle

TX bR C of X. As anticipated, to compute (and actually give a meaning to)

the infinite product ∏
λPΛz{0}

(
1`

z

λ

)
one uses Weierstraß ζ-regularization. For the reader’s convenience we recall

the basics of the procedure here. A detailed treatment can be found, e.g., in

[Rud87, Chapter 15]. For any r ě 0, let

Prpzq :“
r∑
j“1

zj

j
“

0 if r “ 0

z ` z2

2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` zr

r
if r ą 0.

If {κn} is a sequence of nonzero complex numbers with |κn| Ñ `8 for nÑ `8

and {pn} is a sequence of nonnegative integers such that

8∑
n“1

(
R

|κn|

)1`pn

ă `8

for every R ą 0, then the infinite product

Wei~κ,~ppzq “
8∏
n“1

(
1´

z

κn

)
ePpn pz{κnq

converges and defines an entire function which has a zero at each point κn and

no other zeroes. More precisely, if κ occurs with multiplicity m in the sequence

{κn} then Wei~κ,~ppzq has a zero of order m at z “ κ. Moreover, the infinite

product defining Wei~κ,~ppzq is unchanged under simultaneous renumbering of

{κn} and {pn}. If Λ Ď C is a lattice, then the series

(6.2)
∑

λPΛz{0}

1

|λ|s

converges for <psq ą 2. This implies that for any r ě 2 the series∑
λPΛz{0}

(
R

|λ|

)1`r

“ Rr`1
∑

λPΛz{0}

1

|λ|r`1
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converges, and so, by choosing pn to be the constant sequence pn ” r one sees

that the infinite product ∏
λPΛz{0}

(
1`

z

λ

)
ePrp´z{λq

defines an entire function of z. Here we used the renumbering invariance to write

the product as a product over Λz{0}. Now one makes a choice of arguments for

the elements λ P Λz{0} in such a way that the ζ-function ζΛz{0}, defined by

analytic extension of the holomorphic function

ζΛz{0}psq “
∑

λPΛz{0}

1

λs
; <psq ą 2

is defined at s “ 1 and at s “ 2. By convergence of (6.2) for <psq ą 2, the

ζ-function ζΛz{0} will then be defined at every positive integer, and one can

formally write∏
λPΛz{0}

(
1`

z

λ

)
“

∏
λPΛz{0}

e´Prp´z{λq
(

1`
z

λ

)
ePrp´z{λq

“

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

e´Prp´z{λq

 ∏
λPΛz{0}

(
1`

z

λ

)
ePrp´z{λq

“ e
´

(
´ζΛz{0}p1qz`ζΛz{0}p2q

z2

2
`¨¨¨`ζΛz{0}prq

p´zqr

r

) ∏
λPΛz{0}

(
1`

z

λ

)
ePrp´z{λq,

where in the last step one has replaced the possibly divergent sums
∑

λPΛz{0}
1
λj

,

for j “ 1, . . . , r with their ζ-regularizations. Thanks to absolute convergence,

the terms ep´z{λq
k

freely move in and out from the product over Λz{0} for k ą 2.

Therefore, the last term in the above chain of formal identities is independent

of r as soon as r ě 2 and we arrive at the following.

Definition 6.2. Let a choice of arguments for the elements λ P Λz{0} in such

a way that ζΛz{0} is defined at r “ 1 and at r “ 2 be fixed. The Weierstraß

ζ-regularized product of the factors p1` z{λq with λ ranging in Λz{0} is∏
λPΛz{0}

ζ (
1`

z

λ

)
:“ eζΛz{0}p1qz´ζΛz{0}p2q

z2

2

∏
λPΛz{0}

(
1`

z

λ

)
e´

z
λ
` z2

2λ2 .

Remark 6.3. Choices of arguments for the elements λ P Λz{0} such that ζΛz{0}p1q

and ζΛz{0}p2q are defined do actually exist and moreover there are quite natural

choices with this property, see Remark 6.10 below.

We can now turn (6.1) into a formal definition.
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Definition 6.4. Let νΛ be the normal bundle for the inclusionX ãÑ MapspC{Λ, Xq.
The Weierstraß ζ-regularized equivariant top Chern class of νΛ b C in the

antiholomorphic sector is defined as

ĉB;ζtop,C{ΛpνΛ b Cq :“
d∏
i“1

∏
λPΛz{0}

ζ (
1`

z

λ

)∣∣∣∣
z“αipXqξ

´1
Λ

By analogy with Definition 5.18 and Definition 5.21 we then give the following.

Definition 6.5. In the same assumptions as in Definition 6.2, the ζ-regularized

total complex Witten class of {MapspC{Λ, Xq} is the function

Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq} : Lattices`pCq Ñ H‚
pX,Cqrξ´1

X s

given by

Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq}pΛq :“ pj˚Λ b j
˚
t;Λq

 1

ĉB;ζtop,C{ΛpνΛ b Cq

 .

The coefficient

Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq};k : Lattices`pCq Ñ H2k
pX,Cq

defined by the expansion

Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq}pΛq “
8∑
k“0

Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq};kpΛqξ
´k
X

will be called the k-th ζ-regularized complex Witten class of {MapspC{Λ, Xq}.

Lemma 6.6. In the same assumptions as in Definition 6.2 one has∏
λPΛz{0}

ζ (
1`

z

λ

)
“ eζΛz{0}p1qz´ζΛz{0}p2q

z2

2
σΛpzq

z
,

where σΛpzq is the Weierstraß σ-function of the lattice Λ.

Proof. By definition of the Weierstraß σ-function, see, e.g., [WW15, Section

20.42], one has

(6.3) σΛpzq “ z
∏

λPΛz{0}

(
1´

z

λ

)
e
z
λ
` z2

2λ2 .

The statement then follows by changing λ in ´λ in the above product and by

comparing with Definition 6.2. �
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Corollary 6.7. In the same assumptions as in Definition 6.2 one has

(6.4) Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq}pΛq “ eζΛz{0}p2qp1pTXqξ
´2
X

d∏
i“1

z

σΛpzq

∣∣∣∣
z“αipXqξ

´1
X

,

where p1pTXq denotes the first Pontryagin class of TX seen as an element

in H4pX;Cq.

Proof. From Definitions 6.2 and 6.4 and from Lemma 6.6, recalling Remark 6.1

and that j˚t;ΛpxiΛq “ ξX , one has

(6.5) Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq}pΛq “
d∏
i“1

(
e´ζΛz{0}p1qz`ζΛz{0}p2q

z2

2
z

σΛpzq

)∣∣∣∣
z“αipXqξ

´1
X

.

One then rewrites the right hand side of (6.5) as

e´ζΛz{0}p1qc1pTXbCqξ
´1
Λ `ζΛz{0}p2q( 1

2
c1pTXbCq2´c2pTXbCq)ξ´1

Λ

d∏
i“1

z

σΛpzq

∣∣∣∣
z“αipXqξ

´1
X

,

recalls that the odd Chern classes of the complexification of a real vector bundle

vanish, and uses the relation c2pTX bR Cq “ ´p1pTXq to conclude. �

It is important to stress that the ζ-function ζΛz{0} and its value at 2 depend

on the choice of arguments for the elements λ in Λz{0}. One removes this

dependence by requiring that p1pXq is zero in H4pX;Qq, i.e., by requiring that

X is a rational string manifold. With this assumption, formula (6.4) reduces to

(6.6) Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq}pΛq “
d∏
i“1

z

σΛpzq

∣∣∣∣
z“αipXqξ

´1
Λ

,

where now the right hand side is a canonically defined equivariant cohomology

class in the antiholomorphic sector.

The entire function z{σΛpzq is the characteristic power series for the complex

Witten genus [AHR10]. Therefore, summing up, we have obtained the following.

Proposition 6.8. Let X be a d-dimensional rational string manifold.

Then Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq} is the Witten class of the manifold X. In particular,

if d is even then ∫
X

Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq};d{2

is the complex Witten genus of X.

Remark 6.9. Proposition 6.8 in particular tells us that if X is a rational string

manifold, then the ζ-regularized complex Witten classes

Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq};k : Lattices`pCq Ñ H2k
pX,Cq
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are modular forms of weight k. This can be directly seen from (6.6) by

the modular properties of the function pΛ, zq ÞÑ z{σΛpxq, which are in turn

immediate from the product formula (6.3).

Remark 6.10. When Λ “ Z‘ Zτ with =pτq ą 0, with the standard choice of

arguments ´π ď argpλq ă π, one gets

ζΛz{0}p2q “ ´4πi
η1pτq

ηpτq
“ G2pτq

where η is the Dedekind η-function and G2 is the quasi-modular Eisenstein

series

G2pτq “
π2

3
`
∑
nPZz0

∑
mPZ

1

pm` nτq2
,

see [Apo12, Chapter 3, Ex.1] and [QHS93, Example 13]. This explains the

exponential prefactor

e´G2pτqp1pXq

appearing in the expression of the Witten class for a non rationally string

manifold for lattices of the standard form Z ‘ Zτ . More generally, once an

oriented basis pω1, ω2q for the lattice Λ is chosen, one can write Λ “ ω´1
1 pZ‘τZq

with τ “ ω2{ω1, choose an argument for ω1 in r´π, πq and choose the arguments

of the elements λ P Λz{0} so that

´π ` argpω1q ď argpλq ă π ` argpω1q.

With this choice one has ζΛz{0}p2q “ ω´2
1 G2pτq.

As an immediate corollary, we get the analogous of Proposition 6.8 for the

real Witten class. We first need an couple of obvious definitions.

Definition 6.11. Let νΛ be the normal bundle for the inclusionX ãÑ MapspC{Λ, Xq.
The Weierstraß ζ-regularized equivariant Euler class of νΛ in the antiholomorphic

sector is defined as

eulB;ζC{ΛpνΛq :“

√
ĉB;ζtop,C{ΛpνΛ b Cq,

where the determination of the square root is such that
√

1` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 1` ¨ ¨ ¨ .

Definition 6.12. In the same assumptions as in Definition 6.2, the ζ-regularized

total real Witten class of {MapspC{Λ, Xq} is the function

WitζR;{MapspC{Λ,Xq} : Lattices`pCq Ñ H‚
pX,Cqrξ´1

X s
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given by

WitζR;{MapspC{Λ,Xq}pΛq :“ pj˚Λ b j
˚
t;Λq

 1

êulB;ζC{ΛpνΛq

 .

The coefficient

WitζR;{MapspC{Λ,Xq};k : Lattices`pCq Ñ H4k
pX,Cq

defined by the expansion

WitζR;{MapspC{Λ,Xq}pΛq “
8∑
k“0

WitζR;{MapspC{Λ,Xq};kpΛqξ
´2k
X

will be called the k-th ζ-regularized real Witten class of {MapspC{Λ, Xq}.

From equation (6.6) and by the usual
√
z Ø z rule for passing from passing

from Pontryagin classes of a real vector bundle to Chern classes of its complexi-

fication in characteristic power series for genera (see, e.g., [Hir78, Section 1.3]),

we have that if X is a rational string manifold of even dimension d, then

(6.7) WitζR;{MapspC{Λ,Xq}pΛq “

d{2∏
i“1

√
z

σΛpzq

∣∣∣∣
z“βipXqξ

´2
X

,

where the βjpXq are the Pontryagin roots of TX. From this, one has the real

Witten classes analogue of Proposition 6.8.

Proposition 6.13. Let X be a rational string manifold of even dimension d.

Then Witζ{MapspC{Λ,Xq} is the Witten class of the manifold X. In particular, if

d ” 0 mod 4 then ∫
X

WitζR;{MapspC{Λ,Xq};d{2

is the real Witten genus of X.

Clearly, we also have the analogue of Remark 6.9

Remark 6.14. If X is a rational string manifold of even dimension d, then the

ζ-regularized real Witten classes

WitζR;{MapspC{Λ,Xq};k : Lattices`pCq Ñ H4k
pX,Cq

are modular forms of weight 2k.
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Appendices

1. Generalising to other mapping spaces, Transgressed Bundles,

Todd, Â, and a toy example

In the paper we considered the normal bundle relative to the inclusion

X ãÑ L2X “ MapspT2, Xq. This was, of course, due to us wanting to use the

localization theorem for torus actions. The careful reader may have noticed

how here the torus T2 plays two roles: it is the source space for the space of

maps MapspT2, Xq and it is the group acting on this space with X as manifold

of fixed points.

An obvious generalization to consider, especially in the context of TFTs,

consists in allowing arbitrary closed compact manifolds as source manifolds for

the space of maps, and arbitrary subgroups of the diffeomorphism groups of

these manifolds as groups of symmetries: given a manifold Σ acted smoothly

upon by a group D, the mapping space MapspΣ, Xq naturally inherits a D-

action. Moreover, if the D-action on Σ is transitive, then the fixed point locus

for the D-action on MapspΣ, Xq is the submanifold of constant maps and so it

is canonically identified with X.

When MapspΣ, Xq is given its standard Fréchet manifold structure, the

tangent bundle to MapspΣ, Xq can be described in terms of a pull-push procedure.

Consider the span

MapspΣ, Xq
π
ÐÝ MapspΣ, Xq ˆ Σ

ev
ÝÑ X

with π the projection on the first factor and ev sending a pair pγ, sq to γpsq.

Then T pMapspΣ, Xqq “ π˚ev
˚TX, where the fibre of π˚V over a point γ is

given by the space of sections of V over the fibre Σ – π´1pγq. In other words,

the tangent space over a map γ : Σ Ñ X is given by the space ΓpΣ; γ˚TXq.

When γ is an embedding, this can be thought of as the space of sections of TX

over the image of γ.

With this in mind, it is clear how the restriction of the tangent bundle of

MapspΣ, Xq to X ãÑ MapspΣ, Xq identified with the submanifold of constant

maps is given, over a point x, by C8pΣ, TXxq. Thus the normal bundle of

ι : X ãÑ MapspΣ, Xq will be given (over x) by C8pΣ, TXxq{TXx.

We generalize this process with the following definition:

Definition 1.1. Given two manifolds Σ, X, and a vector bundle V Ñ X, we

define the transgressed bundle τpV q to be ι˚π˚ev
˚pV q with π and ev as above.

We also define ψpV q :“ τpV q{V .

If Σ admits a D-action, then both τpV q and ψpV q will be D-equivariant

bundles over X.
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If V Ñ X is a real or complex vector bundle on X, characteristic classes of

V appearing in various classical genus formulas can be expressed as inverse

equivariant normalized top Chern or Euler classes of ψpV q for a suitable choice

of the manifold Σ and of the group D. For instance, the result of Atiyah

recovering ÂpXq from circular symmetry [Ati85] can be immediately generalized

to an arbitrary real vector bundle V Ñ X obtaining ÂpV q as the inverse of the

equivariant normalized Euler class of ψpV q for Σ “ T1 and D “ T1 acting on

itself by translations. We show this below. In doing this we will also see how the

Todd class of a complex vector bundle F Ñ X is recovered as the inverse of the

equivariant normalized top Chern class of ψpV q, again with pΣ, Dq “ pT1,T1q.

To begin with we recall from our article that, given a lattice Λ in R and given

a R{Λ-equivariant complex bundle E on a R{Λ-trivial manifold, its normalized

top Chern class is given by

ĉtop,R{ΛpE
eff
q “

∏
λPΛz{0}

rkEρλ∏
i“1

(
1`

αipEρnqu
´1
Λ

λ

)
“

“
∏

λPΛz{0}

rkEρλ∏
i“1

(
1`

z

λ

)∣∣∣∣
z“αipEρn qu

´1
Λ

.

Unfortunately this product is only convergent for bundles whose effective

part is finite dimensional. This is obviously true for finite dimensional bundles

and obviously false for transgressed bundles. We can fix this non-convergence

issue for a transgressed bundle E “ τpF q exactly as we did in the paper for the

C{Λ-equivariant bundles. The effectively acted part of τpF q is ψpF q and the

1d version of the 2d computation done in the article gives( for details on the

ζ-regularizations used in this computation see [QHS93])∏
λPΛz{0}

ζ (
1`

z

λ

)
“ e´ volpR{Λq´1iπz

∏
λPΛz{0}

(
1`

z

λ

)
e´z{λ.

Recalling that ∏
λPΛz{0}

(
1`

z

λ

)
e´z{λ “

sin (πz volpR{Λq´1)

πz volpR{Λq´1
.

and setting ũΛ “
u

2πivolpR{Λq , one then obtains

ĉζtop,R{ΛpψpF qq “
rkF∏
i“1

e´iπz
sinpπzq

πz

∣∣∣∣
z“αipF q(volpR{ΛquΛ)´1

“

“

rkF∏
i“1

1´ e´z

z

∣∣∣∣
z“αipF qũΛ

´1

,
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i.e.,

ĉζtop,R{ΛpψpF qq “ tdpF, ũΛq
´1,

with tdpF, ũΛq the homogeneous Todd polynomial of F in the variable ũΛ. From

the point of view of equivariant characteristic classes, this is nicely rewritten as

tdpF, ũΛq “
1

ĉζtop,R{ΛpψpF qq
.

Next, we recall that

1´ e´z

z
“ e´z{2

sinh z{2

z{2
.

This implies that, if V Ñ X is a real vector bundle and F “ V b C is its

complexification, then

ĉζtop,R{ΛpψpV b Cqq “ tdpV b C, ũΛq
´1
“ ÂpV, ũΛq

´2.

In other words, recalling that

êulR{ΛpW
eff
q :“

√
ĉtop,R{ΛpW eff b Cq,

where the determination of the square root is such that
√

1` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 1` ¨ ¨ ¨ , we

have

ÂpV, ũΛq “
1

êulζR{ΛpψpV qq
.

Remark 1.2. In the article on the Witten genus, its modular properties have

been derived through conformal invariance. On the other hand, these modular

properties have a topological origin. This is seen by noticing that instead of

considering just T2-translations on MapspT2,Σq, one could have considered the

action of the whole group Diff`pT2q of oriented diffeomorphisms of T2. The

modular group SLp2;Zq action on T2-equivariant cohomology of the fixed locus

X ãÑ MapspT2,Σq then shows up by noticing that Diff`pT2q retracts on the

subgroup D “ SLp2;Zq˙T2. From the point of view of oriented lattices Λ Ď C,

this SLp2;Zq-action is reflected in the fact that the moduli stack of oriented

lattices in C is equivalent to BSLp2;Zq. A detailed topological derivation of the

Witten genus via the pSLp2;Zq ˙ T2q-equivariant cohomology of MapspT2,Σq

will be hopefully carried out in forthcoming research.
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1.1. A toy example with Stiefel-Whitney classes. As a conclusion, we

investigate a toy example, based on the simplest nontrivial space of maps: the

one obtained by taking Σ “ S0, endowed with the transitive action of the

symmetric group on 2 elements. Equivalently this is the translation action of the

group S0 “ {1,´1} on itself. For a manifold X, we have MapspS0, Xq “ XˆX,

and the induced symmetric group action is the permutation action. The fixed

points are the diagonal of X ˆX, and so again a copy of X. For a real vector

bundle V Ñ X, the transgressed bundle τpV q is isomorphic to V ‘ V in this

case, S0 acts on this direct sum by acting trivially on one copy of V and via

the sign representation on the other copy. The bundle ψpV q is therefore a copy

of V as a vector bundle, with S0 acting through the sign representation.

In order to handle localization formulas in S0-equivariant cohomology we

will need to work with coefficients in F2 :“ Z{2Z. As a consequence, the

relevant characteristic classes will be the equivariant Stiefel-Whitney classes.

The S0-equivariant cohomology ring of the point with F2 coefficients is

H‚
S0p˚;F2q “ H‚

pBS0;F2q “ H‚
pP8R;F2q “ F2rxs,

with x in degree 1. The equivariant Stiefel-Whitney classes of ψpV q will therefore

be elements in H‚
S0pX,F2q “ H‚pX,F2qrxs.

For an equivariant real line bundle over X “ FixpX ˆXq whose character is

the sign representation of S0, one has that the first equivariant Stiefel-Whitney

class is

w1,S0pLq “ w1pLq ` x,

and so the normalized first equivariant Stiefel-Whitney class of L is

ŵ1,S0pLq “ 1`
w1pLq

x
.

Remark 1.3. Notice that it is possible to localize at x precisely because we

are working with F2 coefficients, so that the fact that x has degree 1 does not

make it a zero divisor: the equation x2 “ ´x2 is trivially satisfied and does

not impose a nontrivial constraint on x; in particular the equivalent equation

2x2 “ 0 is trivial and does not make up a pair of zero divisors p2x, xq as it

would be with coefficients in a field of characteristic different from 2.

By applying the splitting principle to ψpV q, one sees that the top normalized

Stiefel-Whitney class of ψpV q is

ŵtop,S0pψpV qq “

rkV∏
i“1

1`
w1pLiq

x
,
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where the w1pLiq are the Stiefel-Whitney roots of V . We therefore find

1

ŵtop,S0pψpV qq
“

rkV∏
i“1

1

1` z

∣∣∣∣
z“w1pLiqx´1

“

rkV∏
i“1

8∑
k“0

zk
∣∣∣∣
z“w1pLiqx´1

“

“ 1`
8∑
i“1

wkpV qx
´k

where the classes wkpV q are recursively defined by w1pV q “ w1pV q and

wkpV q “ wk´1pV qw1pV q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` w1pV qwk´1pV q ` wkpV q.

Expanding this relation one finds

w1 “ w1

w2 “ w2
1`w2

w3 “ w3
1`w3

w4 “ w4
1`w

2
1w2`w

2
2`w4

w5 “ w5
1`w1w

2
2`w

2
1w3`w5

w6 “ w6
1`w

4
1w2`w

3
2`w

2
3`w

2
1w4`w6

w7 “ w7
1`w

4
1w3`w

2
2w3`w1w

2
3`w

2
1w5`w7

w8 “ w8
1`w

6
1w2`w

4
1w

2
2`w

4
2`w2w

2
3`w

4
1w4`w

2
2w4`w

2
4`w

2
1w6`w8

w9 “ w9
1`w

5
1w

2
2`w1w

4
2`w

6
1w3`w

3
3`w1w

2
4`w

4
1w5`w

2
2w5`w

2
1w7`w9,

and so on.

By comparison with what happens for MapspT1, Xq, where one recovers

the Â-class and the Â-genus of X, one would expect that wnpTXq is an

interesting class of an n-dimensional manifold X, and that
∫
X
wnpTXq is an

interesting invariant of X taking values in F2. Unfortunately, it is not so. By

the multiplicativity of Stiefel–Whitney classes, one can equivalently characterize

wpV q as the total Stiefel–Whitney class wpW q of a vector bundle W such that

V ‘W “ Rd ˆX. Specializing to the case of V “ TX and recalling that by

the Whitney embedding theorem every smooth n-manifold X can be smoothly

embedded into R2n, we have wnpTXq “ wnpνX{R2nq, where νX{R2n denotes the

normal bundle for a fixed embedding X ãÑ R2n. Now, it is a (nontrivial) fact

(see [MS74, Corollary 11.4]) that wnpνX{R2nq “ 0. Therefore, in particular∫
X

1

ŵtop,S0pψpTXqq
“ 0

for any X.

Even though this may appear a trivial result, this is far from the truth:

the invariant is trivial, but its triviality is a nontrivial result. Indeed, for
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an arbitrary vector bundle V Ñ X on an n-dimensional manifold X there

is no reason for wnpV q to be 0. A simple counterexample is the case of the

tautological bundle ξ Ñ PnR. In this case one has wnpξq “ w1pξq
n, and so∫

PnR

1

ŵtop,S0pψpξqq
“

∫
Pn
w1pξq

nx´n “ x´n

is a nontrivial element in H‚pBS0,F2qpxnq.
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